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Automated Cartographic Generalization
- with a triangulated spatial model
Geraint Llewellyn Bundy
Department of Computer Studies
The University of Glamorgan

Abstract
This thesis describes a doctoral project which has addressed some of the problems of
automatically performing cartographic generalization in a holistic manner, that is, processing
the map features in the context of the whole map rather than individual features in isolation.
The approach is based on two key ideas: firstly, that the map surface can be represented by a
structure based on simplicial complexes which provides useful relationships for topology and
proximity and facilitates many of the fundamental generalization operations. Secondly, that
the epistemological structures needed for generalization can be represented by a hierarchy of
"context" frames, each of which encapsulate the knowledge required to recognize, generalize
and resolve a cartographic situation.
A data structure that uses simplicial complexes to represent map objects has been designed
and implemented. Each object is described by a set of two-dimensional simplices (triangles)
that are maintained in the form of a constrained Delaunay triangulation. This structure gives a
fully connected two-dimensional plenum that stores important spatial relationships such as
"enclosed", "adjacent" and "between" explicitly. This simplicial data structure (SDS), as it is
called, can be used directly to perform several types of operations necessary for automatic
generalization, for example, automatic overlap detection, displacement, merging,
enlargement, simplification of building outlines and skeletonization. Algorithms for many of
these operators have been implemented while others are proposed. Pseudo-code and
descriptions are used to document many of these operators, results are given and discussed.
A frame-based architecture is proposed which provides a framework for the representation
and application of knowledge for generalization.
The project was funded by an EPSRC CASE studentship in collaboration with the Ordnance
Survey.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Description of Problem
Specialization is for insects.

Robert Anson Heinlein.
Cartographic generalization is the transformation of the elements of a map so that they remain
legible and meaningful at a reduced scale. The adverse effects of scale reduction are described
by Robinson and Jackson (1985) as follows "Distances separating features and widths and
lengths offeatures are shortened; adjacent discrete items become more and more crowded;
and intricate configurations may appear chaotic". Eventually, if the scale is further reduced
the features on the map fuse together graphically - reducing or eliminating the readability of
the map. This is largely due to the fact that the graphic symbols representing features on the
map come to occupy a space that is larger than a true scale representation would warrant.
The traditional process of map generalization is carried out at the Ordnance Survey (OS) in
this way: an area to be shown in a new map (the target map) is covered by a set of larger
scale maps or plans (which are gathered together to make the source map). Map features are
chosen from the source map and generalized in a variety of ways before being placed on the
target map. The resulting map has fewer, simpler features and, usually, fewer classes of
features. Features are symbolized or, if already symbolized, they are symbolized to a greater
extent. Map features are often displaced or transposed to facilitate these operations or just to
make the image simpler.
Map generalization transformations can be placed within one of two categories. The first,
conceptual generalization, reduces the number of different types of object on the map and the
second, graphical generalization, reduces the number of actual objects on the map and their
geometric complexity. Graphical generalization is the more complex of these two types and
the majority of the work discussed in this thesis is concerned with this form of
generalization.
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Examples of the graphical generalization transformations typically applied to map elements
are: elimination of unimportant features, smoothing and simplifying outlines, amalgamating
features of similar types and the exaggeration of important objects. All of these operations are
carried out so that, as far as possible, the resulting gestalt represents and suggests the actual.
When applied by a trained and skilful cartographer these transformations can overcome the
perceptual effects of scale reduction and, despite an unavoidable loss of some information,
retain the essential information and character of the map.
Although information is lost in the process of generalization the cartographer always tries to
convey as much of the character and important information of the area as possible. This
requires a deep understanding of the nature of the physical objects that the features represent
as well as knowledge of the conventions for representing the real world in map form and the
skills and techniques needed to avoid or reconcile any conflicting transformations.
Cartographers at the Ordnance Survey (OS) spend at least nine weeks on an intensive training
course, usually followed by eighteen months of practical training and supervision before
becoming proficient in the techniques of generalization. This is reinforced by many years of
experience of the natural world and topographic artefacts gained throughout their lives.
In addition people have an innate ability to generalize the knowledge they have stored or
perceived. It can certainly be considered a necessity of life for learning about and reacting to
new situations. Cognitive psychologists and researchers into artificial intelligence have long
recognized the importance of generalization (and here the term refers to "general"
generalization) in the mechanisms of intelligence and learning. Schank (1990) states that
generalization is one of the ten characteristics of intelligence and describes it as "the basis of
creativity". Partridge (1991) explains that "intelligence rests to no small degree on the ability
to produce enough adequate generalizations." It is, perhaps, an unfortunate fact that those
abilities which come so easily to us humans are so difficult to formalize and hence automate.
At the current state of technology, computer systems have very limited cognitive skills and
knowledge. So a way must be found to enable a computer system to reason about graphical
features and the relationship between them in the context of the real world objects they
represent.
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1.2

Scope, Aims and Objectives of Research

The aims of the project were laid down in the project's transfer report (dated January 1991)
as a set of requirements for automated cartographic generalization. These were:
1 To develop a computational framework that supports automated cartographic
generalization in a holistic manner.
2 To inplement new operators that will effect generalization, in particular the
generalization of area features.
3 to gain knowledge about the requirements of generalization operators.
4 To establish representations of cartographic objects and the relationships
between them.
The transfer report also stated that the "aims of this project are to develop techniques of
structuring, managing and processing map data that will allow a computer system to perform
map generalization. Identifying, representing and utilizing the knowledge necessary for
cartographic generalization will be a major task in this research. An experimental map
production system will be constructed to implement and test these findings"

The scope of project was given as:
1 The project will be concerned only with OS large scale topographic data
(augmented as necessary, for example with additional feature coding or other
available data such as OS OSCAR which gives road centrelines).
2 The research will focus on generalization as carried out according to OS
specifications and conventions. The techniques developed will not be restricted
to a specific scale, but will be capable of generating generalizations suitable for
any point on a continuum of scales.
3 The system to be developed will probably require processes that can perform a
range of generalization operations. However, special emphasis will be placed
on the simplification and amalgamation of area objects and displacement of
map objects in order to avoid graphical conflicts.
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For pragmatic reasons the research has been restricted to the consideration of topographic
maps. Generalization for other types of maps, thematic, cadastral or navigation maps, for
example, is quite different. However the research has been carried out with the intention of
establishing techniques and tools which are common to the generalization of all types of map.
The initial research uncovered some problematical areas within the field which needed to be
addressed before a serious attempt at a fully-fledged solution became feasible. These were:
1

The difficulty of reasoning about the spatial characteristics of the map
area.
The need was clear for a data structure which would form a basis - literally a
foundation structure - upon which more sophisticated structures could be built as
required. It could be seen that there were a set of desirable characteristics for such a
structure - but what were they? Considering the kind of dynamic activity occurring in
the domain it was clear that the efficiency of spatial reasoning would be paramount.
The implication of this observation was that the amount of support for spatial reason
integrated into the fundamental structure could lie between two extremes: to maintain
geometry and required attributes but lack any special support for spatial reasoning, or
to include large amounts of inbuilt support for spatial reasoning.

2

The insularity of existing techniques.
Traditionally, research into generalization has focused upon techniques that were
isolated in one of two ways - either a feature class would be taken from a map and
processed with no regard for other features in the map or a single technique, such as
Douglas and Peucker's line simplification algorithm (1973) or building simplification
(Lichtner 1979) would be used without consideration for the action of other,
necessary, techniques. Often these two absolutes would be applied at the same time.
There is, of course, a good precedence for this approach within science and such
work has produced useful results and tools. However, it was felt that the field was
ready for some work which attempted to consider the generalization process as a
whole.

12
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3

The lack of knowledge and consistent rules or specifications for map
generalization and no clear way in which these could be represented or
utilized.
This lack of specifications is due to the cognitive and perceptual nature of
cartographic generalization. Extensive research, far beyond the scope of this project,
is needed to establish practical specifications and rules for automatically performing
map generalization. What is needed, though, before any elicitation process can be
conducted is a framework and "language" in which this knowledge can be stated.

Most of the effort in this research project has been taken up with the design and
implementation of a suitable spatial data model/structure and generalization operators on that
structure. This has meant that the subjects of knowledge acquisition, representation and
application have, necessarily, taken a less significant role in the project. The results of the
research are outlined in the next section.

1.3

The Results of the Research - The MAGE System

The practical results of the research are embodied in MAGE (Map Authoring and
Generalization Expert) - a system which attempts to generalize a map hoHstically, that is, by
considering all features on the map and the interaction between them. This is much more
ambitious than most previous attempts at automation which deal only with certain features in
isolation or single classes of features, for example, (Chrisman 1983, Lay and Weber 1983).
One exception to this is Nickerson's work on line-network generalization (Nickerson 1988)
which did consider the interaction between linear features. It is clear from personal
observation of cartographers at the OS that humans generalize maps holistically - they may
focus on a particular subset of map features while performing generalization but they always
take into account the context in which these objects are situated.
The problem with generalizing map features independently is that situations where disparate
classes should interact during a generalization process cannot be dealt with. Consider the
following simple example. It may happen for a certain style of map that some point features
(say, trigonometric points) have a higher priority for spatial accuracy than a linear feature
(such as a road). Imagine a trig, point which lies close to the inner curve of a road. If the
road is smoothed without regard for a point of this type then the road may come to lie over
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the trigonometric point or even on the other side of it. This kind of change in topology is
undesirable and should be avoided if possible.
In addition there are many cases where the actual generalization action depends on the
appreciation of the juxtaposition of two or more features of different classes. For example, in
the OS rules for generalization from 1:1,250 scale to 1:10,000 a road running alongside a
railway is generalized differently from a road that lies alongside a river. Sometimes this
difference consists merely of the use of different tolerance parameters but often there is a
significant change in the geometrical or topological symbolization that requires a totally
different operator. Clearly, unless these features can be analysed together and their spatial
and topological relationships considered fully then full generalization, akin to that which
could be produced by a human cartographer, cannot be performed.
The MAGE system is founded on two fundamental hypotheses. Firstly, that a map surface
can be well represented by a data structure based on simplicial complexes which is rich in
neighbourhood spatial relationships and which facilitates some of the fundamental
generalization operations. Spatial reasoning is an important consideration for generalization
and GIS analysis functions (Oosterom 1994) and a data structure that provides easy access to
spatial relationships is essential to the automation of generalization.
The second hypothesis that MAGE is based upon is that the epistemological structures
needed for generalization can be represented by a hierarchy of context frames, each of which
encapsulates the knowledge required to recognize, generalize and resolve a cartographic
situation.

A Spatial Representation
A topological data structure called the simplicial data structure (SDS) has been implemented.
Each map object in the SDS is represented by a set of 2-dimensional simplices (triangles) that
are maintained in the form of a constrained Delaunay triangulation (Chew 1987, De Floriano
and Puppo 1988, Aurenhammer 1991). This structure explicitly gives a fully connected 2
dimensional plenum (or a surface that is totally filled) and implicitly stores object-level
topology. The SDS is rich in localized spatial relations; it is relatively simple, for example, to
establish which objects touch another or whether there are any intervening objects between
two given objects.
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The simplicial data structure (SDS) can be used directly to perform several types of
operations necessary for automatic generalization, for example, automatic overlap detection,
displacement, merging, enlargement and skeletonization. This structure and a variety of
operators based on it form the majority of this research.

An Epistemological Representation
A frame-based representation is proposed which provides a structure for knowledge in
various forms and for various purposes (Minsky 1975, Armstrong 1991). The proposed
architecture binds the topological and geometric data in the SDS to a higher-level set of
structures used for managing generalization and reasoning about map features and their
relationships at a semantic level. Spatial and geometrical decisions at this level can be
expressed in terms of functions or predicates on the SDS. Structural knowledge can be stored
in recpgnizors which are able to identify structures and contexts in the map data.
Operational knowledge is held in generalizor operators which know how to apply a
cartographic transformation to a map object or a structure of such objects. Resolving
operators are applied to conflict situations that might be caused by the actions of generalizors.
Context-frames coordinate these functions and provide working storage. A broad agenda
controls the initiation of context frames. This part of the research is largely theoretical.

The Organization of MAGE
An overview of the MAGE system can be seen in figure 1.1. Data comes from the OS in the
form of relational database "save" files. This data has been composed into objects, which
consist of links, points and attributes. In all, nine files are used to represent the map. These
files are converted into two data structures: the object hierarchy which contains attribute
information and classifies the objects into a taxonomy suitable for
generalization and the SDS which stores geometry and topology for the objects. The object
hierarchy and the SDS are linked together by means of pointers. An object contains a list of
pointers to the 2D simplices it is composed of and each 2D simplex contains a pointer to the
object that it is a part of.
Above these structures are the operators which contain references to rulebases and/or
procedures that carry out major functions on the map. Operators are classified by function,
they can be recognizers, which identify contexts in the map, generalizors, which perform
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generalization or transformational operations on the map, and resolvers, which handle
conflicts caused by generalizors.
Currently MAGE uses a very simple mechanism for identifying contexts, applying
generalization operators to them and then resolving any conflicts. It is envisaged that,
initially, the activity of these operators will be loosely controlled by an agenda which filters
control down through the context hierarchy. Each context frame is responsible for the
initiation, execution and resolution of individual operators.
genda

I Context Frame Hierarchy

I Recognizers I

I Generalizors

I

I

I Resolvers

Figure 1.1: An overview of the MAGE system.
The MAGE system performs a representative sample of cartographic procedures and
currently acts as a prototype system and research testbed. It is implemented on Sun
workstations using the Kappa expert system development tool (Intellicorp 1993). Kappa is
an object-oriented tool that allows deterministic procedures to be implemented using C (or
C++) and non-deterministic procedures and rules (with backward and forward chaining) to
be expressed in a dedicated language called ProTalk. MAGE is designed to be the basis for
the incremental development of a practical, albeit experimental, generalization system. It is
envisaged that development work would be performed by an experienced cartographer and
programmer team and that everyday operation of MAGE would require only a little
experience.
The following subsections summarize the basic elements of and concepts behind MAGE.
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1.3.1 Map Authoring
Map authoring is the term given to the general process of defining the style and contents of a
map and making it ready for display or printing. The MAGE system is intended to supply the
framework and tools for this process. The author supplies directives for actual map contents
and details on how the system is to transform the source map into the final map. Depending
on how "smart" MAGE becomes, a map author might be virtually untrained or may require
the skills of a cartographer and "MAGE expert" (that is, a specifically trained programmer
and knowledge engineer) as well. Obviously the objective is to reduce the amount of
repetitive work for the cartographer but their guidance, to correct errors and handle situations
that MAGE cannot cope with, will be required for the foreseeable future.

1.3.2 Context Frames
MAGE is, fundamentally, object-oriented - map features are treated as objects no matter what
they represent. Examples of objects could be countries, towns, cadastral units, roads, rivers
or telephone poles. Generalization events are also treated as objects. They are called context
frames.
Context frames are structures that represent typical cartographic situations. Anything that an
author wishes to process (generalize or other cartographic action) must be encapsulated
within a context frame. Context frames are map data, map type, map purpose and map scale
dependent. A new set of frames must be written each time a new map style is desired,
although many frames are reusable and could be easily adapted for a different map
requirement. Specimen frames have been defined for OS 1:1,250 map data generalized to
1:10,000 (within the stated scope of the project).

1.3.3 Simplicial Data Structure
The simplicial data structure (SDS) is a 2 dimensional spatial data structure that is based on
simplicial complexes. Although in some ways it is a complex data structure it does offer
certain advantages in the problem of automated cartographic generalization.
The influences for the design of the SDS come from work on topological representations
(Giblin 1977), (Bruegger and Frank 1989), (Gold 1990) and from work on the use of
irregular cells to represent space (Frank and Kuhn 1986).
A partitioning of space that possesses particularly useful properties for generalization is the
Delaunay triangulation (Chew 1987). A Delaunay triangulation for a set of points is the
17
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triangulation of those points that produces the most equiangular triangles. Except for
singularities there is only one Delaunay triangulation for a set of points (Sibson 1978) and the
dual of this triangulation provides the Voronoi tessellation which indicates the "regions of
influence" of points. A true Delaunay triangulation provides a direct solution to the nearest
neighbour problem for point sets, since each point is connected to its nearest neighbours
(Preparata and Shamos 1985).
Adding constraining edges representing the outlines of objects removes some of these
properties - such edges can be seen as acting as "barriers to visibility" of nearby vertices that
are on either side of a constraining edge. This is an important property of the constrained
Delaunay triangulation (or CDT) since it identifies an obstruction to immediate adjacency
which is, in terms of map generalization, a more useful representation.

1.3.4 Control Mechanism
A general framework for automated cartographic generalization is given by context frames.
These provide a structure for knowledge but do not, in themselves, give a mechanism for the
control of the generalization process.
A possible framework for computerised generalisation systems consists of a controlling
mechanism that can call upon a 'toolbox' of specialised processes or operators. An operator
is a discrete and relatively independent process, that will perform an action on a set of
features. It is imperative that the operator can be given certain well-understood parameters
that can be used to control its effect precisely. The controlling process may be any program
that can:
detect the need for generalisation,
identify the type of generalisation required,
choose a suitable operator and
derive an appropriate set of parameters to produce the desired effect.
This controlling process could be a conventional procedural program, an expert system or
more sophisticated artificial intelligence system. This modular approach is prevalent in recent
research, with the major tasks being the development of the operators and the controlling
system to coordinate them. For operators most of the work to date has been on line
18
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simplification, e.g. the Douglas-Peucker algorithm (Douglas and Peucker 1973) although
there has been some work on area merging (Lay and Weber 1983), (Monmonier 1982);
building simplification is described in (Lichtner 1979) and (Meyer 1986)t; and generalization
of networks of linear networks (Nickerson 1988). For the problem of coordinating operators
the only advanced technique widely written about is that of expert systems (sometimes called
production-rule systems) (Mackaness and Fisher 1986), (Herbert 1990).
In MAGE a system based on contexts is proposed. A context is invoked when a situation in
need of generalization is detected. The context is responsible for the resolution of the
situation. It competes for system resources, mainly CPU time and write access to the map,
with other contexts and adaptively selects and applies a sequence of generalization operators
to achieve the desired generalization. Once the situation is resolved to the context's
satisfaction it terminates and the situation is either released or passed on to another context.

1.4 A Guide to the Thesis
This thesis is laid out in three main parts.
The first part (consisting of this chapter plus chapters 2 and 3) describes cartographic
generalization, the difficulties of automation and previous work in the field. It also lays out
the extent and the scope of the research described in this thesis and the initial aims of the
project.
The second part (chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7) explores the elements of the solution arrived at by
the research and discusses these elements in the context of existing research and ideas. This
part also discusses the way in which MAGE works. The results of the work are presented
and discussed within these sections.
The third and final part (chapter 8) concludes the thesis with an overview of the results, an
examination of the contribution of the research and a discussion of the potential for future
work.

t Work which originally appeared in five German language papers - Staufenbiel (1973), Hake (75 a and b,
1978) and Hoffmeister (1978).
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Appendices give information too technical or bulky to be placed in the main script.
1.5 Terminological Notes
The term generalization is used to refer to cartographic generalization. Map generalization and
cartographic generalization are used interchangeably, and unless clearly stated otherwise,
refer to generalization of topographic maps. If quoted, "generalization" is sometimes spelt
with an 's' instead of a 'z'.
A plan is the product of a survey. A map is generalized either from a plan or another map.
The scale of a map is the ratio of the size of the object on the map and its size on the ground,
e.g. building that is 2x2mm on a map of scale 1:10,000 is 2xlOOOOmm or 20x20m on the
ground. The resolution of a map is the smallest part of an object that can be displayed on a
map.
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2. Map Generalization
With generalisation art enters into the making of maps.
Max Eckert( 1908)
All generalizations are false, including this one.
Alexander Chase
Perspectives, 1966

2.1 Introduction
"The objective of generalisation is the highest accuracy possible in
accordance with the map scale, good geometric informative power, good
characterisation of the elements and forms, the greatest possible similarity
to nature in the forms and colours, clarity and good legibility, simplicity
and explicitness of the graphical expression and coordination of the
different elements."
Edouard Imhof,
Kartographische Geldndedarstellung,
page 100

Map generalization has a history as old as mapmaking - at least two and a half thousand years
(Berthon and Robinson 1991). Generalization is an essential operation when rendering an
image of the world onto a finite surface using intrinsically restricted drawing and printing
techniques in such a way that it remains legible to the human eye. It is difficult to imagine a
map that has not been generalized in some way, especially a map of the Earth (Rytz et al.
1977).
In the same way that a storyteller can take the main thread of a story and abridge it for telling
in a shortened form so a cartographer condenses the important elements of a map into a less
rich, but still meaningful, representation. During this abridging process, account needs to be
taken of the intended audience so that the contents, wording and style of the story can be
tailored to suit the needs of that audience. The means of reproduction, distribution and
presentation of the story need to be considered. The internal consistency of the elements of
the story and the interrelationship between them also need to be maintained so that the
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meaning of the tale is not lost. A map is just as much a vehicle for communication as a story
and these same basic factors must be considered during cartographic generalization.
Generalization is not a single step process, nor is it an iterative process (Armstrong 1991). A
cartographer learns certain rules of thumb for planning the execution of a generalization
(Blakemore 1989), but there are often exceptions that need to be spotted on the map and dealt
with at a suitable point in the process. Generalization is a process of cognition - perception,
mental planning, application of technique, appraisal of results and revision, of both plan and
work, if necessary.

2.1.1 Definition
Cartographic generalization can be defined as the transformation of the elements of a map so
that they remain legible and meaningful at a reduced scale. It is the means "of improving the
user's overall perception of mapped data on change of map scale or map purpose, through a
reduction in the information content of the map" (Rhind 1973).
A successful generalization would:
produce a legible and clear map image (Rytz et al. 1977)
generate a map that is in accordance with its purpose and serves the demands of
its users (Rytz et al. 1977)
preserve essential characteristics of map features - for some features this is very
much dependent on map scale. (Monmonier 1982)
be consistent, i.e. what is "qualitatively the same on the ground is also
represented in the same way everywhere on the map." (Rytz et al. 1977)

2.1.2 Generalization Operators
The devil is in the detail.
Traditional.
Many authors have subdivided the process of map generalization into classes of operations.
Looking at these can help to understand generalization. Below is a list of these operations -
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they have been taken from (Rhind 1973), (Monmonier 1982), (Shea and McMaster 1989),
(Brassel and Weibel 1988) and (Mackaness 1991):
Line sinuosity reduction, or the simplification and smoothing of lines and area
outlines, involves reducing the number of points in the feature (for the sake of
efficiency) making the feature outline less complex whilst retaining the impression
of the shape of the actual feature. Such generalization makes the lines in the map
less fussy, they occupy less space and are less liable to cause conflict with other
features or with themselves (see figure 2.1). In some cases, depending on the
target scale, the typical shape of the class of feature must be retained while real
characteristics are removed. See the examples of the fjorded coastline in fig. 2.1
(e and f) below. The generalized fjords are not representations of real features as
the ungeneralized fjords are. Rather they are similes or caricatures intended to
suggest the character of the coastline.

a) Original area

c) Original line

b) Smoothed/simplified area

d) Smoothed/simplified line

0 Typified coastline

e) Original coastline

Figure 2.1: Examples of sinuosity reduction.
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Feature displacement (also called transposition) compromises the spatial accuracy
of elements the map, usually in order to overcome graphical conflict or potential
conflict. In the example below (fig 2.2, a) the railway and road have been
symbolized and are now partially overlapping each other and the building.
Displacement can be applied uniformly to all parts of an object (the railway in this
example) or can be applied only to certain areas of the linear feature (the road in
this example) in order to create an equal separation between two features.

a) An unacceptable situation caused
by symbolization.

b) After displacement
Figure 2.2: An example offeature displacement.
Within- and between- category amalgamation (also called merge or aggregation)
combines a number of small features into a larger feature. Figure 2.3 shows the
total combination of a set of small lakes into a single body. For intermediate
scales only the lakes smaller than a certain tolerance or closer to another body of
water than a certain minimum distance would be combined. The resulting feature
should suggest the overall shape of the group of features it has been composed
of. In certain cases it may be desirable to reduce the overall size of the merged
feature so that its area is equivalent to the sum of the component features.
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b) After amalgamation
Figure 2.3: An example of amalgamation.

Feature or category elimination involves the considered removal of certain
objects. The criteria for omitting features is usually based on the size of the
object, its importance, the potential for merging it with another object and the
situation of the feature. In the example in fig. 2.4, the small building (top left) is
simply too small to be represented on the map and is of no particular significance
(e.g. it is not a remote shelter on a moor, a tall transmitter aerial or a lighthouse).
There would be no point merging it with the large building because it is too small
to be retained as a feature in the large building's outline. The sheds or garages
lying between the wings of the larger object are also removed. Individually they
are too small and if they were to be emphasized then they would interfere with the
shape of the building.
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a) Original

b) After elimination of "insignificant" objects
Figure 2.4 : An example of elimination.
Typification is used to represent the general pattern or form of the features and
their interrelationships using a reduced number of features and, possibly, a
simpler representation. Refinement (Shea and McMaster 1989) is similar but only
thins out certain features leaving behind certain representative ones. Typification,
on the other hand, involves replacing the features with simpler or symbolic
representations at approximate positions. The example in fig. 2.5 shows the
typification of the terraced street - into something that still resembles a terraced
street but is much simpler. In addition, the road has been widened uniformly (a
kind of typification in itself), straightened out and the curve smoothed off.

a) Before typification

b) After typification of houses
Figure 2.5: Example of typification.
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Exaggeration, or emphasis, is used to enlarge a feature or part of a feature that is
too important to omit but too small to retain. Usually the feature (or part of the
feature) is enlarged until it meets the minimum specification. In the example
shown in fig. 2.6 (a) the mouth of the bay is too narrow to be shown at reduced
scale. In fig. 2.6 (b) the mouth is widened so that no part is less than the tolerance
for the minimum distance between two lines.
Bay

Inlet
a) Before exaggeration
Bay

Inlet
b) After exaggeration

Figure 2.6: Exaggeration of the narrow mouth of a bay. After (Shea & McMaster 1989).
•

Feature classification or reclassification reduces the number of classes that are
shown on the map. In the example shown in figure 2.7 three vegetation types
have been combined into one.
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|

| Vegetation type 1
Vegetation type 2
Vegetation type 3

a) Before reclassification

Vegetation type 2

b) After reclassification
Figure 2.7: Reclassification of areas of vegetation.

•

Collapse involves the reduction in dimension of features. For example, a town on
a large scale map is likely to be shown as an area but on a smaller scale map it is
shown as a point symbol. Again on a large scale map a river might be represented
as an area, where each bank of the river has its own line, and this would show
where the river widens and narrows. On a smaller scale map it may not be
possible to show a river in this way so it is represented as a single line, perhaps
formed along the centreline of the areal representation it replaces.

perceptual
When applied with skill a combination of these operations can overcome the
retain the
effects of scale reduction and, despite an unavoidable loss of some information,
cations
character of the map and the essential information contained within it. These classifi
out when
are derived from observations of the kind of actions that cartographers carry
they do but
performing generalization and are a useful first step toward understanding what
lization
not necessarily how they do it. As Mackaness points out, "the classification of genera
of such
techniques is an academic process and the cartographer is not consciously aware
distinctions when designing a map". (Mackaness 1991)
same area
It is important to note that generalization is not objective or consistent so that, if the
produce a
of map were given to two cartographers, then they would almost certainly
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significantly different generalization even if they had been trained together and were
following the same specifications. Such variation comes from long-standing and informal
perceptions of the importance of elements and differing priorities of feature interactions
within the tolerances and ambiguities of map specifications. In addition basic human
subjectivity in the selection and ordering of the generalization tasks and variation in motor
skills used in executing them will affect the resulting generalization.

2.1.3 Examples of Map Generalization
Here are some examples of manual generalization, the printing technology used here is
poorer than would normally be used to print maps but it serves to give an idea of the effects
of scale reduction and how generalization is used to overcome them. Each figure consists of
four pictures all covering the same area: the 1:1,250 scale map portion, printed to scale, is
shown on the top left; beneath is the same area printed at 1:10,000 scale. On the top right is
the 1:10, 000 scale map (generalized from the portion on the left) enlarged to 1:1,250 scale,
beneath is the same portion printed at its actual scale.

Note the removal of the pecked lines, the simplification of the outline of Sycamore House
and the elimination of one half of the garage block followed by the emphasis of the other
half. From SP0888(sw) © Ordnance Survey (Reproduced with permission).
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Figure 2.9: This terraced block has been simplified into a single unit, the sheds or porches
have been removed as has the thin building on the left. Note the typification of the garden
fences. The road (containing the name ofCarberry Terrace) has been widened or at least the
pavements removed. The curved line running through the 1:10,000 scale map is a contour
line - these are added for the 1:10,000 map series. From SP0888(sw) © Ordnance Survey
(Reproduced with permission).

Figure 2.10: In this case the garage blocks have been merged and then shortened,
presumably to make room for the widening of the horseshoe shaped terrace. Inner walls have
been removed. The buildings on the bottom right have been merged into one block. The tree
symbols have been omitted. From SP0888(sw) © Ordnance Survey (Reproduced with
permission).
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Figure 2.11: St Matthew's Church and associated buildings have been combined into one
block. Detail in the outlines of the buildings has been removed, especially the vicarage. The
names have been removed and replaced with Ch. Note the pecked lines on the right hand side
- they have been retained because there is a significant path or track there. There was just
enough room to leave a tree symbol in the area on the bottom left. From SP0888(sw) ©
Ordnance Survey (Reproduced with permission).

2.2 How People Perform Map Generalization
With more and more of the solutions to everyday geographical problems
solvable by algorithmic procedures those tasks which humans perform
more quickly still rely on the impressive processing capabilities of the
visual cortex.
Waldo R. Tobler
Foreword, (Clarke 1990)
Generalization is an activity that people can perform very well and it seems as though it is a
basic mechanism of the visual, cognitive and learning processes (Brassel and Weibel 1988).
Producing and understanding simple, generalized images seems to come naturally to most
people. Cartographic generalization, in practice, is a far from trivial task: the source image is
usually a complex, interconnected set of features and concepts and the production of the
target map is governed by a large number of intricate and often ambiguous rules and
specifications. Training is required to make this innate generalizing ability rigorous and
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conformal to the requirements of a conventionalized mapping authority. "Generalization is
perhaps the most intellectually challenging task for the cartographer, a proposition supported
by the comparatively marginal success of computer algorithms in generalizing maps."
(Monmonier 1982).
Brassel and Weibel (1988) state that generalization is: "the mental processing of information
and it involves such functions as ordering, distinction, comparison, combination, recognition
of relations, drawing conclusions and abstraction. It represents a task that requires the
highest intellectual and creative capacity as well as an understanding of reality."
Cartographic generalization is currently performed almost entirely by hand, at great expense
in terms of both money and human labour. Freeman describes it as "a tedious task, requiring
skilled cartographers working for long periods of time." (Freeman 1991). In one cited case
approximately 250 man hours were required to manually generalize one 1:250,000 map sheet
from sixteen 1:50,000 scale map sheets (Nickerson 1991). This was performed at the
Canadian Centre for Mapping and the map involved covered a largely uninhabited area of
Canada where the majority of features requiring generalization were either hydrographic or
hypsographic.
Generalization also occurs at the surveying stage. The surveyors are given a specification of
which features are to be surveyed and the tolerances with which to measure them. The type
of generalization that this thesis is concerned with, however, takes place when a map at a
certain scale needs to be produced from another map (or maps) at a larger scale. Maps are
typically derived from other maps or plans that represent the same area. When a map is
required the source maps are gathered together and their edges registered. A copy is made of
the area needed for the target map. Often this copy is made at a scale somewhere between the
source scale and the target scale to make drawing and scribing easier and more accurate. This
copy is then generalized, basically re-drawn by hand, to remove features of the source map
that are unwanted in the target map, to simplify the image for perceptual or reproduction
reasons and to include other changes concerned with the purpose of the target map. A simple
example is given in figure 2.12.
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d)
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Figure 2.12: (a) Composition of large scale maps to cover target map area (represented at
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2.3 The Automation of Map Design
the
As automation in the field of cartography develops and the use of GISs1 increase so does
need to be able to perform generalization automatically (Shea and McMaster 1989), (Speiss
1993), (Robinson 1993). Map data is increasingly collected, maintained and printed
electronically - a logical first step is to implement editing programs for the cartographic data
to
designed specifically to support generalization. Such software will allow the flow of data
remain in digital form throughout the map creation process - but it will still require large
can
amounts of human intervention. As the field develops further, smarter software routines
be implemented and more and more of the functions can be delegated to the machinery. The
ultimate aim of such a development would be for a map specification and map data to be input
and a map produced that requires only cursory amendment by a human operator. For less
rigorous applications, such as certain uses of GIS (e.g. temporary work maps for utility
of
engineers or maps showing the results of partial analysis), the computer output might be
sufficient quality for this step to be omitted.

information
t The term GIS - Geographic Information System(s) - is used to refer to computerized spatial
on systems".
systems of all sorts including those termed "land information systems" and "spatial informati
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The aim of automation is to increase efficiency, thereby increasing productivity. For map
production purposes an increase in productivity can also lead to more accurate maps because
maps can be produced more quickly and will therefore be a better representation of reality.
Large scale maps at the OS are updated on a unit change basis or an "on-demand" basis (by a
large utility, perhaps, who are prepared to pay for the revision). Usually, changes in the area
of a map are monitored through the records of planning authorities, transport departments
and the land registry. A map is updated after a certain amount of alteration in the area. The
degree of alteration in an area is reckoned in units of change, roughly equivalent to a new
house being built (or, presumably, one being demolished), for example, new roads count as
one unit of change for every ten metres of road. This is a good method for managing map
updates, but because of the cost of revising maps, the map series is always up to a threshold
number of units of change out of date. Improving the efficiency of the map production
process can lower the unit change threshold for a map series and make the maps more current
(Chesterfield 1991).
Automation of map generalization might also improve map accuracy by making the process
more objective. People are notoriously poor at performing repetitive tasks without variation
but excel when presented with a different and challenging task that requires a high degree of
perception and initiative. If automation can perform most of the boring, repetitive jobs in a
way that is accurate and objective and leave the cartographer to solve the hard parts then maps
should become more accurate.
The specifications for map generalization are formed from two perspectives. The first is the
view of the finished map: what it will be used for; who will use it; where it will be used; the
source scale and the target scale, etc. The second imperative for the specifications of the map
is the very fact that the production of the map will have to be performed by people, which is
an expensive process. The more time a cartographer spends generalizing a map the more it
costs. It is as essential therefore, when specifying the generalization process, to consider the
amount of work a cartographer has to put into a new map as it is to consider the aesthetic and
functional character of the map. In other words, most manually generalized maps are not as
detailed or accurate as they could be because of the economics and pragmatics of map
production. A particularly extreme example of this is the OS 1:10,000 scale map that is
actually generalized to the level necessary for reproduction at 1:25,000. As a map series it is
overgeneralized because it forms the basis (i.e. source maps) for the 1:25,000 series. The OS
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define map generalization for the 1:10,000 scale map series as "the selection and simplified
representation of given detail appropriate to the 1:10,000 scale map and the consequential
1:25,000 scale map" (OS 1988, Mod 7E para. 1018).
When the OS looked at the production of 1:10, 000 maps from digital data (Chesterfield
1989, 1990) they found that, with very limited generalization (e.g. removal of internal
boundaries between houses and the removal of certain garden fences) they could produce a
map that was legible at 1:10,000 (Chesterfield 1991).
The production of maps automatically, or at least semi-automatically, may give us maps that
are better than manually produced maps in the following ways:

Cheaper
Since generalization is such an intensive task, automation should result in significant cost
savings. Large map production runs will be the most advantageous application in the short
term due to the expected overhead in specifying map generalization parameters and
operations. As the software has more knowledge built into it will be easier and more costeffective to use for smaller, even one-off, map production runs.
More consistent
This is a difficult assertion to defend given the current state of the art. It is based on the
assumption that the software is capable of generalizing most of the situations on a map to the
equivalent of human standard (at least). Having made this assumption then it is safe to infer
that a computer is capable of carrying out such a task at speed more objectively and with less
errors than a person.

More up-to-date
If maps are cheaper and faster to produce they can be delivered to the end-user sooner after
revision. Map generalization plays a small, but significant, role in the whole process of map
production. It is one part of the industry-wide automation of the entire procedure - from
capturing raw survey data or revision data digitally to producing maps directly from digital
data while the customer waits.
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More detailed
Human cartographers, working under tight schedules, necessarily over-generalize. Since the
manual process of generalization involves copying from a source map onto a target map the
natural tendency is to omit detail when copying - even if such detail could be retained. If the
procedure were reversed - detail is to be taken out of the source map so that what is left
behind is generalized - then the tendency would be to under-generalize and leave in situ
details which would otherwise have been omitted. This may, of course, also be true of a
computerized generalization system if that is the way it operated - but it ought to be possible
to construct a system that would, if instructed to do so, leave in as much detail as physically
possible. It is not possible to prove these points without an operational generalization system.
More communicative
Seemingly in contradiction to the last point, automatically generalized maps may be better
communication media than manually produced maps because they can be produced with less
information on them. As Knopfli (1982) points out conventional maps are often produced for
as wide an audience as possible (because they are expensive to produce) but this means that
they contain a great deal of information that is not needed by most users. Users can get
swamped by the over-abundance of detail on the map. Automatic map production should
facilitate the production of more short runs of specialized maps or, ultimately, tailor-made
maps that specifically provide information in response to a user's request.

2.4 Problems of Automation
The manual generalization process is subjective, interactive, idiosyncratic
and comprehensive in its perception and execution. [...] The complexity of
generalization decisions demands that cartographers intelligently exploit
their innate understanding of geographical phenomena to create a
representation consistent with existing geographical knowledge. The lack
of this innate, intelligent understanding has so far hampered efforts to
automate the generalization process.
(Shea 1991).
The automation of cartographic generalization is a difficult task. Many people in the field of
map production believe that it is an impossible problem to automate fully (Muller et al. 1993).
While it is indisputable that computer systems are a very long way away from possessing the
abilities that people can bring to bear on the problem and that the problem is of the type that
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does not lend itself to traditional automation techniques it does not seem to be wholly
intractable. In order to automate map generalization a computer system must somehow be
endowed, to some extent, with the following characteristics: an "understanding"1 of the map
and the elements on it, an ability to "perceive" the structures within a map, a specification of
the purpose of the map, specifications for the way the map should look, knowledge of the
potentials and limitations of the display or printing technology available, techniques for
generalization and ways of applying and controlling these techniques.
Many of these attributes can be constrained in some way, for example, knowledge about the
printing technology used can be subsumed into the specifications for the map. The system
need not know that the reason that there is a minimum angle between the junction of two lines
of 50° for a map is that the printer ink bleeds across the lines forming an unsightly join for
angles less than that angle. Of course, performing this kind of synthesis means that the
computer system is less general and needs to be supplied with knowledge in a carefully
managed way. Nevertheless this kind of limitation is not too prohibitive, for a national
mapping agency such as the OS the printing technology for a map series probably would not
change very often, so once the system was set up it could perform the task of map
generalization indefinitely with no requirement for reincorporating this knowledge. If there
was a requirement for automatically being able to generalize for a variety of printing
technologies and it were to be seen as infeasible to create discrete specifications for each
possible technology then a separate module could be constructed that took the unsubsumed
knowledge and embedded it in appropriate places in the map generalization system.
Automatic map generalization consists of the operators given above (in section 2.1) plus: data
maintenance, search operators, recognition operators, conflict resolution operators,
controlling mechanisms and knowledge. Each of these needs to be addressed before a system
can be constructed.

t This thesis does not deal with the metaphysical aspects of artificial intelligence. The, perhaps contentious,
terms "understanding" and "perceive" are used to imply a capability analogous to that of humans in the
domain in question and not identical faculty.
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The following sections describe some of the major problems of the automation of
cartographic generalization.

2.4.1 Lack of Theory and Specifications
"...a clear understanding and a theory of the map generalization process are
still lacking."

(Brassel and Weibel 1988)
"Formalism in the area of map generalization remains an unsolved
problem, and this has obvious impediments to automating the cartographic
process"

(Preface, Buttenfield and McMaster 1991)
One of the major problems of automation in this field is that the requirements for the
generalization system are poorly defined. Even within one organization and, looking at one
map series, the specifications for the map and the instructions for the cartographer are vague
and ambiguous. Cartographers can interpret, prioritize and ignore these specifications but
most computer systems (excepting systems based on neural networks and fuzzy logic) need
formal and rigorous specifications and rules. "The problem has much in common with other
ill-defined tasks that humans have performed well for decades but that now beg to be solved
more rapidly and consistently in an automatic fashion." (Freeman 1991).
This inertia to automation, demonstrated by the low utilization of generalization routines in
computer cartography, "stems not only from the computational complexity of the problem but
also from only a vague understanding of the objectives and principles of map simplification.
The intellectual components of this largely intuitive process must first be distilled from the
more rote, easily programmable tasks before much progress will occur." (Monmonier 1982)

To gauge the range of generality in a set of specifications consider the simple scenario of a
street of semi-detached houses. The generalization of such features to OS 1:10,000 scale
standards is governed by the following rules (OS 1988, Mod 7E paragraphs 5151 - 5169):

Buildings
All dwellings are shown.
Internal divisions are omitted except where:
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1. two public buildings join.
2. where an ordinary building abuts a public building.
3. where two buildings have been combined into one block and one of them
needs to be named.
4. where a glazed area abuts a building.
Juts and recesses less than .8mm will be omitted.
The character of built up areas should be retained. Where practicable houses of
markedly different character should not be blocked together.
Houses which appear to be similar in size, shape and position on the large scale plan
do not appear to be dissimilar on the 1:10,000 map.
Buildings 3mm or more from the road will be shown off the road, provided minimum
clearance from the back fence can be maintained.
Buildings less than 3mm from the road will be shown as the road casing (on the
road).
Houses less than 1mm apart will be generalised into a terrace.
Houses l-2mm apart will be shown in blocks of 3 or 4.
Houses 2-3mm apart will be shown in blocks of 2.
Houses 3mm or more apart will be shown individually.
Fences
Show alternate fences in order to maintain the relationship between garden sizes.
For semi-detached houses showing the fence that "splits" the pairs of buildings (as
opposed to those which run between the gaps) gives the most realistic picture.
For detached houses the set of alternate fences that are shown should be the ones
which do not make the blocks look similar to semi-detached houses.
Most of these rules are quite amenable to automation, except for the rule about the character
of built up areas. Here are some other regulations that pose certain problems for automation,
comments about the difficulties involved are given directly after the rule in brackets:
5152

Normal buildings will be shown to the minimum size or to scale if larger. Garage
blocks will only be shown if 1.00 mm in length or over. [How can the computer
know if a building is a garage block or not? This information is not in the OS
feature coding scheme.]

5343

Forest Parks are named in Scotland but National Parks are not named in England
and Wales. The Border Forest Park which straddles the English/Scottish border
will be named in the border of each sheet which it appears. [This is an example
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of the depth of detail of some of the OS specifications. A computer system, in
order to obey this specification would need to know about England, Scotland
and Wales (Northern Ireland?) and to know to which country each park
belonged.]
5635

When generalising roads which are less than the appropriate minimum width
both sides will be widened equally except where a railway fence forms the side
of a road: In this case the railway fence will remain in its surveyed position or in
the position determined by minimum clearance from the railway detail. In some
cases the railway fence may be omitted and the railway symbol used to form one
side of the road. [What particular cases do the authors of the specifications have
in mind? Very dense arrangement of features is the obvious case - but are others
acceptable too?]

5704

The perimeters of sand pits, gravel pits, and sand and gravel pits whether in use
or disused will be shown by firm lines or pecks as appropriate. [What are the
criteria for appropriateness for firm lines or pecks?]

What is needed is a set of specifications that
are machine readable,
refer to codes in the map data (as opposed to relating to a person's interpretation
of the map image) or at least refer to machine understandable relationships in the
map data, and
are complete and clearly prioritized if self-contradictory.

2.4.2 The Need for Holism
Map features cannot be meaningfully generalized in isolation (Raisz 1962), (Robinson et al.
1984), (Mackanness 1991), (Weibel 1991). Nor can they be generalized generically, i.e.
without regard to the object that they represent (Shea 1991). Yet early research into
generalization operators dealt with individual features without considering their neighbours or
their meaning. The shortcomings of this approach were recognized as early as 1962, when
Pannekoek (1962) pointed out that the simplification of a feature could make sufficient space
to allow the retention of another, small, feature that otherwise would have been omitted. On
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the other hand a small feature that must be retained might force generalization of the features
around it in order to make enough space (Langran 1991).
Bradford Nickerson's (1988)t work on line feature generalization in a network has gone
some way towards a holistic approach in that the features in a linear network interact with one
another in a particularly close way and demonstrates that such techniques must be developed
before complete holism can be attempted.
ATKIS (Authoritative Topographic Cartographic Information System) is a cartographic
information system being developed by the state mapping authorities in Germany. Heisser et
al. (1993) describe work on the selection and combination of areas which takes into account
other features on the map.

2.4.3 The Need for Knowledge in Map Generalization
" While the computer and human CIS may be seen to have certain structural
similarities, their capabilities differ significantly. The computer GIS, for
example, is characterized by a concern for accuracy and the ability to
execute various statistical manipulations. Perhaps the most striking
difference between the two is the relative passivity of the computer system.
Information must be carefully entered into the computer and is then stored
on separate files. In contrast, the human will process almost any kind of
geographic information and does not store the information as separate
entities but makes associations between newly entered and previously
acquired information."
(Peterson 1987)

2.4.3.1 Understanding the Map
It is essential that there is some kind of understanding of the elements in a map, their
interaction, the map's purpose and intended scale in order for generalization to be possible.
Cartographers can see a map and make sense of its symbols. On the other hand, a computer
must be fed a map in digitized form and, for the most part, make do with the codes that have
been entered by the operators. Human cartographers have an innate understanding of the
world that the map represents. It is the environment that has formed their world view. People
know that rivers consist of running water, that roads are meant for vehicles and pavements

1" See sections 3.3.3 and 3.4 for more details on Nickerson's work.
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for pedestrians, that a fence is a boundary and a structure but that a county border is only an
imaginary line. This kind of understanding brings intelligence to a problem that is fraught
with unspecified situations and exceptions to the rule. The relationship between the symbol
on the map and the concept of the entity the symbol represents is fundamental to the decisions
inherent in generalization. Only if this relationship can be modelled, acquired, represented
and implemented can generalization be performed at a useful level of sophistication.

2.4.3.2 Types of Knowledge Needed for Generalization
Armstrong (1991) suggests that there are three types of knowledge pertinent to cartographic
generalization:
Geometrical knowledge - feature descriptions
Structural knowledge - knowledge about the feature
Procedural knowledge - operations and how to apply them.
Chang and McMaster (1993) suggest the addition of semantic knowledge - which describes
the generating processes of a feature. Such classifications are useful in understanding the
variety and depth of knowledge for generalization but do not, necessarily, help very much
with the questions of how the knowledge should be utilized or classified in a pragmatic way.

2.4.3.3 Acquiring knowledge
"Compared to the computer, the human is very active in acquiring
information and particularly adept at recognizing meaning and creating
associations."

(Peterson 1987)
This section will briefly review the possibilities for acquiring knowledge for an automatic
map generalization system from certain sources. The material is covered in more depth in
chapter 7.
Knowledge is essential for generalization. The appropriate knowledge must be gathered and
formalized. This section looks at sources for that knowledge and discusses some of their
pros and cons.
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There are four primary sources of cartographic knowledge (comments about the source
appear in brackets) :
Academic descriptions and theories and models of generalization and map
communication.
Working manuals and specifications for cartographers. [These documents are
meant for human interpretation and presume too much intelligence, perception,
common sense and cartographic knowledge for direct use with an expert system.
(Robinson and Zaltash 1989)]
Cartographers. [It is notoriously difficult to extract meaningful knowledge from a
human expert, particularly in a field such as cartographic generalization with its
emphasis on the perception and analysis of graphical relationships. Automated
logging techniques might help to overcome these difficulties.]
Maps provide real examples of cartographic situations and working solutions.
[This is, perhaps, the best source of knowledge in the sense that it is the actual
result of the cartographer's art. However, it is not necessarily easy to analyse the
actions that have taken place or to establish the precise conditions that caused their
implementation. ]
Some other knowledge sources have been identified such as "existing rule bases, geocoding
experiments, and user-interface design" (McMaster 1993). These can be considered to be
secondary sources since the cartographic knowledge in them came, originally, from one of
the sources listed above. Where such sources are invaluable, of course, are their contribution
of indirect knowledge. For example, from a rule base that has been established and made to
work (to some extent, at least) we can derive all kinds of knowledge about the workability of
rules, the problems of organizing rules, whether specifications from cartographers can be
represented as rules, etc.

Acquiring knowledge from specifications and academic sources
Section 2.4.1 has described many of the problems found with the working specifications for
cartographic generalization. They are, despite these problems, a valuable source of
knowledge specifications.
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Such documentation mainly provides information about how the finished map should appear
and not how that appearance should be achieved. Where this procedural information is
available it is expressed at a very high level which makes it difficult to automate.
Work has been done in this field by Robinson and Zaltash (1989). They developed an expert
system called OSGEN which applied OS rules for generalization in a "question-and-answer"
scenario and found that there were omissions, inconsistencies and ill-defined rules in the
specifications. The conclusion to their paper states that "the often very subjective nature of
the rules used by the OS means that further rules to clarify some of these 'fuzzy' areas are
called for. Other rules, which at first appear to be fairly 'hard' are sometimes not applied
rigorously in practice, whilst others appear to be applied inconsistently for no apparent
reason."
Academic descriptions of generalization are another important source of rules and
specifications - with insights derived from all the sources of knowledge listed above - and,
more importantly, the results of experimental algorithms. Specifications for a computerized
generalizor need to be much more rigorous than those that are written for skilled humans. We
have little experience of writing such rules for generalization and it is likely that the best
approach is an empirical one, writing the rules and the operators in parallel, testing and
refining as you go along. In order to do this a practical system that enables the storage ,
application and analysis of the usefulness and effect of rules is required.

Getting knowledge from the experts
"One of the reasons why experienced cartographers who perform map
generalization have not (and perhaps cannot) fully describe how
generalization is done is because they have never had the means
systematically to document the knowledge they use to perform a
generalization task."

Timothy L. Nyerges, 1991
Amplified intelligence is a term used to describe a "stepping stone" approach to the
development of map generalization systems (Weibel 1991). In this approach a system is
constructed which has a basic level of functionality, say that of a high specification GIS plus
some generalization tools. These tools are controlled by some kind of expert system that is,
in turn, supervised by a human operator. Initially, this system would be unable to perform
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many of the tasks required for the generalization of a map and the human operator would
have to either select an appropriate automatic tool and apply it with suitable parameters and
quality control or simply perform the generalization manually using the editing tools available
within the system. As techniques are developed they can be incorporated into the system
providing evolutionary development.
A more ambitious possibility is that the system can learn by monitoring the human operator,
the criteria for the application of the generalization tools or, more ambitious still, the
procedural knowledge that the human operator is exercising. In this way knowledge can be
acquired directly from the human cartographer in a way that is directly pertinent to the domain
representation and the tools available. Of course the cartographer can still bring visual
perception and background knowledge to bear on the problem. The system may be able to
open a dialogue with the cartographer which may allow some of this knowledge to be
elicited. This could work in a way similar to the dialogues in the Blocks World system often
used in AI research (Winograd 1972), (Charniak and McDermott 1985). Decisions based on
visual perception would need to be related to the spatial and topological representation (and
translated into rules based on that representation) whereas those based on background
knowledge would be referenced to a database of common-sense knowledge such as Lenat's
Cyc system (Lenat and Guha 1990).

Utilizing pre-generalized maps
There are literally millions of maps available that demonstrate all aspects of manual
generalization. Examination of these maps should be a rich source of archetypal knowledge.
This would not be an easy task though as Weibel puts it "the final map is usually the product
of a series of complex and convoluted design operations" so that in addition to the "technical
problems involved with measuring and tracing generalization operators, it is frequently
impossible to identify reliably the operations that led to the end-product, and determine their
sequence and relation" (Weibel, 1993).
An intriguing approach to employing the actual knowledge that expert cartographers have
applied when generalizing a map is put forward by Monmonier (1989, 1991). This is called
interpolated generalization and can be applied to a base map when there is a pre-generalized
map of the same area at a scale smaller than the base map. Monmonier also suggests that you
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could extrapolate to a smaller scale than your example but, obviously, with less chance of
success.
The major problem with this, of course, is that generalization is a scale-dependent function.
The whole process of generalization is driven by the problems incurred by scale reduction
and differing scales require different amounts and, more importantly, different types of
generalization. So any knowledge acquired would have to be carefully sifted and analyzed in
order to establish either its generality or pertinence to the target scale. A similar problem
applies to the purpose for which the map is intended.

2.4.3.4 Applying knowledge
The application of knowledge which has been acquired and stored presents yet more
difficulties. In order to apply knowledge it has to be related to the situation to which it
pertains. The mechanism for this association and the actions to be applied once the
connection has been made, are implicated in the knowledge representation itself. There is a
natural antecedent and consequence structure - first of all you might identify a situation to be
generalized and develop a technique to recognize those situations in your data then you might
select or develop a generalization function (or set of functions) to deal with that situation.
This, of course, is the production rule paradigm common in expert systems.
2.4.3.5 Storing knowledge
"Knowledge should be stored in a form that can be easily understood and
modified, and kept separate from the low level program code. "

(D. Forrest 1993)
The question of knowledge representation is a fundamental issue within the problem of
automated cartographic generalization. The way in which knowledge should be stored
depends on the way that your knowledge is going to be used (reasoned with). So for
example, we could adopt any of the techniques developed by the AI and KE (Knowledge
Engineering) communities over the past 40 years - rule bases, neural networks, cases,
genetic algorithms, etc. The question of the optimum, or even feasible, representation is, as
yet, unanswered in the field. Rulebases are historically popular, for example MAPEX
(Nickerson and Freeman 1986), OSGEN (Robinson and Zaltash 1989) and RBG Mapper
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(Richardson 1989) perhaps because rules are a relatively simple medium with which to start
representing knowledge which, in many cases, is perceived as being intrinsically rule-like.
Nyerges (1991) has suggested the use of frames for the representation of knowledge for
classification, Frames are largely equivalent to objects - they are containers for declarative
knowledge and procedural knowledge for an entity (Armstrong 1991). Others have
advocated object-oriented approaches for generalization (Mark 1991), (Nyerges 1991).
Keller (1993) discusses case-based reasoning, genetic algorithms and the use of neural
networks for automating generalization. There are no known examples of such techniques
being employed in experimental generalization systems.
Hybrid systems, incorporating different forms of representation and reasoning for those subtasks of generalization for which they are most suited, are another potential avenue for
research. As an example, neural networks are particularly suited to pattern recognition (Keller
1993) so might be used to identify the class of generalization problem being attempted. Once
the type of problem is established then a rule-base could be employed to refine the
classification of the problem by garnering attribute information from other sources and finally
triggering some appropriate action or actions to implement the generalization.

2.4.4 Representing the Map Surface
Many data models have been devised to represent the surface of a map. (See section 3.1). In
addition to conceptual or semantic information about the map objects spatial and topological
information needs to be stored or be efficiently calculable (Lagrange 1994). Spatial
relationships are distances between objects (proximity), interior and exterior dimensions,
directions, connectedness, containment and adjacency (Beard 1991). In this context the term
"topological relationships" refers to a subset of the spatial relations involving connectedness,
inclusion and overlap. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss this topic in more detail.
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2.4.5 Controlling Generalization
Generalization of the base data is related largely to three processes: feature
selection, geometric smoothing, and feature shifting. A fully effective
generalization algorithm must coordinate all three operations.

(Monmonier 1982, page 170)
The control of generalization is usually performed by the application of operators in
sequence. It is posited that, when generalizing, an internal agenda is matched against the
actual requirements of the map. This agenda is a broad description of the processes of
generalization. In the OS, for example, roads are dealt with before the blocks of detail they
surround because this contains the effects of displacement within a limited area. It seems
likely that this kind of scheduling heuristic is used by all cartographers, whether it is
specified formally or not. Another useful heuristic is to perform any generalization that is
specified (i.e. has to be carried out) that causes no conflicts with other map features before
carrying out any other generalization. This means that the map is as simple as possible before
carrying out complex, time-consuming, generalization operations.
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2.5 Conclusion
Automating cartographic generalization is an exceedingly complex task. It is far harder than
problems addressed in the early days of the field of AI such as playing chess. Most of the
rules that exist are ill-defined and must reference a domain where perception, skill and
common-sense knowledge are essential prerequisites. Almost any conclusion that can be
drawn from the application of the rules is open to a myriad of interpretations and exceptions.
It is a field where academic study has failed to come up with a coherent theory of map
generalization and has, instead, concentrated mainly on insular techniques that are of limited
practical use.
It is also true that, since human abilities are so different from those of computer systems, it
might be a mistake to attempt to mimic too closely the way that people perform
generalization. We should look to them to see that a problem can be solved, try and
understand how it is solved, and then take that knowledge and implement it in a way that is
most efficient for the computer system being used. As Rhind (1973) states:
"The principles and practice of generalisation of cartographic elements in
an automated system should not be assumed to be the same as those in
manual cartography."

In the short term it may be the case that generalization, as performed by people, is not
achievable by automatic means. It may be necessary to rethink the specifications for map
generalization so that automation is made feasible. This will inevitably affect the look of the
finished map and will therefore affect the product sold to the customer. It could be suggested
that automation of map production in general and map design in particular might even
produce a map that is more consistent and less subjective. Certainly for certain map series,
where the exigencies of manual map generalization have actually forced the national mapping
agency to over-generalize a map series the customer could expect a more detailed product that
was perfectly readable at the same cost. There is evidence that there is a growing acceptance
of this viewpoint even in the OS (Chesterfield 1991) which is one of oldest and most
traditional national mapping agencies.
Fully automated generalization, without any human editing, is needed for current mapping
applications such as visualization of the results from geographical information systems or en-
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route navigation displays. In these situations we must accept a certain degree of compromise
in our cartographic or aesthetic criteria.
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3. A Brief Review of Previous Approaches
to Automating Map Generalization
This chapter is a brief review of some techniques and approaches used in automated
cartography. It is divided into four parts. The first part outlines the major spatial data models
used for generalization research and practice. Following this is a section which looks at
theories of automated map generalization and presents a paradigmatic classification of
generalization research. The penultimate part discusses some techniques for generalization.
The final part briefly discusses existing systems that perform cartographic generalization. For
conciseness no attempt has been made to render an exhaustive account of these topics - rather
the intent is to highlight the strengths and, more critically, the deficiencies of each sub-topic
for the purposes of generalization as stated for this project (section 1.2).
This chapter lays down a basis for discussions of the simplicial data model in chapter 4 and
of generalization techniques in chapters 6 and 7.

3.1 Map Representations
The way in which the map is represented can have considerable effects on the efficacy of
certain types of operations upon it. Generalization requires certain characteristics of a digital
cartographic representation which are not necessarily congruous with the needs of
geographical, spatial or land information systems.
There has been a significant amount of work on generalization that makes use of variations of
generic representations of spatial data (raster, vector or irregular cell-based) or temporary
specialized representations but little or none on the possibility of a representation that can be
used to support or augment a wide range of generalization operations and queries.
According to Muller et al. (1995) the research effort for data models and structures for
generalization should be applied in the following directions:
Make data richer in terms of the feature attributes they are capable of carrying.
Employ data structures that are capable of explicitly representing spatial proximity
and spatial relations for points, lines, and polygons (e.g. Delaunay triangulation,
Voronoi diagram).
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Develop methods for the dynamic maintenance of data structures to support
changes of features during generalization

3.1.1 Raster
For the purposes of this discussion the term raster can also be used to describe bitmaps or
regular grids. These are regular cells, usually square but sometimes oblong, arranged in
aligned rows and columns. Each cell holds data for a particular location - usually the presence
or absence of a feature, or the type of feature most common in that area. The greatest
advantage of this structure is its simplicity - there is an implicit topological referencing
because rasters are "topologically ordered within each row, adjacencies among areal units can
be recognized readily and internal boundaries inserted or omitted with ease" (Monmonier
1982). A raster is a regular tessellation, however, the structure is not adaptable and hence
stores information even where there is no data (for example, land height information is held
for cells covered by sea in a coastal region). It is suitable for applications where data are
sampled at regular intervals or in land-coverage applications where no part of the map is
without a property to be represented.
Research has been performed to investigate the use of this structure for generalization (see
section 3.2.1.2) and most of these are attempts to apply techniques from the field of image
processing and remote sensing to generalization. However, rasters require large amounts of
memory to hold the map at an adequate degree of resolution, for example 10,000 x 10,000
pixels (Nickerson 1988).

3.1.2 Vector
Vector format is the most common structure for cartographic data. It can be considered to be
spatial object based as opposed to raster format which is location based.
At its simplest vector data is a series of one or more points, describing a point or line or area
(or a part of a line or area). There is no particular relationship, within the structure, between
the features - they are just strings of coordinates.
In contrast to this simple vector form a number of topological models have been developed.
In the simplest of these the line segments are not allowed to cross one another except at a
node - a point which may have been specially inserted. Other models record polygon faces,
so that each line segment has adjacency information recorded with it indicating which face
lies on the right and which lies on the left. Examples of these topological models are now
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given. GBF/DIME (Geographic Base File/Dual Independent Map Encoding) stores left and
right pointers for each line segment - these point into the land area or city block on either side
of the line. DIME, which was created by the US Census Bureau has certain problems with
retrieval in that the line segments are not stored in any particular order so that a sequential
search is needed to find a given line segment (Peuquet 1990). POLYVRT (POLYgon
conVERTer) (Peucker and Chrisman 1975) overcomes the problems seen in GBF/DIME by
"explicitly and separately storing each type of data entity separately in a hierarchical data
structure" (Peuquet 1990). The POLYVRT model represents polygons which are made up of
"chains" which are made up of points and nodes. To find if two polygons are adjacent a
search must be made for chains which are common to both. The increased level of abstraction
seen in POLYVRT over GBF/DIME increases the size of the data structure because of the
need to hold records for the higher level entities and the pointers needed to link the entities
together.
The US Bureau of the Census developed a new data structure for the 1990 census (Marx
1990) which has been designed to overcome the problems with GBF/DIME. This is called
the Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) file. The
TIGER system uses a 0-cells (nodes), 1-cells (lines) and 2-cells (areas or polygons) to
represent the features of the map. One of the major driving forces for the development of
TIGER were the problems encountered when trying to combine GBF/DIME files together.
TIGER is integrated so that the geographic information essential to the census is part of a
single database.
Most generalization routines or systems work on data structured in a vector format.
Nickerson's work on line generalization (Nickerson 1988) uses a structure where intersection
points and end points are represented as nodes. The important point about this structure is
that the elements in it are connected at nodes and this enables displacement effects applied at
one point in a line to travel along the line and be applied to any other lines branching off from
the original. These displacements could only be catered for at junctions - if a displacement of
one line affected another line away from a junction then line-intersection algorithms would
need to be employed. A similar representations is used for the ASTRA system (Leberl et al.
1986) but with the inclusion of point and polygonal features in separate overlays.

3.1.3 Irregular Tessellations
Instead of using arrays of simple, uniformly sized, polygonal unit (for example: triangles,
squares or rectangles and hexagons) to represent spatial data, irregular tesselations use the
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data itself to constrain the size and orientation of the basic polygonal units. These could be
considered hybrid models since they share some characteristics of vector and raster formats an irregular tessellation can be thought of as both object- and location based. As Peuquet
(1990) states: "An irregular mesh can be adjusted to reflect the density of data occurrences
within each area of space. Thus, each cell can be defined as containing the same number of
occurrences. The result is that cells become larger where data are sparse, and small where
data are dense. The fact that the size, shape and orientation of the cells is a reflection of the
size, shape, and orientation of the data elements themselves is also very useful for visual
inspection and various types of analyses."
According to DeLucia and Black (1987) Intergraph were proposing to use a triangulated
irregular network for their commissioned generalization system (which was later
commercialised and named Modular GIS Environment/Map Generalizer (MGE/MG).
However, subsequent papers on the system have not mentioned the data structures or
techniques upon which it is based.
The properties of the most commonly used irregular tessellation, the Delaunay triangulation,
which is the representation used in MAGE, are described in chapter 4.

3.2 Approaches to the Automation of Map Generalization
A number of theoretical stances have been adopted by researchers in the field of automated
map generalization. There are a number of reviews and surveys of map generalization which
cover this material in more detail (Weber 1982), (Brassel and Weibel 1988), (Herbert and
Joao 1991), (Lagrange et al. 1993).
The largest amount of effort in the field seems to have been spent on developing techniques
and theories that are pertinent to only one feature class or type on a map. Consider the huge
number of line generalization algorithms that exist (for reviews of line generalization
techniques see (Zoraster et al. 1984) or (McMaster 1987)) most of which can only be used
unreservedly in extremely limited situations. Of course many of these techniques, or at least
the lessons learnt from researching them, are usable within a holistic framework.

3.2.1 Numerical or Statistical Approaches
Until the advent of knowledge-based systems researchers in the field worked on purely
computational techniques to perform generalization. Most attempts were based on
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computational geometry or image processing techniques; others took a more fundamental
tack and tried to apply a theoretical basis to map communication and generalization.
3.2.1.1 Information Theory
This theory states that the map (and features thereon) can be treated as an information channel
or signal (Knopfli, 1982). The density of information in any one area and the significance of
that information dictates the need for generalization and the degree to which it should be
applied. The average information content of a map is somewhere between 100 and 1000 bits
per square centimetre, about 20 times greater than that of a page in a book (Weber 1982). The
individual information content of a symbol can be calculated using the Shannon equation
(Shannon and Weaver 1972), (Weber 1982):
I = log2(l/p)
where
I = information content in bits,
p = probability.
The probability, p, of a phenomenon is found by counting the occurrences of that phenomena
in as many maps as possible which match the intended purpose, scale, and so on, of the
target map. These phenomena can be context- or attribute-conditional so that a building in
moor land is counted as a different phenomenon from a building in a built-up area.
A similar kind of technique was used by Topfer to derive the Radical Law (Topfer and
Pillewizer 1966). The basic law states that the number of objects in the target map (nt) is
related to the number in the source map (ns) in the following way:

where Ms and Mt are the scale denominators of the source and target maps respectively. This
form of the law applies to maps where the size of the symbolized features on the target map
are directly proportional to their sizes on the source map.
These theories are useful for indicating where generalization is needed and, in some cases,
how much generalization is needed - but it fails to indicate how to perform that
generalization. As Mark (1990) points out the value of Topfer' s Radical Law "is not as a
prescriptive tool, to be used to determine how many features to plot, since [] it does not tell
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as an analytical result
one which features to retain. Rather, the Radical Law should be viewed
scale on manuallywhich is descriptive of the way in which feature densities vary with map
produced maps."
ation about relative
The approach based on Shannon's information theory provides inform
ied, counted, and
importance of phenomena (assuming that these phenomena can be classif
be used for making
then automatically identified when generalizing) and can therefore
es a single number
decisions about individual features. Whereas Topfer's Radical Law provid
not take into account
for the expected number of features on a map of a certain scale and does
local differences in the density of features.
applied to manually
These approaches require a great deal of empirical research be
ced. This precludes,
generalized maps relatively similar to the kind of map that is to be produ
to some extent, their use for novel map types.

3.2.1.2 Image Processing Based Approaches
lization and are
Techniques from the field of image processing have been used for genera
described in (Monmonier 1987), (Weber 1982), (Lay and Weber 1983).
woodland areas). In
Lay and Weber describe a technique for merging areal objects (they use
by certain amounts
a binary raster image areal objects are repeatedly expanded and shrunk
image processing and
(these operators are also known as dilation and erosion in the field of
ne then, when the
mathematical morphology). If, after an expansion, two objects combi
become graphically
shrink operation takes place, they will possibly remain joined and so
joint between the two
merged. Whether or not a join is maintained depends on the size of the
operation. However
original areas. If it is relatively thin then it will be eroded by the shrink
undesirable artefacts
very thin "necks" may be formed joining two areas together. These are
operator. Some of the
of the expand and shrink operator and can be removed by a thinning
have to be applied
problems with this approach are that the expand and shrink operators
sive in terms of
repeatedly, interleaved with other operators which may be quite expen
can be dealt with
processing time. In addition the approach is insular - only one type of object
at one time - otherwise merging between different types may occur..
with land-cover maps
Monmonier (1987) describes a number of operations intended for use
each cell has a value
or other area based maps. The objects are drawn on a multi-bit raster and
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as
based on a relative weight that has been assigned to the object. Operations such
aggregation, gap bridging and smoothing can then be carried out.
1987)
Techniques for displacement using raster techniques are also described in (Monmonier
nier's
and (Weber 1982). Neither are very satisfactory according to the authors. Monmo
and
description of Wilson's work (1981) stated that it "maintained topological relationships
the
avoided overlap" but that problems occurred when propagating displacements through
often
network. Features would "dent" sharply around interfering objects and "the features
behaved like limp spaghetti". Monmonier suggests that a vector representation would
and
alleviate these problems - it would allow, he states, "the computer to scan quickly up
ts not
down the feature and to call for progressively smaller displacements of the line segmen
directly affected". The description of Johannsen's work in (Weber 1982) seems to indicate
similar problems.
filter
Another image processing technique that has been applied to generalization is the spatial
a
(Weber 1982). This theory treats the map as bi-level raster image. By filtering out (using
)
low-pass filter) the high frequency information (generally, small features or parts of features
based
only the low frequency information remains. Apart from the drawbacks of using raster
large
representations (see section 3.1.1) this method is too arbitrary for the generalization of
scale maps and results in important, but high frequency, features being eliminated. As Weber
that
(1982) states "the quantity of information eliminated is not precisely quantifiable, and in
i.e.
a filter works 'globally', i.e. equally strongly on all map objects in its range,
.
independently of the character of their surroundings and of the local information density"

3.2.1.3 Heuristic Approach.
any
This category is used as a catch-all for those techniques which consist of using
has
specialized or non-specialized technique available and, as Nickerson (1988) points out,
whole
no unifying theory. Since no theory has successfully described map generalization as a
y.
it is not surprising that most existing generalization techniques can be placed in this categor
Some of these techniques are briefly discussed in section 3.3.
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3.2.2 Knowledge-Based Approaches
"..in computer-assisted generalization, the spatial modelling process can be
simulated only by strategies based on understanding not a mere sequence
of operational processing steps."
Kurt Brassel and Robert Weibel 1988

3.2.2.1 Example Based Control
lization of
Monmonier (89a, 89b) proposes a method of deriving maps by guiding the genera
already
a large scale source map by means of reference to a map of the same area that has
lated
been generalized by an expert cartographer. The target map is extrapolated or interpo
izing
from the source map and the guide map. The derived map would incorporate the general
experience of the human cartographer.
is that
The advantage of this approach over the purely algorithmic processes described earlier
with this
it does bring knowledge to bear on the generalization procedure. The problems
approach are:
generalization techniques and the way they are applied (even to the same
objects) may change radically from one scale to another (for example an
abrupt change in the representation of a symbol may occur at one scale but not
another).
it is not based on an understanding or comprehension of the map features and
their relationships, it cannot therefore, be flexible or generally applicable.

3.2.2.2 Rule Based Knowledge Representation
aphic
This is the approach that is currently in vogue with researchers into cartogr
(rulegeneralization, perhaps following the upsurge in popularity that the field of expert
There is
based) systems have gained from recent successes (Luger and Stubblefield 1993).
aphers to
certainly a similarity between the kind of production specifications given to cartogr
. Most
define the generalization required and the kinds of rules that expert systems employ
minimum
generalization systems will incorporate "rules" of some description (tolerances,
in rulewidths and so on, which are tested against the map data to make decisions) - but
from any
based or expert systems the rules are represented in a way which is separate
the rules
procedural language (though the two parts may interact). This separation means that
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code and can
can be represented in a readable way, and need not be embedded in procedural
be changed without having to recompile the procedural modules.
field and
There has been a wealth of literature on the subject - a large portion of Butten
entation",
McMaster's book "Map Generalization - Making Rules for Knowledge Repres
discuss the
(1991) is concerned with such rules. In addition there are many papers that
design
formulation of rules for cartographic generalization, (Shea 1991) and expert system
field 1988),
for map generalization (Mackaness and Fisher 1986, 1987), (Mark and Butten
rt 1990),
(Muller 1990b), (Muller and Mouwes 1990), as well as some reviews (Herbe
(Lagrange et al. 1993).
to test the
However there are only a few systems that have actually been implemented
which
feasibility of the rule-based approach. OSGEN (Robinson and Zaltash 1989)
and provides
incorporates Ordnance Survey rules and queries the user about a given situation
cations used
a decision about the action that should be taken showed problems with the specifi
Lee and
for manual generalization. Lee and Robinson's prototype generalization system
controlling
Robinson 1993) utilizes rules encoded in PROLOG for data modelling and
generalization processes.
twork
MAPEX (Nickerson 1988) utilized rules (phrased in FORTRAN) for line-ne
ic map
generalization and RBGMAPPER (Richardson 1989) uses rules for themat
generalization.

3.2.2.3 Case-Based Reasoning
s "cases" Case-based reasoning (CBR) can be described as "reasoning by analogy". Previou
sing, rather
examples or situations - are matched with the current situation to guide proces
a wellthan relying on general rules. This is an attempt to "transfer knowledge about
of CBR
understood task to a less familiar one" (Dietterich and Shavlik 1990). The field
. It has been
emerged out of case-based learning which was pioneered by Winston (1980)
describes the
discussed in relation to cartographic generalization by Keller (1993, 1994). He
raphic
possible application in terms of the semi-automatic, human-assisted cartog
generalization utilizing "amplified intelligence" (Weibel 1991).
n from the
Difficulties of the approach are evident in matching and transferring the solutio
original case to the new one when the cases are not exactly similar.
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3.2.2.4 Neural Networks or Parallel Distributed Processing
t to create
The "connectionist" approaches' most popular offering, neural networks, attemp
part of the
intelligence through the use of artificial neurons which simulate the structure of
human brain. Neural networks are appealing for a number of reasons:
Traditional artificial intelligence approaches are "brittle and overly sensitive to
noise: rather than degrading gracefully, such programs tend to either be right or
fail completely" (Luger and Stubblefield 1993). Neural architectures tend to
behave more like human intelligence in that they are good at interpreting noisy
input and interpreting partial data.
They have a relatively quick development time. (Keller 1993)
They can be trained without having to formalize knowledge (Keller 1993)
But they have the following drawbacks (Keller 1993):
Limited problem domain - Neural networks are "well suited for classification,
pattern recognition, prediction, optimization and control".
They have limited explanation capabilities.
It is difficult to incorporate existing knowledge into the neural network.

3.2.2.5 Frame Based Knowledge Representation
knowledge
The concept of frames emerged as a structured and enriched form of a class of
(1975)
representations called semantic networks (Luger and Stubblefield 1993). Minsky
situation (or
describes frame theory in the following way: "When one encounters a new
y a structure
makes a substantial change in one's view of a problem) one selects from memor
by changing
called a 'frame'. This is a remembered framework to be adapted to fit reality
s. Frame
details as necessary" Frames represent "well-understood stereotyped representation
Stubblefield
like structures seem to organize our own knowledge of our world" (Luger and
1993).
model
Unlike neural networks which model some of the ways our brains work, frames
n the way
some of the ways we think our minds work. There are closer similarities betwee
ted, but
frames and case-based reasoning work. Case-based reasoning is more learning-orien
told (by a
each have to have good matching capabilities supplied to them. Frames are usually
identify the
human via procedural or declarative knowledge referred to by their slots) how to
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cases they represent, CBR does this automatically or semi-automatically. However it may be
the case that frames can be more general - that is they might be written in such a way as to
match a larger variety of cases. Nevertheless there is a lot of common ground between the
two approaches.
Frames also share some characteristics of rule-bases. Rules are usually organized with
internal states which are activated by rules and then referenced by other rules to continue the
reasoning. This structure can get complicated because rules are discrete entities and are
usually only connected to one another by the value of some memory element. A frame
represents a typical situation which would be identified, in a production rule system, by a
series of rules firing to trigger a higher level rule. So for (a light) example, if we had the
following rules:
mammal < warm_blooded AND females_lactate
domestic < cuddly OR tame
pussy_cat < mammal AND domestic
Then a frame could encode the same knowledge:
pussy_cat:
Type: mammal
Blood_Temp: warm_blooded
Females_Lactate: True
Status: domestic
Temperament: cuddly OR tame
Frames are a much richer representation than rules, however. They can contain slots within
which can be held knowledge about expected features of the situations - what these features
are, how important or likely they are and how they can be found or calculated. Default values
can be provided for certain slots which help to improve the robustness of the system.
So a richer version of the above frame might be:
pussy_cat:
Type: mammal
Blood_Temp: warm_blooded
Females_Lactate: True
Status: domestic
Temperament: cuddly OR tame
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Class: feline
Skin: furry
Legs: 4
Whiskers: present
Likes_To_Eat: fish, chicken, mice
If we were given the sparse facts that an animal was warm blooded, females of the species
lactated and it was cuddly, then one of the frames that would be activated by those assertions
is that the animal is a pussy cat - along with dog, gerbil, etc. Other slots in the frames would
indicate how to specialize the match.
Frames bear a strong structural relationship with objects - they support class inheritance and
procedural attachment (sometimes called demons). Armstrong (1991) and Nyerges (1991)
have suggested the possibility of their use for cartographic generalization but no practical
system has used them.

3.3 Generalization Techniques
This section gives a brief overview of the existing generalization techniques for the fields of
line generalization and area generalization. It is intended to illustrate the state of the art of
automated generalization techniques and discuss some of the theoretical issues behind their
inception and use.

3.3.1 Line Generalization
Line generalisation is an important area since, for various reasons, it has been chosen as the
starting position for research and experimentation in automated cartographic generalisation:
Lines form a major proportion of almost all maps. Thapa (1988) states that
they constitute over 80% of the features on a map.
In most of the techniques the line is treated as a single continuous feature, and
its relationship with other lines on the map (let alone other non-linear features)
is ignored. This has two consequences, firstly, that suitable numerical
techniques for generalisation can be developed and analysed. In this sense
research to date has been fruitful, producing a large number of algorithms for
simplifying and smoothing lines. However, the second consequence is that a
scarce amount of knowledge has been required by the computer to perform
the generalisations in such a limited and straight-forward scenario. Thus when
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these seemingly adequate techniques are applied in practice they do not
produce satisfactory results.
Simplification is the reduction of the number of points used to represent the line. Smoothing,
which is somewhat similar, is the reduction of the curvilinearity, or "wiggliness" of the line.
Obviously these operations are not unrelated, and their results are not mutually independent.
For example, removing a point from a line will often increase or decrease the curvilinearity of
a line, depending on the position of the point and the shape of the line. There will be no
change, of course, if the point in question, and those immediately adjacent to it, are collinear.
On the other hand smoothing a line, will involve either the elimination of points or their
displacement. In both these cases the essential character of the line must be preserved.
Although they all have some kind of tolerance parameters that can be used to tailor the
results, none of the routines described takes account of the cartographic feature that the line
represents. This is important for two reasons :
the "geographic features are generated by geomorphic processes which are
scale-dependent in nature, and which supply visual clues to help determine the
scale of the feature in representation" - (Goodchild 1980)
as Buttenfield (1985) puts it "the reason for line generalisation is to allow a
geographic feature to be recognized in cartographic representation"
It seems likely that, if a cartographer was required to generalize an anonymous line, the first
thing he or she would ask is "what does this line represent". As Douglas and Peuker (1973)
say "the cartographer attempts to maintain the character and overall impression of an
empirically defined, or hand drawn line by selective deletion of some of the details. Afforded
coast is represented by only a few of the actual number of fjords'" and not at all by the
smoothed coastline. Current algorithms avoid this problem by using the selection and
retention of critical points as a technique for simplification and smoothing. The "information
theory" of the cartographic line is based on the idea of critical or "information loaded points'"
(Freeman 1974). These points have been variously defined, starting with maximum deviation
from the main direction of the line (Douglas and Peucker 1973), geometrically or
topologically significant points (points representing intersections, maxima, minima, points of
inflection, end points, etc.) (Freeman 1974), and those representing geographic significance
(Peucker and Chrisman 1975).
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These techniques do not deal with the issues of classification and typification necessary for
generalisations for large scale transitions. Perhaps it is possible that these tasks can be
performed by a series of separate or insular process, however, an integrated system might
offer an increase in efficiency and better results. For this reason most routines developed to
this date are only suitable for mild generalisations at small scale changes.
The most ambitious effort in line generalization is Bradford Nickerson's (1988) work on the
automated generalization of linear networks. This system, called Mapex, utilizes rules to
eliminate and simplify topologically structured line networks. Mapex used the DouglasPeuker line simplification routine and presents a novel algorithm for the collapse of linear
features represented by a pair of lines (such as riverbanks and road edges). In addition
Mapex can detect interference, establish displacements to resolve interference and propagate
the displacements along the line so that sharp changes in curvature are not introduced. The
displacement aspect of Mapex is further described in section 3.3.3. Mapex was intended to
be used with a feedback system which allowed features to be eliminated if they caused
significant interference with other features after simplification.

3.3.2 Areal Generalization
Area or areal object generalization are terms used to describe the selection, classification,
simplification, amalgamation and displacement of cartographic objects that are represented by
a polygonal outline in vector format or by a group of cells of a particular value in a tessellated
format. Typical area objects are buildings, forested areas, lakes, ponds, islands, rock
outcrops. Features can become area objects, or stop being area objects depending on the type
of map in which they are shown and the scale of the map. An example of this change is a
small town: at a large scale each building would be represented by its polygonal outline. As
the scale decreases the buildings would gradually be amalgamated into "typified" streets with
only the larger buildings being shown in outline. Further decreases in scale see the town
itself represented in outline and hence becoming a single area object. Finally the town
becomes symbolized or "collapsed" and is represented possibly as a coloured circle or dot.
Research into this field has been sparse. As (Beard 1988) states: "The essential character of
areas has not been thoroughly examined and may not be analogous to the essential character
of lines. The properties of areas add the complexity of another dimension. Essential
properties of areas would include size and shape characteristics such as compactness,
elongation, indentedness, fragmentation, or puncturedness. These are characteristics which
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would not be treated by the information model of the line. ... Considerations of area and
shape must be addressed for a more comprehensive generalization scheme."
There are two broad classes of area features on topographic maps: cadastral areas and object
areas:
Cadastral areas are boundaries of entities that do not actually exist on the ground,
e.g. political boundaries, parish limits, land ownership boundaries etc. Strictly
speaking cadastral maps show details of ownership, boundaries and value of real
estate for taxation purposes but the term has come to be used for any
administrative boundary map.
Object areas are the outlines of entities that exist on the ground, we can
distinguish between two sub-types by their geometry: regular and irregular.
Regular object areas are almost always man made and their perimeter can be
considered to consist of a series of relatively long line segments. Irregular object
areas usually need much shorter line segments to approximate their perimeters.
Raster techniques of generalisation for example seem well suited to generalising irregular
areal objects, but poor for regular objects where those objects remain as identifiable units
rather than becoming amalgamated into a mass representing a collection of units.
Monmonier (1983) says that area generalisation is "inherently simpler than the generalization
of linear features, such as roads or streams, for which continuity is less readily sacrificed'.
Continuity, however, is not readily sacrificed in certain sets of area features, e.g. a row of
buildings forming a street. It might be possible to treat these as a type of linear network, or
else combine the generalisation of such features with the associated linear features. In which
case techniques developed for linear displacement may be applicable to area displacement.

3.3.3 Displacement Techniques
Displacement has been addressed by a number of researchers, e.g. for vector data (Lichtner
1979), (Nickerson 1988) and Monmonier( 1986, 1989aand 1989b, 1991).
Lichtner's technique involves selecting a corridor around an object which is to be displaced
(or enlarged). Points within this band (e.g. the corner points of buildings) are displaced away
from the original object by an amount that decreases linearly depending on the original
distance of the point from the original object. The effect of this displacement is that the
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feature distorts slightly so that the points closest to the original feature are displaced most and
those furthest away are displaced least. The band of displacement is chosen to be 11 times the
maximum displacement required. This means that "for all distances at right angles to the axis
of the primary feature this results in a constant distortion of 9.1 percent" (Lichtner 1979). No
consideration is given to whether this distortion is necessary - locational accuracy is given
priority over distortion or "squashing" of the objects adjacent to the displaced object. This is
a tactic to limit propagation.
Nickerson (1988) has worked on displacement in the context of a network of linear features.
His sophisticated Mapex system utilizes the following constraints to guide displacement:
maintain topology and connectivity, maintain the shape of the feature as much as possible and
minimize displacement. This is done by assigning priorities to features and the places they
intersect. The intersections are given a priority equal to the highest priority of any line feature
which intersected at that point. Features are added to the map one at a time and any conflicts
resolved before adding another. When parts of features are found to interfere one or both are
displaced based on their priorities. The priority of the individual parts involved in the conflict
are calculated from the original priorities and the distances from the end-nodes of each line
section. Displacement vectors are computed for each part of the interfering objects, taking
into account a polygonal band around each centreline. These vectors are filtered to avoid
rapid changes in the displacement magnitudes and any displacements applied to junctions are
carried over to the other linear features connected at that junction.
Monmonier (1986, 1989a and 1989b, 1991) has suggested using a pregeneralized map as a
guide for interpolating or extrapolating distances and directions for displacement of features
which appear on both the source and guide map. This approach has some obvious attractions
but is not general - a guide map covering the same area and at a suitable scale has to be
available. Problems also arise when trying to match the original features with those on the
guide map because the spatial arrangement of the features may have changed or features may
have been omitted or collapsed.

3.4 Systems for Cartographic Generalization
Some cartographic generalization systems are in practical use today. These can be divided
into systems that are intended for processing without human intervention (batch) and those
which are meant to be used in an interactive way - referring problems to the user as they arise
and, potentially learning from the user's input.
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It is inevitable that the results of batch systems that are used in mapping agencies or
companies with high cartographic values will, almost invariably, be edited by hand. Other
applications such as GIS displays may need batch processing which will not be subsequently
edited.
In batch processing systems such as ASTRA (Leberl and Olson 1986), CHANGE (Muller et
al. 1995), GENEX (Meyer 1986) and ATKIS (Grunreich 1993) operations are
predetermined for the map series (Muller 1993). CHANGE is reported to perform 80 - 90%
of the necessary generalization - leaving corrections and quality assurance to the user. The
question is: how general are these systems? CHANGE was designed to generalize only
"some feature classes" for a limited range of scales (1:5,000 to 1:25,000). ASTRA reportedly
reduced "manual effort" required for a transition from 1:24,000 to 1:50,000 by 70% (Leberl
and Olson 1986).
ATKIS (Authoritative Topographic Cartographic Information System) is a cartographic
information system being developed by the state mapping authorities in Germany. There is an
ongoing program to produce digital landscape and digital cartographic models for all of
Germany by the middle of this decade (Grunreich, 1993). Generalization research activity in
Germany has an interesting history of work including ASTRA, a system built in the USA but
with strong connections with Hannover (Leberl and Olson 1986), and GENEX (Meyer
1986). Research is continuing within the structure of ATKIS, according to Vickus (1993)
using techniques developed by Weber (1978) for the simplification of linear features and
Heisser (1993) for the selection and combination of areas. Heisser's paper describes rules
based on adjacency for combining different parts of objects and it is clear that combination
could not occur over a road or water feature. So this element of ATKIS' generalization can be
said to be at least partially holistic.
A more pragmatic approach has been adopted by Intergraph for their interactive map
generalization software MGE/Map Generalizer (Lee 1992). Essentially the designers realized
that a 100% automated system was not feasible within a commercially framed time-scale and,
therefore, an interactive system that could be produced reasonably quickly and extended as
needed was the best approach. The MGE/MG system has adopted an approach suggested by
Weibel (1991) and termed "amplified intelligence". This is basically an interaction strategy
where the user supplies the skills that he or she excels at ("holistic reasoning, visual
perception, design, and the like") and the computer contributes the abilities which it is good
at ("solving repetitive, time consuming tasks"). Quotes are from (Weibel 1991). The user
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would work at a much higher level than with typical cartographic editing software. In
addition the system could learn (Keller 1993) or at least have macro-operations defined,
perhaps conditional on some feature configuration being detected or event occurring, for
example, spatial conflict or the violation of a cartographic specification.

3.5 Conclusion
With regard to spatial structures for generalization (Mark 1990) states that a major problem
for future research "is the competitive interaction between map elements of different kinds.
Work to date has not considered this. ... The centrality of spatial competition also puts high
emphasis on efficient data structures and algorithms from computational geometry for the
detection of overlaps and proximity relations, since these will define where competition will
take place." Most operational systems work on topologically structured vector format data.
Robinson (1993) states that most of the successes which have emerged from the field "have
tended to be rather limited and invariably application dependent. ... A particular difficulty is
in attempting to model the parallel nature of the generalization process. Despite the apparently
simple concepts of the basic tasks involved (simplification, displacement, etc.), these are
generally applied in a parallel fashion, or at least in a highly iterative manner, in the manual
domain."
Approaches and techniques are almost exclusively based on individual operations which are
applied to a class or subset of classes of objects on the map. These techniques generally do
not interact with one another nor do they deal with interactions between map features.
In terms of knowledge representation - expert systems based on rule-based systems seem to
be the most popular option and this may continue for some time (Herbert 1990). Frames are
more expressive and easier to manage than rules.
Systems currently in use are mainly experimental although many do have very practical uses they are restricted to certain fairly rigid sets of operations performed in a series of predefined
steps. The only known commercial generalization system currently in use - Intergraph's
MGE/Map Generalizer (DeLucia and Black 1987), (Lee 1992, 1995) is highly interactive and
adopts the "computer-assisted" approach. Germany's ATKIS system is having generalization
functionality built into it but this was not in use as of the end of 1993 according to Vickus
(1993). ASTRA (Leberl and Olson 1986) was designed for use on U.S. Geological Survey
data and achieved time savings of 70% over manual generalization but only experimental
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results have been reported. The developers reported that ASTRA achieved "comparatively
poor cartographic esthetics" and that the "above mentioned speed advantage may not also
convert to a cost advantage" (Leberl and Olson 1986).
The majority of existing generalization techniques are:
non-semantic -

they do not take into account the meaning (in terms of the map)
of the features they are dealing with

non-holistic -

they work on features in isolation which inevitably results in
spatial conflict

non-contextual - they cannot deal with variations in the cartographic situations in
which the features are positioned
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4. A Representation of Cartographic Data
for Generalization
The entire domain of spatial relationships is too complex and diverse to
be treated by a single method in a single attempt. It appears rather
favorable to define a framework within which the existence of
relationships can be investigated.
Max Egenhofer and John Herring
(1990)
The effective automation of cartographic generalization requires that certain queries and
operations on the map can be carried out in an efficient manner. Algorithm design is an
important element in the achievement of efficiency but, perhaps, more fundamental are
the following two factors:
the extent to which the data structure facilitates the most critical operations
required
that the data model provides a conceptually expressive paradigm for
representing and manipulating the entities and processes involved.
In the introductory section of this chapter we describe these requirements. Section 4.2
describes a paradigm for the map surface which has been adopted for use in MAGE.
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the simplicial data model, structure and implementation
based on this paradigm. The next two chapters discuss operators on the SDS. Chapter 5
describes a number of low level functions that work on the SDS and chapter 6 builds on
these functions with descriptions of high level functions which either perform
generalization or other complex operations essential to generalization. A discussion of the
material on the SDS is given at the end of chapter 6.

4.1

Properties of a Spatial Representation Necessary or
Advantageous for Automated Cartographic Generalization

What are the essential qualities of a representation for cartographic generalization?
Obviously the ability to store geometry and attributes, a useful degree of data abstraction,
robustness and efficient creation and access characteristics are necessary to all spatial data
models. Over and above these qualities generalization requires a certain degree of
dynamism, malleability, the explicit representation of all space on the map, efficient
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measurement of spatial relationships especially such neighbourhood relationships as
proximity and adjacency.
It is clear that, through the marvellous perceptual capabilities of mind, brain and eye,
humans generalize maps holistically - they may focus on a particular subset of map
features while performing generalization but they always take into account the context in
which these objects are situated. A complete generalization system should attempt to
generalize a map in this way - by considering all features involved in the generalization
action and the interaction between them. Only features which cannot affect the
generalization can reasonably be ignored by such a system. This approach is more
ambitious than most previous attempts at automated generalization which deal only with
certain features in isolation e.g. (Lichtner 1979), (Chrisman 1983), (Lay and Weber
1983).
This requirement for holism means that within the data representation planar relationships
between objects must be easily accessible and that the effect of changes in one part of the
representation should be measurable in any areas affected by those changes.

4.1.1 Spatial Relations and Topology
"There is a need to attend to issues of topogeneralization, or relevance
ofproximal features, in generalizing a map. "

William A. Mackaness, 1991
When performing cartographic generalization the recognition and manipulation of spatial
(planar) relationships between features in the map is of fundamental importance. Berlin
(1983) identifies a number of these relationships which should be maintained, if possible,
during generalization (see figure 4.1).
Berlin stales lhal these relationships "constitute visible information, and the reader ought
to be informed of the difference between A and B. This means that if we draw A, and the
information, on a much larger scale, bears evidence of B (or conversely), we have
committed a visible relational error, even though we can quite rightly claim not to have
committed a dimensional error." Many generalizalion operalions will result in
unavoidable changes to one or more of these relationships. In order to make reasoned
decisions about the suitability of an operation to a particular map siluation the decision
maker needs to know which of these relations exist and, once applied, what changes have
occurred.
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It is, perhaps, even more important to identify and maintain topological relationships
during generalization. Topological relationships are spatial relationships which "are
invariant under topological transformations, such as translation, scaling and rotation."
(Egenhofer and Herring 1990). Three fundamental topological relationships are
"adjacency, connectivity and containment" (Pigot 1991). Most spatial representations
used by existing GIS do not store all topological relationships explicitly and rely on
analytical geometry to deduce these relationships when needed. Such systems cannot
guarantee to preserve topology during transformations because of the limitations of real
number representations used in computers (Jackson 1989). An entity from the
mathematical field of topology (Giblin 1977) has been proposed as the fundamental unit
of a model for the computational representation of topological relationships (Frank and
Kuhn 1986). This entity is the simplex, the simplest polyhedra in a given dimension. In
two dimensions, the simplex is a triangle and a polygonal region is represented by a
triangulation called a simplicial complex (see section 4.2).

• ••

xvx.

Figure 4.1: Benin's planar relations.

4.1.2 Localism and Adjacency
Related to both topics of topology and holism are the concepts of localism and adjacency.
Most automatic generalization operations apply, at any one time, to a single object or a
group of adjacent objects of a similar class (without regard for the possibility that there
are objects of different classes involved in the region). It is necessary to be able to
efficiently work out adjacency relationships, both to establish sets of objects upon which
to operate and to identify the objects which affect or might be affected by the operation.
Two of the major features of the SDS are the way in which it supports neighbourhood
operations and the way in which it facilitates conflict detection and resolution.
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4.1.3 Conflict Detection and Resolution
Two critical problems when generalizing are the detection and resolution of any conflict
that arises from operations on the data. Avoiding graphical conflict during generalization,
an activity which humans are very good at, is both less easy and, to some extent, less
important for computerized generalizors. Humans are good at avoiding graphical conflict
because they can plan ahead and anticipate conflict. We can do this through an
"experienced eye" - foresight gained from experience and perceptual ability. A
computer's mistakes are often easier to remedy than a humans - usually actions on data
within a computer system can be undone or reversed, whereas, the media historically
associated with cartography are generally more permanent. It will be interesting to see if
and how interactive systems - which facilitate the reversal of actions - affect the way
human cartographers work. This is not to say that computers cannot plan ahead, but often
it is as quick to adopt a trial and error approach since you have a method for evaluating
the effects of the operator (applying the operator itself) and a medium that allows
unlimited revision (within time constraints).
The avoidance of conflict is a responsibility shared between the controlling mechanism
and search or query functions based on the data structure. This should be borne in mind
when considering the design of the data model but is of less importance than the support
offered by the data model for conflict detection and resolution.

4.1.4 A Map Paradigm For Generalization
It will be useful to establish a paradigm for the map and its objects so that we have a
framework within which to discuss the dynamic and visual aspects of generalization. To
do this we imagine a map which possesses certain physical properties. Like all analogies
this one can only be taken so far before it becomes nonsensical.
Suppose that the map surface is made of a piece of thin rubber sheeting. A point on the
surface of the sheet can be moved around freely and stays where it is placed. Implanted in
the surface of this sheet are all the objects of the map. The objects can possess different
"physical" properties. Certain objects are quite plastic and can be deformed relatively
easily, others are rigid and crack in a crystalline way. Other objects are almost liquid in
their nature and join together like mercury droplets on a plate. See figure 4.2.
Each object has a certain inertia or "reluctance-to-be-moved" - in some cases objects are
fixed - pinned to the table beneath the sheet (to extend the paradigm) and simply cannot
be moved. It is also useful to imagine that different parts of an object might have different
inertial properties. This could be a function of shape, for example, inertia decreasing as a
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function of distance from the centre of the object so that extremities of an area would tend
to be pushed toward the main body by "pressure" from outside.

Crystalline

Figure 4.2: "Crystalline ", "Plastic" and "Fluid" objects and how they might be
generalized.

Another example of variable inertia could be the topological significance of nodes in a
network - the inertia of the node increasing with the number of arcs radiating from it (an
example is shown in figure 4.3, below).

High inertia (near centre)
Low inertia
(near periphery)

High inertia
at "junctions"

Figure 4.3: Inertia as a function of topological significance (left) and distance from centre
(right).

Often there are some areas of the sheet which remain visible, i.e. are unattributed to any
map feature, in MAGE this is called free space. Certain features can be considered to be
"free space" for certain operations while not for others - for example garden areas could
be regarded as free space for building merging operations but not for road smoothing.
The availability of free space is essential to the successful application of generalization
operators and it is in situations where free space does not exist or is very scarce that
difficulties arise - often requiring the creation of free space by the deletion, displacement
or reduction in size of features. It could be said that the recognition of the lack of free
space (or the potential lack of it, after some intended operation) is one of the primary
facilities that humans bring to cartographic generalization and hence one of the principal
characteristics to support with a data model.
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Generalization can be seen as a competition between map objects for free space - the
amount of free space allowed to an object is a function of its importance (in a given map
context) and the availability of free space for it to occupy (Mark 1990). The amount of
space required by each object is governed by legibility and is a function of the scale of the
map, the quality of the display media (resolution, precision, availability of colours, etc.)
and the characteristics of the symbology of the object. "Efficient algorithms for detecting
spatial proximity and overlap among map elements will be especially important if this
approach is to be applied to large geographic data sets" (Mark 1990).
Objects can be moved around within free space (and within the boundaries of other
objects) without causing spatial conflict. The imaginary rubber substrate expands and
contracts to absorb any movement. However, if spatial conflict does occur, that is, an
object moves over another object, the surface of the rubber sheeting between the two
overlapping objects becomes doubled up - drawn over itself and turned upside down.
Due to this overturning of the sheet this phenomenon is called an inversion (see figure
4.4).
These conflicts between map objects are, in some ways, made more tractable by the use
of the information contained, inherently, within the folded surface. It is a reasonably
simple matter to establish which objects are directly involved (they are immediately
adjacent to the inverted area) and the extent of the overlap (the dimensions of the inverted
area). This is discussed in more detail in section 4.6.
Original position of objects
(plan view)

Map surface

Side view (objects have
imaginary height)
Object A moves
towards object B
A

B

y~*^?te

A finally overlaps B

Inversion
Final position
(spatial conflict)
AOB

Figure 4.4: A fold or inversion in the map surface caused by a spatial conflict.
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Viewing a map as a surface containing embedded objects, with pseudo-physical
properties, fits naturally with a representation of space based on simplices and simplicial
complexes: the space inside objects can be considered differently from that outside (free
space), objects are connected together - usually to their nearest neighbours and these
connections "capture" the free space between the objects so that it can be easily retrieved,
analyzed and reasoned about.
This model and an implementation of a data structure based on it are detailed in the next
two sections.

4.2 The Simplicial Complex Data Model
A topographical map surface can be represented by a structure based on a simplicial
complex which provides a coherent model of the map space and facilitates some of the
basic generalization operations. A data model based upon simplices can offer certain
advantages for the cognition and transformation of map elements for the purposes of
generalization:
Topological relationships between objects that share a common boundary
are stored explicitly (i.e. by the edges they share). Note that, in the
MAGE implementation, objects that are adjacent only through a shared
vertex do not have this relationship stored explicitly (see figure 4.8). For
storage efficiency and ease of implementation this relationship is
established through search.
Relationships between objects that do not share a common boundary and
have no objects between them can be derived from the sets of simplices
that connect the objects.
Changes in topology can be detected through the occurrence of folds in
the map surface.
The convolutions of the map plane caused by changes in topology help to
understand the nature of the change and can indicate ways to resolve it.
A simplex is the simplest k-dimensional polyhedron, i.e. a point for 0-d space, a line for
1-d, a triangle for 2-d, a tetrahedron for 3-d, and so on (Armstrong 1983). A simplex of
dimension k is composed of k+1 simplices of dimension k-1. A simplicial complex is a
finite collection of contiguous simplices and their faces (Jackson 1989), (Egenhofer and
Herring 1990). Armstrong (1983) defines a simplicial complex in the following way: "a
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finite collection of simplexes in some Euclidean space is called a simplicial complex if
whenever a simplex lies in the collection then so does each of its faces, and whenever
two simplexes of the collection intersect they do so in a common face." This definition is
illustrated with the following diagram, figure 4.5, again after Armstrong (1983).

The sort of intersections
that are not allowed

Simplexes which fit together
nicely

Figure 4.5: Valid and invalid arrangements ofsimplices (Armstrong 1983).
A simplicial complex can be used to model a cartographic map - each object on the map
consists of a set of non-overlapping simplices. The space between objects is also
represented by simplices. Such a representation can be viewed as a 2-d plenum i.e. a
filled space. No point on the map is unattributed or unconnected. Since the space is fully
connected displacements in the space can be distributed through the objects in the space
relatively easily.
We can define the following terms:

map:

A map can be considered to be a simplicial complex as
defined above. The map contains objects and free-space.

object:

a simplicial sub-complex of the map (a sub-complex is "a
subcollection of the simplices of a complex which itselfforms
a complex" (Armstrong 1983)). This is a finite set of 2simplices (or triangles).

free-space:

another simplicial sub-complex of the map . The free-space
on a map is the complement of all the objects on the map i.e.
represents the space which is not contained within objects.

triangle:

the triangle is the 2-d simplex and is bounded by three 1 -d
simplices (or edges).
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the edge is the 1-d simplex and is bounded by two 0-d
simplices, (vertices or points). Edges are directed and can
only join other edges at vertices. Two fundamental types of
edge exist in the model - real edges (r-edges) which are part
of the outline of a feature and virtual edges (v-edges) which
form the remaining edges of the triangulation. Real edges are

edge:

constrained, virtual edges are not.
vertex or point:

the vertex is the 0-d simplex and is associated with an xy
coordinate pair in a planar cartesian coordinate system.

4.3 The Simplicial Data Structure (SDS)
A topological data structure, realizing the concepts of the simplicial complex data model,
called the simplicial data structure (SDS) has been implemented in MAGE.
The definition of simplicial complexes given in the last section presented a spatial data
model and introduced certain constraints on the way in which the parts of the model could
be connected. If we model all the space on the map - including that space (free-space)
which lies between objects then we have a triangulated space or a triangulation.
Armstrong (1983) defines a triangulation as:
"A triangulation of a topological space X consists of a simplicial
complex K and a homeomorphism h:\K\->X. "

In the SDS the object sub-complexes and the free-space sub-complex are represented by a
constrained Delaunay triangulation (De Floriano and Puppo 1988), (Aurenhammer
1991), (Beard 1991). The constrained Delaunay triangulation is described in the next
section. This structure gives a fully connected 2-d plenum that explicitly stores simplexlevel topology and implicitly stores complex-level topology. Useful relationships such as
"adjacent" and "between" are evident in the sets of simplices connecting objects (see
section 4.4). The SDS can be used directly to perform several types of operations
necessary for automatic generalization e.g. automatic overlap detection, displacement,
merging, enlargement and skeleton approximation.

4.3.1 Delaunay Triangulations
The Delaunay triangulation is a special case of a triangulated irregular network (TIN).
The TIN model is often used to represent surfaces and is an adaptable structure in that it
only represents critical points (a point in the surface which needs to be stored), and that
areas where there are many critical points have a denser network of triangles than areas
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with few critical points. A regular grid, on the other hand, stores values at fixed intervals
whether or not there are data there - it is a non-adaptable structure. Unless the grid is finer
than the smallest distance between any two critical points, accuracy will be lost. When
representing a surface with an uneven distribution of critical points a regular grid is either
inaccurate (with a wide cell spacing) or contains high levels of data redundancy (for
example, a grid with a fine cell spacing will have a large number of redundancy in areas
with a relatively low density of critical points).
A Delaunay triangulation is a TIN with two conditions applied to its construction (Lee
and Schacter, 1980):
Two points can form a Delaunay edge only if the smallest circle passing
through the two points does not contain any other point.
Three points can form a triangle only if the circle passing through its three
points (circumcircle) does not contain any other point in its interior.

b) Non-Delaunay Triangulation

a) Delaunay Triangulation

Figure 4.6: Triangulations of a set ofpoints. The triangulation on the left (a) is Delaunay,
the one on the right (b) is not since a triangle exists which has, within its circumcircle,
other points of the triangulation.

The Delaunay triangulation has a number of interesting and useful properties:
It produces a unique triangulation for a given set of points "I.

t The only place where the Delaunay criteria may be ambiguous, and hence, for certain algorithms
produce a non-unique triangulation is where 4 or more points lie on the circumference of a circle (which
is otherwise devoid of points). In these cases there are a number of possible valid triangulations.
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•

The minimum angle of all the triangles in the triangulation is maximized.
This is called the maxmin angle criterion (Lee and Lin 1986).
The triangulation is the dual of the Voronoi tessellation (also known as the
Dirichlet or Theissen tessellation)

Certain edges in the Delaunay triangulation can be constrained, in other words they will
be edges regardless of the local Delaunay conditions. A constrained Delaunay
triangulation (CDT) loses the properties mentioned above in the region of a constraint but
retains them elsewhere.
The SDS is built directly from a CDT based on the points in the map - the constraints are
formed by the outlines of the map features. An example of a map which has been
converted to the SDS representation is shown below (figure 4.7). The map consists of
861 discrete objects, 108423 triangles, 22866 edges and 11049 points. Approximate
timings, on a Sun 10 with other processes executing, were:
Loading the map objects from indexed (ISAM) files into the Kappa object base: 4
minutes 17s
Extracting geometry from objects, cleaning and writing to files: 13 minutes 59s
Triangulation and constraining: 8 minutes 38s
Constructing the SDS: 6 minutes 23s
Adopting triangles: 16 minutes 56s
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Figure 4.7: The constrained Delaunay triangulation (right) of a map scene (left). Sheet
Number: SP8738NW, (© Ordnance Survey, reproduced with permission).

The decomposition of an object into its simplex parts can be seen in the diagram below
(figure 4.8). Only internal and boundary edges are shown. The inside of the object (a)
has been triangulated (b) forming a simplicial complex. The 14 points and 14 constrained
edges require 11 extra edges to form the 12 triangles covering the entire object.
The SDS is maintained as a constrained Delaunay triangulation: the SDS is checked after
the resolution of any operation that might affect the ability of the SDS to meet the
Delaunay criteria. If necessary the region affected is retriangulated.

a) Original
object

b) Represented as
a simplicial
complex.

c) The individual
2-simplexes

d) The 2-simplex broken
down into 1- and
0-simplexes

Figure 4.8: The representation of a polygonal object as a simplicial complex.

4.3.2 Implementation
The SDS is implemented as a set of linked lists and symbolic lists. Map objects are
defined in the Kappa (Intellicorp 1993) environment. They are symbolic, object-oriented,
entities which possess attribute information (such as the object's colour, feature type
codes, shading pattern, etc.) and procedural or declarative knowledge (in methods and
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rulesets). Triangles, edges and vertices are stored as doubly linked lists of appropriate C
structures. The object to triangle relationship is held in a slot in the map object as a Kappa
list of pointers to triangle structures. The other relationships: triangle-edge and edgevertex are represented by pointers to the appropriate nodes in the linked lists, see figure
4.9. Triangles that belong to no particular cartographic object, if there are any, are termed
free-space triangles. At other times other object's triangles may be regarded as free space
too.
«* |
1

Object
iscompo sedof
1

r

belongsto

n

Triangle -*-i
2
belongscompc sed1 r 3
to (left
of
and right)
I Edg6 C
ism
compc sedbelongs-to
1 ' 2
of
(not modelled)
_ J
[vertex |
1S-

Figure 4.9 The entity-relationship diagram for the current implementation of the SDS.

4.3.3 The Anatomy of a Triangle
The triangle (2-simplex) is the central component in the SDS. A triangle is made up of
three points (also called nodes or vertices) and three edges. There are three types of
edges: virtual edges or v-edges are unconstrained edges, real edges or r-edges are
constrained edges and border edges are edges that lie on the perimeter of the
triangulation. The face of the triangle is implied from these factors. See figure 4.10.
Point, node or vertex
Virtual edge (v-edge)

Real edge (r-edge)-

Figure 4.10 The anatomy of a triangle
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The structure used to hold a triangle in the SDS is as follows:
integer
Edge
integer
Object
integer
Triangle

id;
*el, *e2, *e3;
dirl, dir2, dir3;
*obj;
att;
*next, *last;

The presence of an asterisk (*) before a structure element means that the element is a
pointer to a structure. The individual elements are:
id:

a unique serial number given to the triangle on creation.

*el, *e2, *e3:

pointers to the three edges that make up the triangle.

dirl, dir2, dir3:

three flags which each have the value of one of Clockwise (+1),
Anticlockwise (-1) or BadDirection (0). They reference the
stored directions of the edge (directed from p2 to pi) with
respect to the inside of the triangle. These values are maintained
throughout all operations that might affect the topology of a
triangle. The comparison with the stored and the actual
directions enable MAGE to detect inversions. See section 4.6.

obj:

is an object reference (actually not a pointer but a Kappa name).
It refers to the object that the triangle "belongs-to". Note that obj
can only refer to one object. See section 4.3.4.

att:

can be used to store an attribute with each triangle. In fact this is
not utilized in the current implementation.

*next, *last:

are pointers used in the maintenance of the linked list.

Each edge has the following structure:
integer
Point
integer
Triangle
Edge

id;
*pl, *p2;
att ;
*left, *right;
*next, *last;

id:

a unique serial number given to the edge on creation.

*p 1, *p2:

pointers to the two points that make up the edge.

att:

an attribute for the edge. This is used to store the edge type.
These are represented by the following constants:
TBorderEdge
TVirtualEdge

1
2
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*left, *right:

3
TRealEdge
are pointers to the triangles which lie to the left and the right of
the edge respectively. The edge is always considered to lie in the
order of p2p 1.

*next, *last

are pointers used in the maintenance of the linked list.

Each point is a structure with the following elements:
id;
x,y;
att;
*next, *last;

integer
double
integer
Point2

id:

a unique serial number given to the point on creation,

x, y:

the cartesian coordinates of the point.

att:

an attribute for the point. Not used in the current
implementation.

next, *last

are pointers used in the maintenance of the linked list.

4.3.4 Triangle Ownership
Since any one region of space in the SDS (represented by a triangle) must belong to one
and only one object there is no direct way to have multiple ownership of space on the
map. However this is a useful relationship to be able to represent in spatial information
systems - since very often parts of the Earth's surface can be attributed to more than one
entity or authority. For example, a simplicial complex representing a land parcel can
belong to the following entities:
the land owner
the town or urban conglomeration
the county
an area representing a type of geology
vegetation regions
These ownership relations would normally be modelled in the original data loaded into
MAGE and would only be modelled within MAGE if they had a bearing on the
symbolization or generalization of the feature involved. MAGE can model these
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relationships in a number of ways, for example through the use of slots or
ancestral/descendant relationships. See section 7.21.
In the case where an object encloses another object - say a lake on an island within a sea then the "innermost" object is the one that owns the triangle. See figure 4.11. This
involves the "In" or "Contains" relationships: the lake (in figure 4.11) is "in" the island
and the island "contains" the lake. In a sense the lake is a part of the island and could
inherit some of the island's properties and be counted in operations affecting the island
(for example, in calculating the area of the island the area of the lake would normally be
added to the actual land area of the island). These relationships can be established from
the SDS directly (see section 4.6). Alternatively they can be stored at a higher level using
object attributes or relationships - see section 7.21.

Sea

Figure 4.11 (a): A map scene to be represented (left) consisting of a sea containing an
island which, in turn, contains a lake. The constrained Delaunay triangulation of the
scene is shown on the right.

Figure 4.11(b): The surface of the map is only occupied once - by the "topmost" feature.

4.4 Adjacency
The ability to ascertain the relationship between two adjacent objects is vital for
generalization. Adjacency, like many spatial terms used by people, is somewhat vague
and needs to be defined more precisely for the purposes of automation. It is the intention
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of this section to examine adjacency and derive a series of related relationships that can be
used to specify exact adjacency relationships. In section 4.4.3 descriptions or pseudocode are used to demonstrate (with reference to functions described in chapter 5) how
these relationships can be computed using the SDS.

4.4.1 Meanings of Adjacency
The Collins Concise English Dictionary defines adjacent as: "being near or close, esp.
having a common boundary; contiguous". The term's literal meaning is to lie nearby
(from Latin adjacere - ad- near +jacere to lie). From this definition alone we can derive
two specific meanings for adjacent: the first being contiguous (touching) and the other
being proximal (in the sense of near but not touching). Given two objects O i and O2, we
can define these relationships as:
Contiguous(O], O2): O] shares a point or an edge with O2The contiguous relationship can be further specified by reference to the extent of
contiguity, i.e. whether a point (point-contiguous or 0-contiguous) or an edge (edgecontiguous or 1-contiguous) is shared (there is also a 2-contiguous or triangle-contiguous
relationship which is defined in section 4.6) and the contiguous relationship is also
referred to as 0-proximal which is defined below. The proximal relationship is openended and is dependent on factors such as scale or the observer's conception of distance
(how near is near?). Nevertheless we define the general meaning of proximal to be:
Proximal (O], O2): O] lies near to O2 but does not share a point or an edge with O2Because of its open-ended nature, the proximal relationship must be further refined into
n-proximal relationships (see figure 4.12) where the objects in question are separated by
free space or one or more intervening objects. The proximity relationships of subcomponents of objects (i.e. points, edges or triangles) are not considered here - there are
similar relationships between each of the simplices as there are between complexes. So
that functions to establish proximity could be constructed for points, edges, triangles and
objects and any combination of these four entities.
Note that the proximal adjacency relationship for objects, defined below, measures
intervening "bands" of free space or other objects between objects not the Euclidean
distance between the objects. This ties in with the original concept of adjacency, two
objects are 1 -proximal because there is only one set of free space between them. Objects
are considered as whole entities so, although different parts of two objects could be at
different proximities to one another, it is the smallest proximity that is usually of greatest
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concern. A Euclidean distance qualifier can be applied to the proximal relationship as
well, so that a hypothetical generalization rule might state that:
< 3)

if

(Proximal(Ol, O2)

and

(MinDistance(Ol,

then

Assert(AttempToMerge(Ol,

O2)

<

300m)

O2) ;

Adjacency
.
n
Proximal

Contiguous
fe
(0-Proximal)
PointContiguous
(0-Contiguous)

EdgeContiguous TriangleContiguous
(2-Contiguous)
(1-Contiguous)

1-Proximal

2-Proximal ..... n-Proximal

Figure 4.12: Hierarchy of the adjacency relationships.

Initially the proximity between two entities must be efficiently computable - so that it can
be used in decision making. This information alone, however, is clearly insufficient for
successful generalization - often we need to know the extent of the relationship and which
objects are involved.
4.4.2 Adjacency and Containment Relationships
The containment relationship and its dual the in or inside relationship are topological
relationships that are very important to spatial query systems in general and systems for
cartographic generalization in particular. There are two reasons why this is so important
for generalization, the first is the maintenance of topological relations - if an object is
totally contained by another it should not be moved outside that object. It is not
mentioned amongst Berlin's list of planar relationships that ought to be maintained if
possible (see section 4.1.1) - but it should have been. The second reason is the
establishment of context - if a set of objects are all enclosed within a common area (say
buildings in a factory grounds) then they are more likely to be amalgamated into a single
entity than if they were separate, independent objects.
The SDS can compute a number of relationships based on the fundamental contains-in
relationship from examination of the halo of an object. Unlike the point-set topology
described by Egenhofer and Herring (1990) this is not limited to two objects.
In one sense the "proximal" relationships defined in section 4.4 apply to objects whether
an object in question is interior or exterior to another object. However it is more useful in
practice to restrict the proximal and contiguous relationships to the exterior and introduce
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similar relationships for the interior. In MAGE the word "enclosure" is used to refer to
these interior relationships. There is a symmetry to the enclosure relationships which
mirrors the contiguous relationships. Thus an object, X, can be in one of the following
states with regard to another object O:
X is totally enclosed by another object, 0 (figure 4.13(a)).
X is point-enclosed (0-enclosed) - meaning that an object is largely
enclosed by another object with only one or more points (but not an edge)
in O's perimeter (figure 4.13(b)). All of X's edges border with space that
belongs to O.
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a) Enclosure

d) Triangle-Enclosure
(2-enclosure or
2-contiguous)

b) Point-Enclosure
(0-enclosure)

c) Edge-Enclosure
(1-enclosure)

e) Edge-Contiguous
(1-contiguous)

f) Point-Contiguous
(0-contiguous or
0-adjacent)

g) 1-Adjacent

Figure 4.13: Examples of a variety of enclosure and proximity relationships between two
objects: X (the filled rectangle) and O (larger unfilled polygon), illustrating the
symmetrical continuum of the relationships from enclosure to 1-proximal. In (c) the
perimeter of O passes along the exterior ofX, whereas in (e) it passes along the interior.
The border of O is shown in a slightly thicker line where it is ambiguous. In (d) however
the border of O can pass on either side ofX without affecting the definition. The
deformations in the outline ofO are not significant to the meaning of the diagram and
have been made for the purpose of illustrative clarity.

•

X is edge-enclosed (1-enclosed) - again X is largely within O's perimeter
but this time X shares one or more edges with O's perimeter (but no more
than two consecutively). The majority of X's edges must border the
interior of O. See fig 4.13(c).
X is triangle-enclosed or triangle-contiguous (2-enclosed or 2-contiguous)
if it contains three or more consecutive edges bordering space which
belongs to O and three or more consecutive edges bordering space which
does not belong to O (figure 4.13(d)).
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X is edge-contiguous (1-contiguous) if it shares one or more edges with
O's perimeter, but no more than two consecutively. The majority of X's
edges must border the space which does not belong to O. See figure
4.13(e).
X is point-contiguous (^-contiguous or 0-proximal) if all of X's edges
border with space that does not belong to O but does share one or more
points (but not an edge) with O's perimeter (see figure 4.13(f)).
X is n-proximal to O if the minimum number of triangles (not belonging
to X or O) that need to be traversed (via a triangle's interior or one of its
edges) when travelling from X to O is n. Travel through any object is
counted as if a single triangle had been traversed. This means that an
object, no matter how complex is only counted as one "obstacle" between
X and O. See figure 4.13(g) for an example of 1-proximal.

4.4.3 Adjacency in the SDS
This section contains a discussion on methods for establishing the n-proximal and
contiguous relationships introduced in the previous section. These relationships were
defined after the bulk of the SDS functions were written and have been included for
completeness and for their usefulness in the discussions in this thesis. The original work
on these relationships (which includes the classification given above) has been extended
by Prof. Christopher Jones and Dr Mark Ware and is described in a paper submitted for
publication entitled "Proximity Relations with Triangulated Spatial Models". This section
describes how MAGE can supply these relations as it was when the author finished
development work on it.
Within MAGE adjacency can be found in a number of ways, depending on the types of
entity in question. Most of the functions described here are presented in more detail in
chapter 5 or 6.

Two Triangles
If we have two triangles we can use the CommonEdge function. Which either returns the
edge between the two triangles or NULL if there is no common edge. This establishes
whether or not two known triangles are edge-contiguous. Alternatively we can find out if
two known triangles are point-contiguous with the function CommonPoint which returns
a shared point or NULL if none exists. (In fact in the current implementation
CommonPoint works on edges so a number of checks must be made on edges in the two
triangles - 4 calls to CommonPoint in all).
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One Triangle
If we have one triangle and want to find edge-contiguous triangles then we can use
GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles which returns 0, 1, 2 or 3 triangles which share a common
edge with the triangle in question. There are two reasons why this function does not
always return three edge-contiguous triangles: 1) the triangle may lie on the border of the
map and 2) the function can be instructed not to cross real edges - which is useful for
restricting searches to the inside or outside of objects.
Most important of these adjacency-relationship finding functions is the point-contiguous
function (FindPointAdjacentTriangles) which returns a list of all triangles which share a
point with the given triangle. The edge-contiguous triangles form a subset of the pointcontiguous triangles. We use the term "halo" for the set of point-contiguous triangles of a
triangle, set of triangles, object or set of objects (see figure 4.14).

Triangle of interest

Edge adjacent triangle

Point adjacent triangle

Figure 4.14: The halo of a triangle.
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Halo triangles of T

Halo triangles of T

-o

Intersection of the two halos
Figure 4.15: The intersection of two halos.
The intersection of two halos gives us the space "between" the two triangles or
complexes. See figure 4.15. This topic is discussed in section 4.5.

Object or 2-complex
For the sake of this discussion the terms "object" and "2-complex" can be considered
synonymous, both meaning a contiguous set of triangles. This definition also allows for
a number of contiguous objects to be regarded as a single "object".
The function to find a halo of a set of triangles, called FindHaloOfTriangles, can be used
to find contiguous objects directly. The statement:
FindObjectsOfTriangles(FindHaloOfTriangles(TrianglesOf(O)));

will return a list of all objects contiguous with the object, O. TrianglesOf returns the
triangles making up an object and the call to this function could simply be replaced by a
list of triangles. FindHaloOjTriangles takes a list of triangles and returns the "halo" i.e.
all edge- and point-contiguous triangles to the input set. It is important to note that this
function does not return any triangles that are members of the original input set - in other
words it only grows "outwards". FindObjectsOfTriangles loops through a list of triangles
and returns an unique list of objects pointed to by the members of the input list.
To find proximal-n objects (where n >=0) the following code could be used:
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List NProx(Object O, int n)
{
List core, proximalTriangle,
int i ;

ProximalObjects;

/* get the triangles out of object O
core k TrianglesOf(O);
/* repeat n times
for i k 0 to n do

'I

'• I

/* get the halo */
proximalTriangles k FindHaloOf Triangles (core ) ;
/* unite the core with the halo - we don't want any
holes in the expanding core */
core k core + proximalTriangles;
/* get the objects out of the halo */
proximalObjects=FindObj ectsOf Triangles (proximalTriangles) ;
// add all the objects' triangles to the new core
core k core + TrianglesOf (proximalObj ects ) ;
return (proximalObj ects ) ;

The function takes into account any object found in the current periphery of the search
and incorporates its triangles into the expanding core. Because the function is concerned
with proximities between whole objects each object that is encountered causes the front of
the search to jump out to that object's perimeter. Figure 4.16 shows an array of simple
objects which have been triangulated. Figure 4.17 shows the proximal bands around an
object, X. The objects in this map are regularly shaped and spaced for the purposes of
illustration. Since this discussion is concerned with space between objects the internal
virtual edges are not shown in figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18.
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Figure 4.16: An array of objects which has been triangulated (triangle edges for the
interior of objects omitted for clarity).
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The first band (labelled 0) around X contains no objects, the second band (labelled 1)
contains 6 objects. The third band (marked 2) shows how the way in which the way the
triangulation is formed affects the band. The two objects found in this band are the same
physical distance from X as the two objects marked 1 to the Northwest and Southeast of
X, yet, according to the proximal-n function they are a whole band less proximal.
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Figure 4.17: The array of objects from the previous figure, with proximal bands in
relation to object X shown as alternating light and dark bands (triangle edges for the
interior of objects omitted for clarity).

This is because the Delaunay criteria is ambiguous at places where 4 points are the same
distance apart - the triangle edge forming the diagonal of the four points can be formed
either way. So in the situations immediately to the NE and SW of X the distance between
the nearest corners of the two objects marked "1" is the same as the shortest distance
between X and the object marked "2". This could be overcome by checking these
distances during each proximity check but this condition does not occur very often with
high precision real world data.
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Figure 4.18: How the proximal bands in relation to object X are affected by the presence
of a linear object (triangle edges for the interior of objects omitted for clarity).
Figure 4.18 shows a similar array of buildings which has been interrupted by a long and
thin feature, Y. This linear feature is 1-proximal to X. The figure shows how the function
takes the space covered by Y and uses it for the calculation of the next band. So the
objects marked "3" on the far side of Y from X would not necessarily be 3-proximal
without the presence of Y.
This function might, for example, be used to help identify the structural elements of
streets. When applied to a road it identifies sets of objects that are of equal proximity to
the road. Where the street structure is uniform then all pavements, gardens, buildings etc.
will have similar numbers. This is illustrated in figures 4.19 and 4.20. Figure 4.19
shows a section of a map which has been converted to SDS format. The triangles have
been adopted and different types of object are shown in different shades of grey. The
screen-shot has been annotated to help to identify the classes of objects.
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Figure 4.19: A map scene in SDS format.

In figure 4.20 shows the same scene as figure 4.19 (without virtual edges except where
objects are not within a proximity band) this time, however, the shading for the objects is
based on their proximity to the road and car park area in the centre of the map (marked
"X"). This map was generated to a proximity of 2, so some objects are not assigned a
proximity value - these are left white. 0-proximal and 2-proximal are shown with medium
grey fills, while 1-proximal objects have a paler grey fill. Values for certain objects are
shown as well.
As can be seen from this figure, the houses in the streets immediately to the left and the
right of X have been assigned similar proximal values. If we consider the right-hand
street we can see that the pavement is 0-proximal, the row of gardens are 1-proximal (and
the verge that completely surrounds the street) and the sheds, houses and "front gardens"
are all 2-proximal.
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One difficulty with the algorithm as currently implemented is that objects at the end of a
row may be affected by the presence of a side street or alley way and end up having a
lower number than the rest of the street. For example the building marked "A" in the top
left of figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: The proximal bands around the road (X).

Even where the structure is relatively non-uniform, caused perhaps by the termination of
a pavement or the presence of a side-road or alleyway, the groupings generated by the
function may be a useful first step in establishing the structure of the street. This is
illustrated in the figures below (4.21 and 4.22). The effect of the side-roads can be seen
again in figure 4.22.
Often it is useful to be able to directly answer the question "what is the proximity between
object Q and object R?". This kind of directional search is difficult to implement with an
irregular triangulated network, because there is no particular orientation to the triangles.
However, it is possible to imagine a search which makes use of a higher level spatial97
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indexing scheme to generate a corridor of triangles between two objects (for example, a
simple regular grid which is already used within MAGE for certain operations, or a
quadtree structure). Another possibility is to establish the bearing of R from Q and use
this to guide the search.

Houses Ifc^:-^:/,-. - - - Wl1^ \

x

Figure 4.21: A map scene.
Other ways of calculating the proximity relationships can be envisaged:
a search routine which takes account of the interior of objects would return a
measure of proximity that included any arms or protrusions of intervening
objects.
weights or resistances (friction, perhaps) could be given to different object
classes to return a measure of the "cost" of traversal between objects. This
might be useful to indicate preferred directions of merge or displacement.
Careful treatment of the road network could improve the utility of the function
by segmenting roads at junctions - this would prevent the proximity bands
flooding down all the roads.
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Certain classes of features could be treated as free space (and not flooded to
their perimeters).

It is not envisaged that the n-proximal function described in this section would be used
for more than 2 or 3-proximal searching.

Figure 4.22: Proximal bands originating at the road.

4.5 Intervening Space
Establishing the degree of adjacency between objects is obviously critical in a system that
has to perform spatial reasoning and this concept was extended to the inside of objects in
section (4.4.2). It is often necessary to establish the form and nature (extent, size, shape,
etc.) of the space between sets of objects. This section discusses this "between"
relationship for objects which are 1-proximal and 2-proximal apart.
The result of a relationship-finding function is usually a list, each member of which is a
representation of an occurrence of the relationship. The set of triangles between one
object, O, and its neighbours is found using the FindHaloOfTriangles function described
in section 4.4.3. Intersecting this set with the halos of individual, 1-proximal, objects
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provides the triangles between each of the 1-proximal objects and O. We call this the
interjacent space or the space between two objects.

Figure 4.23: The intersections between the halos of object O and those of objects A, B
and C.

Examining figure 4.23 it can be seen that the space between object O and, say, object C
consists of two types of triangle - those which are directly connected to both objects by
two edges (shown in a solid shade in the diagram above) and those which are only
connected by one edge (shown with a stripy fill pattern). The space enclosed by the
former type of triangle is termed core interjacent space and the space enclosed by the latter
is called marginal interjacent space. Marginal space is space between three objects, core
space between only two objects. Sometimes it is more useful to consider only the core
space between two objects and to disregard the marginal space. Sometimes space around
the outside of an object is contained within a concave region of the object's perimeter.
The two right angled triangles around object B in the figure above, for example. These
triangles are formed when three consecutive points, pi, p2 and p3 in an object's outline
fulfil the Delaunay criteria. This means that no vertex point of any other object (or the
object in question) is closer to the mid-point, p2, than the distance between the other two
points (pi and p3). So in a sense this space can be considered to be between two parts of
the same object.
There are a number of ways that interjacent space can be used for the purposes of
generalization. Some of these are described in the following subsections - others are
given in chapter 7.
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4.5.1 Zones of "Free Movement"
The halo of triangles of an object, which is 1-proximal to another object, represent a
region of free movement surrounding the object. Within this region an object may move
around without causing graphical conflict. If any point of the object moves outside this
zone then it must cross an edge forming part of the perimeter of the zone. This event will
cause an inversion. It is still necessary to monitor the region for inversions which can be
caused by, for example, rotation of the object. In addition, moving the object outside this
zone does not necessarily mean that graphical conflict has occurred - but does mean that a
major change has taken place in the spatial configuration of the objects involved. See
section 4.6 for more details on inversions, spatial conflict and changes in spatial
configuration.
The following series of diagrams (figure 4.24 - 4.27) show the halo of an object in a
number of situations and illustrate the effects of moving the object within this zone. The
series start with a simple example and progress to a more complex one.

1=3
Figure 4.24: The triangles between two objects and the zone offree movement which, in
this case, is a semi-circle extending to infinity. Movement of the object outside this zone
causes an inversion.

rn

nn

Figure 4.25: In this example the zone offree movement is a band between the upper and
lower objects which extends to infinity to the left and right of the figure.
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Figure 4.26: The shape of the zone offree movement becomes more complex as the
number of objects increase.

Figure 4.27: The zone offree movement also becomes more complex as the objects
become more complex.

4.5.2 Skeletonization of Interjacent Space
In addition to the interior space of an object, the space between sets of objects can also be
approximately skeletonized as described in chapter 6. The basic process of
skeletonization provides a set of points midway between two sets of 1-proximal objects.
This can be used in apportioning the space between objects or for generating
displacement vectors for merge operations. The skeleton can be biased toward or away
from an object and this would be useful if one object is to be moved proportionately more
than its partner in a merge operation.

4.5.3 Establishing and Asserting Alignment Between Objects
Establishing whether or not objects have common axes or at least aligned facing edges is
important for the decision making process involved in cartographic generalization.
Parallelism and alignment are two of the planar relations that Berlin says are important to
maintain during generalization (see 4.1.1). In addition it is apparent that, all other things
being equal, objects that have aligned faces are more liable to being merged. This is
because less of the "essential character" of the arrangement of the objects involved is
being lost.

The assertion of alignment between two objects is demonstrated by the snap and direct
merge operators described in chapter 7. The space between two objects helps this process
by quantifying the intervening areas.
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4.5.4 Finding Wholly or Partially Intervening Objects
When considering the space between two objects it is necessary to take account of other
objects which may lie between these two objects. These intervening objects impede
certain operations - merge for example - and may need to be removed or displaced
depending on their location, size, importance, etc. On the other hand it may be possible to
merge two objects around the intervening objects (perhaps after merging the intervening
objects themselves).

a) No intervening objects

b) One intervening object

c) Two intervening objects

d) Multiple intervening objects

Figure 4.28: The space between two long, natural form, objects (shown as a pale fill
pattern) and how the space changes with the introduction of more and more intervening
objects.

Figure 4.28 shows two natural objects, perhaps woodland outlines. In part (a) there are
no intervening objects and the interjacent space is a single polygon. In figure 4.28(b) one
intervening object lies between the two objects and the interjacent space consists of two,
non-contiguous polygons. The intervening object has interfered with the set of triangles
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representing the interjacent space - it is now space between the intervening object and the
two original objects.
In figure 4.28(c), there are two intervening objects. This time they are at the periphery of
the interjacent space - again we have a single area of interjacent space, but this time
smaller in size than that shown in figure 4.28(a). Finally, in figure 4.28(d), there are
several objects occupying the space between the two original objects - there is no
interjacent space (between the original objects) in this example. However this is
appropriate because of the interference caused by the intervening objects and measures
would have to be taken (for example, removal or merging) to deal with the intervening
objects before any merge operation were to be attempted on the original objects.
This example serves to demonstrate the way that the interjacent space is altered by the
presence of intervening objects. This is one of the fundamental neighbourhood related
properties of the SDS.

4.6 Spatial Conflict
All generalizations are dangerous, including this one.
Alexandre Dumas

4.6.1 Definition of Spatial Conflict
Cartographic generalization involves the transformation of map elements. Many of the
transformations can result in a change in topology which is undesirable in a map. The
term spatial conflict refers to topological change (e.g. objects that were disjoint now
overlap, an object that was on one side of another feature is now on the other side of that
feature, an object that was inside another object is now outside) and can be defined as a
situation where the surface of the map is folded over onto itself and this folding has
resulted in a point crossing a real edge. Such conflicts can be detected efficiently and the
SDS provides useful information for the resolution of the conflict.
4.6.2 Detecting Conflict
The SDS is created and maintained in a state where no spatial conflict exists. After an
operator has been applied, for example the enlargement of a building, the triangles that
might be affected by spatial conflict are checked. This set of triangles is called the
potential conflict set. The detection of spatial conflict can be performed by comparing the
actual geometry of the triangles in the potential conflict set with that stored in the SDS.
The technique is based on the fact that a triangle's three edges (which are directed) each
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lie in a particular orientation, i.e. clockwise or anticlockwise, with respect to the inside of
the triangle. Edges in any given triangle cannot be forced to lie in a predetermined
orientation (all lying clockwise, for example) since, except at the boundaries of the SDS,
any one edge will belong to two triangles and will be clockwise for one of them and
anticlockwise for the other. The ordering of the three edges that make up a triangle are
stored in the triangle's record. If, after an operation, the geometry is checked again and
the orientation of the edges differs from that stored in the SDS then, at least, a vertex has
crossed an edge. This condition is called an inversion.
In figure 4.29, for example, the edges in triangle ABC each have an orientation with
respect to some point, I, inside the triangle, i.e. BA(anticlockwise), BC(clockwise) and
CA(clockwise). If vertex A is moved to A' and the orientation stored in the SDS is
compared with the actual geometry, it can be seen that directions of the edges with respect
to the centre of the triangle have all been reversed, i.e. BA(clockwise),
BC(anticlockwise) and CA(anticlockwise). Therefore A'BC is an inverted triangle. This
technique breaks down if the triangle in transformed in such a way as to give it zero area,
e.g. a point lies on an edge, two points are coincident, etc. This does not pose a serious
problem though, because, firstly, the condition is not actually an inversion and does not
cause graphical conflict, and secondly, it can be detected and, if necessary, the triangle
removed from the SDS.
B

Figure 4.29: The directed edges of a triangle and how a change in topology affects them.
An inversion might mean that a point has crossed a virtual edge, in which case the
affected area would be retriangulated. This is called a virtual inversion. If, on the other
hand, a real edge had been crossed (a real inversion) then resolving action must be taken.
The subset of triangles of the potential conflict set that are inverted is called the conflict
set. Figure 4.30 shows some examples of real and virtual inversions.
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b) A real inversion

a) Original positions

Figure 4.30: (a) Two objects and their interjacent triangles (shown with a pale fill shade).
(b) A displacement applied to B has resulted in an inversion. The inverted triangles are
shown with a wavy fill pattern - they are the same interjacent triangles highlighted in (a).
Note: this figure only shows a partial triangulation - no interior virtual edges are shown
and neither are the ones to the right of A and B.
When looking at operations involving displacement an inversion means that an object has
moved one or more points out of its zone of free movement.
The detection of an inversion is meant to trigger alarm bells since it means, in most cases,
that a change of topology (or at least a change in spatial orientation) has taken place.
There are a few situations where an inversion indicates a trivial problem, perhaps the
inversion of a triangle consisting of three virtual edges. This is shown below in figure
4.30(c). However it is not easy to see how an inversion that indicates a serious change in
spatial configuration such as the change in position of an object from one side to another
side of a second object as shown in figure 4.30(d) can be distinguished from a real
inversion indicating spatial overlap (as shown in (a) without resorting to point in polygon
or point in triangle tests.
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d) A virtual inversion

c) A virtual inversion
involving only a
3 v-edge triangle

Figure 4.30 (continued): (c) Two objects and their interjacent triangles, (d) A
displacement applied to B has resulted in an inversion. The inverted triangles are shown
with a wavy fill pattern - they are the same interjacent triangles highlighted in (a).

We cannot say that an inversion always indicates a case of spatial overlap or topological
change but we can say that a case like this always results in an inversion.
4.6.3 Resolution of Conflict
There are several ways to deal with a conflict condition once it has been detected. The
way in which it is handled will depend on the particular situation that the conflict
represents and the confidence of the recognition system in classifying the situation. The
set of inverted triangles caused by a conflict indicates the extent of the conflict, the nature
of the conflict (whether a whole object, single corner, or perhaps two separate parts of a
single object are involved), and the direction of the overlap.
This topic is discussed further in section 6.1

4.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced a data paradigm, model and structure (the Simplicial Data
Structure or SDS) which seem to offer a large number of benefits for the purposes of
generalizing large scale data.
It is object based.
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It supports the establishment of relationships such as adjacency,
contiguity, enclosure and interjacency.
It has an inbuilt property that is useful for detecting spatial conflict and
changes in topology and spatial configuration.

The following chapter discusses a number of primitive or low-level operations on this
data structure. These are built upon in chapter 6 which describes generalizing operations
that are proposed or that have been implemented upon the SDS and utilize its special
properties.
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5. Primitive Operators on the SDS
The simplicial data structure (SDS) has a large number of primitive operators or functions
which are used either for processing, interrogating or maintaining the structure or as the basis
for higher level operations. The distinction between primitive operators and so-called "highlevel" operators is somewhat arbitrary. High level operators perform significant geometrical
or topological functions usually on an object or group of objects. The following subsections
describe some of these primitive operators. Most of the low level functions are fairly standard
algorithms (linked list manipulation, for example) and are not mentioned here - the
functionality of MAGE is listed more fully in appendix B. Some primitive operators,
however, are designed to perform novel functions and some of these are described below
with pseudo code and, in many cases, a diagram.
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the way the SDS works at the lowest level partially
because some of these functions are novel and of interest in themselves, while others
illuminate the way in which the SDS can be worked with. Some of the functions are
described in order to be able to discuss higher level operators in the next chapter. The model
and structure for the SDS has been described in chapter 4.
Appendix A discusses the way the SDS is generated from a constrained Delaunay
triangulation.
The functions described in this and the following chapter and appendix A are entirely the
work of the author (except for advice and help from the supervisory team and colleagues or
the inclusion of an algorithm or formula from the standard literature of computational
geometry). MAGE became more of a collaborative effort in 1994 when Dr Mark Ware started
working on it. The functions he has added are included in appendix B and some are further
discussed in the papers included in appendix C.

Some Notes on Implementation and Nomenclature
When a "point" is referred to it should, unless otherwise stated, be taken to mean a node i.e.
the end of an edge and the corner of a triangle.
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Pseudo Code
MAGE is written in C and this is reflected in the pseudo code used in the descriptions of
some of the functions in this chapter and the next. This section describes some of the
conventions used in the pseudo code. If you know C then you can probably skip this section.
The assignment operator is represented by a left arrow '«-'.
Comments are delimited by /* and */.
Many of the entities used in MAGE are structures. The elements of a structure are accessed
using the '->' operator. For example:
Triangle tri;

tri->id k 1234;

This assigns the value of ' 1234' to the id element of the structure pointed to by tri.
The address of a variable can be obtained by placing an '&' before the variable. The value to
which a pointer refers is obtained by placing a '*' in front of the pointer.
Each function is declared in the following way:
ReturnValue FunctionName ( Type Parameter,
Type Parameter,

If a function does not return a value then the ReturnValue is "void". Types are int (or
integer), double - a high precision floating point type, Boolean (True or False), or the
SDS types Point, Edge or Triangle.

Lists
MAGE makes extensive use of two types of list. The first type is a linked list which is used
to store the three master SDS lists - one each for triangles, edges and points. If any entity
declared as one of these types is a permanent part of the SDS then they will be stored in one
of these lists. Other linked lists are used to hold subsets of the master list or other sets of
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entities for temporary processing. The second type of list is a Kappa "List" which can be
used to hold collections of any entity. Kappa Lists are used interchangeably with linked lists
in many cases - but are the only kind of list used to hold Kappa objects. Kappa Lists can be
assigned to one another, or initialized like this:

Chapter 5.

List
List
List
List

a
b
c
d

k
k
k
k
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a;
b;
c;
d;

/*
M) ;
/*
Nil;
Ml, 2, 3, 4); /*
/*
c;

an empty list */
same as M) */
a literal list */
assignment from another list */

A number of operations can be performed on lists. The Loop construct iterates through a list
(in the example below this list is called displaylist) and assigns each value in the list in
turn to a loop variable (called member in the example). So this example plots each member of
a list:
Loop(member through displaylist)
plot(member);
LoopEnd;

Some of the other functions relating to lists are:
InList(x, list)

returns True if x is in list, False otherwise

NotInList(x, list)

returns True if x is not in list, False otherwise

AddToList(x, list)

adds x to list

DeleteFromList (x, list)

removes x from list
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The Classification of Primitive Operators

The operators in MAGE (both low and high-level) are classified according to the type of
operations they perform under the following headings: support, query, search, update, metric
and transform. Support and metric functions are not discussed in this thesis, since they are
fairly standard algorithms, but they are listed in appendix B. Transformation operators of
interest are all "high-level" so these are discussed in the next chapter. The functions described
in this chapter are listed in the table below. Within each category the functions occur
alphabetically.

Query

Search

Update

CommonEdge

ExpandTriangleList

CollapseEdge

CommonPoint

FindAffectedObjects

CollapseTriangle

Direction

FindAnticlockwiseTri angle

SetDirectionFlags

DirectionOfEdge

FindATriangleOfPoint

SwapEdge

GetEdgeAdj acentTri angles

FindClockwiseTri angle

SwapPoint

Islnverted

FindConnectingEdges

OppositePoint

FindEdgeAdjacentObjects

OtherEdges

FindEdgesSimplexList

OtherPoint

FindHaloOfTriangles

Out

FindlnternalEdgesS implexList

OutVector

Findlnversions

PointlnTriangle

FindObjectsOfTriangles

Right

FindPointAdjacentTriangles

Splay

FindSimplicesB etween

Unique

FindTrianglesOfPoint
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5.1 Query Functions
The ability to interrogate the data structure is obviously essential. Query functions return a
Boolean (True or False) value or pointers to structures. Extensive searching is not used.
Edge CommonEdge( Triangle t1, Triangle t2 );
Given two triangles CommonEdge returns the edge that separates them. The function returns
NULL if the triangles do not share an edge.

Common Edge
Figure 5.1.-The common edge between two triangles.
Point CommonPoint(Edge e1, Edge e2);
It is often necessary to establish if two edges share a point - edges in the SDS have only two
points. CommonPoint returns the point that is common to el and e2 and returns NULL if no
such point exists.

e2

e2
el

el

No Common Point

Common Point

Figure 5.2: (left) The common point between two edges, (right) Two edges with no common
point.
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int Direction(Point a, Point b, Point c);
Given a point inside the triangle, c, and two points, a and b, of an edge returns whether the
edge is clockwise or anticlockwise with respect to the point. Usually the third point of the
triangle is suitable for the "internal" point. See the figure below. The direction of an edge for
a given triangle is governed by the stored order of the points in the edge - so that if a and b
are reversed the direction is reversed. The direction of the edge with respect to the triangle on
the other side is also reversed.

b

a

Clockwise

Anticlockwise

Figure 5.3: The direction of an edge for a triangle.

The Direction function is essential to the SDS since the direction of triangles is used to detect
potential conflict or changes in spatial configuration. This function makes use of a standard
formula.
int DirectionOfEdge(Triangle t, Edge e);
This function accesses the triangle's (t) direction flags for a given edge (e). It returns the
direction attribute stored with the triangle for that edge. If the edge is not one of the triangle's
edges then the function returns BadDirection. When detecting inversions we compare the
DirectionOfEdge (i.e. stored direction) against the actual orientation given by the Direction
function. See the function "Islnverted" below.
Possible return values are:
Clockwise

+1

Anticlockwise

-1

7/5
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BadDirection

0

List GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles( Triangle t, Boolean CrossRealEdges);
GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles returns a list of edge adjacent triangles to t. There are only ever
three edge adjacent triangles for a given triangle. There can be fewer if the triangle is adjacent
to the border of the map.

Figure 5.4: Edge adjacent triangles to t.

If the flag CrossRealEdges is set to False then the function will not return edge-adjacent
triangles which share a real-edge with t. This means that only triangles on the same side of an
object boundary (either inside or outside) will be found.
Boolean lslnverted(Triangle t);
Islnverted is a predicate function which tests a triangle to see if its geometrical vertex order is
different from its stored order. The function tests each edge of t in turn, recalculating the
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direction of the edge in the actual triangle and comparing it against the stored direction for the
edge.
The following call returns the real direction of the edge, t->el with respect to the opposite
point in the triangle:
Direction( t->el->pl, t->el->p2, OppositePoint(t, t->el))

The complete function reads:
Boolean Islnverted(Triangle t)
{
if (DirectionOfEdge (t, t->el) *
Direction( t->el->pl, t->el->p2, OppositePoint(t, t->el)))
return(True);
return(False);

Point OppositePoint(Triangle t, Edge e);
Given a triangle and an edge this function returns a pointer to the other point of the triangle.
OppositePoint assumes the edge belongs to the triangle. The function has to match the edge
to one of the edges of the triangle - there are three edges each of which could lie in one of two
directions - this gives six combinations which need to be checked. If none of them match,
given the assumption stated above, then there is an error within the SDS.

OppositePoint

Figure 5.5: The OppositePoint of triangle, t, given e.
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void OtherEdgesfTriangle t, Edge e, Edge e1, Edge e2);
Given a triangle, t, and an edge, e belonging to t, returns the other two edges, el and e2, of
t.

ei
Figure 5.6: The parameters for the OtherEdges function.

Point OtherPoint(Edge e, Point p);
Another little utility function, OtherPoint returns the point for an edge, e, that is not p.
Returns NULL if p is not a vertex of e.
OtherPoint

Figure 5.7: The OtherPoint of an edge.

Triangle Out(Triangle t, Edge e);
Given a triangle, t, and an edge, e, returns the triangle on the other side of e from t.

Figure 5.8: The parameters for the Out function.
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Vector2 OutVector (Edge e, int d, double s);
The out vector of a given edge, e, is the normal to that edge which points away from the
triangle. This vector is useful for enlarging objects and for displacement. The direction, d, is
needed since the orientation of the edge must be known to make the vector point away from
the triangle. If the direction is anticlockwise then the out vector points to the right of the edge
(looking from pi to p2), if the direction is clockwise then the out vector points to the left of
the edge. The returned vector is of size, s.

OutVector
OutVector
Clockwise

Anticlockwise

Figure 5.9: The Out Vector for an edge of a triangle.

Boolean PointlnTriangle(Point ip, Point p1, Point p2, Point p3);
Given an input point, ip, (which is not necessarily a node) and the three points of a triangle,
pi, p2 and p3, this function returns True if the point is within the triangle and False if it is
not. Points that are coincident with a triangle vertex or edge are considered to be within the
triangle. This function makes use of a standard algorithm.
int Right( Triangle t, double tol);
This function tests a triangle for an angle near to 90 degrees (±tol). This is useful for
identifying juts and recesses in buildings. It returns an index which indicates which point is
at the 90 degree corner (1 for point 1, 2 for point 2 and 3 for point 3), otherwise it returns
False (0).
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void Splay( Triangle source, Triangle target, Triangle t1, Edge e1,
Triangle t2, Edge e2, Edge e);
Given a source triangle, source, and a target triangle, target, Splay returns the two triangles
(tl and t2) adjacent to target that are not the source triangle. The name comes from the idea of
a ray coming from the source triangle and splaying when it hits the target, moving off into the
two edge adjacent triangles opposite its origin. Splay also returns the edges through which
the ray travels, e (the edge common to the source and target triangles) and el (on the left
looking from source to target) and e2 (on the right looking from source to target). See the
diagram below. This is useful when collapsing the target triangle to an edge (or point) since
the pointers in tl and t2 need to be updated to point over (rather than into) the intervening
triangle.

source
Figure 5.10: Splitting a ray's path at a triangle with the Splay function.

void Unique( Triangle t, Point p1, Point p2, Point p3 );
This function returns the three unique points (pi, p2 and p3) of a triangle (t). This is useful
because although there is direct access to the three edges of a triangle there is none to the
points. For the three edges of a triangle there are six pointers to their three endpoints.
Selecting the first edge's two endpoints provides 2 unique points and a couple of
comparisons with the points of the second edge's points provides the third.
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5.2 Search Functions
Unlike query functions which are localized, operating on a single triangle or its immediate
neighbours, search operators look either across the 2D map surface - by moving from
triangle to triangle - or scan through the ID lists of triangles, edges and points.
List ExpandTriangleList(List t, Boolean CrossRealEdges);
Strictly speaking this function only works on adjacent triangles so should be classified with
the query functions - but it is used most often during searches so is placed here instead.
Given a list of triangles, t, ExpandTriangleList finds triangles that are adjacent to the triangles
in t. The triangle list returned is unique, in other words, there is no repetition of triangles
within the list. If the CrossRealEdges parameter is True then the routine will cross real edges
when expanding otherwise it will not. The default value for the CrossRealEdges parameter is
True. This function causes a set of triangles to grow outward and is used by a kind of flood
fill routine and to find the "halo" of an object.
List ExpandTriangleList(List t, Boolean CrossRealEdges)
{
List adj_tri_list, exp_tri_list;
Triangle tri;
/* loop through the input list t once, instantiating tri
with each element in turn */
Loop(tri through t)
{
/* find edge adjacent triangles of tri */
adj_tri_listk GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles(tri,CrossRealEdges);
/* load adjacent triangles into exp_tri_list if they are
unique */
Loop(tri through adj_tri_list)
if (NotlnList(tri, exp_tri_list)
AddToList(tri, exp_tri_list) ;
LoopEnd;
} LoopEnd;
return(exp_tri_list);
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The diagram below shows how ExpandTriangleList can be used. Initially a list consists only
of 't'. After one call to the function it contains, 't' and all the triangles labelled ' 1'. After the
second call (feeding the output list back into the function) the list will contain all the triangles
labelled 't', T and '2', and so on.
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Figure 5.12: Four iterations of ExpandTriangleList.

If the CrossRealEdges parameter is True, the function can be repeatedly called until the
output list stops growing - all the triangles are found in the area bounded by real edges. The
figure below shows how this works. The area enclosed by real-edges (shown as solid lines)
is collected by 11 iterations of ExpandTriangleList (plus one iteration to find out that the list
can't be expanded any more).
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Figure 5.13: Flood fill using ExpandTriangleList.

The algorithm is conceptually simple and robust but no claims are made for the efficiency of
this technique - in fact, although it works well in many cases it is inefficient for long thin
shapes. For example, the extremity to the right of the shape was reached in 5 iterations and
is a minimum of 5 edge-crossings away from t. On the other side, a triangle which is only 3
edge-crossings away (albeit across a real-edge) has taken 11 iterations. Planar-sweep
techniques might be used to perform this task more efficiently. Another possibility is to
maintain a list of the edges at the boundary of the expanded edges (a kind of expanding wave
front) this could reduce the amount of wasteful introverted searching.
List FindAffectedObjects(List ol, Edge e);
FindAffectedObjects is given a list of edges, e, and a List of objects, ol, and returns a list of
objects that own edges in e but that are not in ol. This is useful for detecting potential conflict:
the objects in ol are objects that are to be transformed in some way; and the edge list consists
of the edges belonging to some set of triangles that would contain the conflict - perhaps the
union of the halos of the objects in ol.
For example, in the figure below, ol k (a,b) and the edge list consists of those edges which
belong to the triangles shown. FindAffectedObjects returns the list (c, d, e).
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Figure 5.14: FindAffectedObjects
Triangle FindAnticlockwiseTriangle(Triangle t, Point p);
FindAnticlockwiseTriangle finds the triangle adjacent to t that lies in an anticlockwise
direction from a shared point, p. The function works by checking each edge of t to see if the
point is one of its endpoints and according to the direction of that edge looking to the left or
the right and returning that triangle. See figure 5.15.

Anticlockwise
Figure 5.15: Anticlockwise search from t around p.
Type FindATriangleOfPoint(Point p, List trijist);
FindATriangleOfPoint searches an input list of triangles for a triangle which has a given point
as a vertex. Returns that triangle as soon as it is found, otherwise returns NULL.
Triangle FindClockwiseTriangle(Triangle t, Point p);
FindClockwiseTriangle finds the triangle adjacent to t that lies in an clockwise direction from
a shared point, p. The function works by checking each edge of t to see if the point is one of
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the right and
its endpoints and according to the direction of that edge looking to the left or
returning that triangle.

Clockwise
Figure 5.16: Clockwise search from t around p.

List FindConnectingEdges(List 11, List 12, List exclude_edge_list);
ion list
FindConnectingEdges returns the edges joining two objects, ol and o2. An exclus
d list. The
(exclude_edge_list) can be supplied - edges in this list will not appear in the returne
.
edges can be of any type, real, virtual, or border. The returned edge list is unique
void FindEdgeAdjacentObjects(

Object object,
List adjacent_object_list,
List exclude_object_list);

to the given
FindEdgeAdjacentObjects returns edge-adjacent objects (in adjacent_object_list)
d even if
object (object). The exclude_object_list is a set of objects that will not be returne
in their
they are adjacent to the object. Edge-adjacent objects share a common edge
boundaries.
void FindEdgeAdjacentObjects(Object object,
List adjacent_object_list,
List exclude_object_list)
{
List simplex_list;
Triangle a_triangle;
Triangle adjacent_triangle_list;

/* Get list of simplices from object */
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simplex_list k TrianglesOf( object );
Loop(a_triangle through simplex_list)
{
/* store the adjacent triangles into a list FindEdgeAdjacentTriangles is similar to GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles but
it returns a list of the triangles*/
adjacent_triangle_list =
GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles( a_triangle,
DONT_CROSS_REAL_EDGES);
}

/* make a list of the objects of the triangles in the
adjacent_object list - iff the object isn't already
in the list and isn't in the exclusion list. */
Loop(cur_node through adjacent_triangle_list)
{
(a_triangle->obj ^ object)
if (
AND (NotInList( a_triangle->obj, adjacent_object_list)
AND (NotInList( a_triangle->obj, exclude_object_list)
)
AddToList(a_triangle->obj, adjacent_object_list);
}LoopEnd
return;

List FindEdgesSimplexList(List si, int MODE);

FindEdgesSimplexList finds edges in the given simplex list, si, and returns them. Both
internal and exterior edges are returned. The simplex list is assumed to be contiguous.
The MODE parameter means:
(0) All types of edges are returned
AnyEdge
(1) Only border edges are returned
TBorderEdge
(2) Only real edges are returned
TRealEdge
(3) Only virtual edges are returned.
TVirtualEdge

List FindHaloOfTriangles(List t);
FindHaloOfTriangles is given a list of triangles, t, and finds those triangles that are adjacent
to an element of t but are not members of t. Returns point and edge adjacent triangles. The

returned triangle list is unique. The halo of a set of triangles is useful for establishing both
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contiguous and proximal neighbours. The diagram below shows the halo triangles for the
indicated object. Note that the other two objects shown in the figure are not in the halo.
Object (composed of triangles in t)

Halo triangles -

Figure 5.17: The halo triangles of an object.
The pseudocode for the FindHaloOfTriangles function is given overleaf.
List FindHaloOfTriangles(List t)
{
List halo_list;
Triangle tri, pa_list;

Loop( tri through t)
{
pa_list k FindPointAdjacentTriangles(tri);
/* only add it to the list if its not a member of t */
Loop( tri through pa_list)
{
if (NotInList( tri, t)
AddToList(tri, halo_list);
} LoopEnd;
} LoopEnd;
return(halo_list) ;
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List FindlnternalEdgesSimplexl_ist(List si, int MODE);
FindlnternalEdgesSimplexList finds edges in the input triangle list and returns them. The
simplex list is assumed to be contiguous. Only internal edges are returned i.e. those on the
outer boundary of the simplex list are ignored. There is no assumption that the simplex list
represents a discrete object - so the internal edges could be of any type. The MODE parameter
has an identical effect to the MODE parameter in FindEdgesSimplexList described above.
List Findlnversions(List slist);
Findlnversions returns a list of inverted triangles in the halo around a list of triangles, slist, typically slist represents an object and the halo is the area of possible conflict (conflict set).
List Findlnversions(List slist)
{
List halo_list, inv_tri_list;
Triangle simplex;

/* get the halo */
halo_list k FindHaloOfTriangles(slist);
/* check the halo triangles for inversions */
Loop( simplex through halo_list);
{
if (Islnverted( simplex))
if (NotlnList(simplex, inv_tri_list)
AddToList(simplex, inv_tri_list);
} LoopEnd;
return inv_tri_list;

List FindObjectsOfTriangles(List t);
This function returns a list of the objects that own the triangles in the input list, t. The
returned object list is unique i.e. there are no duplicates. Each triangle holds a pointer to the
object which "owns" it - so the function merely needs to loop through the input list and
construct a new list of unique objects.
List FindPointAdjacentTriangles( Triangle *t);
This is one of the more complex functions for deriving a principal relationship within the
SDS. It finds point-adjacent triangles to the input triangle t and returns a List with the results.
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First stage of search

Second stage

Third stage

Figure 5.18: Finding point-adjacent triangles.

to t, these are called
The algorithm works by establishing the three edge-adjacent triangles
lie in a clockwise
eal, ea2 and ea3 (see figure 5.18). These are ordered such that they
points of t such
direction around t. Three pointers, pi, p2 and p3 are assigned to the three
is common to ea3
that pi is common to eal and ea2, p2 is common to ea2 and ea3 and p3
we hit ea2, then go
and eal. We can now start at eal and rotate clockwise around pi until
p3). See figure 5.18.
from ea2 to ea3 (around p2) and finally from ea3 to back to eal (around
map border at some
The search is further complicated by the possibility that we could hit a
work backwards
point during the clockwise rotation. If this occurs then we have to
again.
(anticlockwise) from the next edge-adjacent triangle until we hit the border
List FindSimplicesBetween(Object o1, Object o2);
s the triangles
FindSimplicesBetween returns a list of triangles between two objects. Return
ction of the two
which are in the halo of one object and adjacent to the other i.e. the interse
s or for merging
halos. This set is useful for evaluating the space between two object
operations.
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Figure 5.19: The intersection of the halos of two objects.

List FindTrianglesOfPoint(Triangle t, Point p)

FindTrianglesOfPoint finds all the triangles that have a point, p, as one of their vertices. The
function needs a triangle which contains the point as a kick-start - this is not unreasonable
because it is extremely unlikely that a calling function would have an isolated point. If this
were the case then there is a search function FindTriangleXY which will provide an
appropriate triangle. This is the procedural substitute for the indirect m:n relationship triangleis_composed_of-point or the dual point-belongs_to-triangle. The working of the function is
very similar to a single stage of FindPointAdjacentTriangles which has been described above.
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5.3 Update
These functions perform maintenance operations on the SDS. Run-of-the mill functions like
linked-list support (addition of a node, deletion of a node, etc.) are not described here. One
essential aspect for the successful operation of MAGE is not described in this thesis retriangulation of the SDS after any operation that might affect the integrity of the SDS.
These functions have been written by Dr Mark Ware using lower level functions created in
the initial phase of MAGE's construction. These retriangulation functions and others by Mark
Ware are listed in Appendix B.
List CollapseEdge(Edge *e);
Given a pointer to an edge (Edge *), CollapseEdge, removes the edge by "collapsing" it
down to one of its points. In some cases the points will be coincident (because of a previous
operation) and it will not matter which point is chosen for the edge to be collapsed onto. In
other cases, where the choice of point is significant, a variant function can be used (called
CollapseEdge3), which accepts a point of e as an input parameter and collapses the edge onto
that point. Collapsing an edge involves the removal of two triangles, two other edges and a
point. See the diagram below. This function updates the triangulation - including removing
redundant triangles but it does not check for Delaunay conditions.

Ir2

re2

rr2
' rrl !

b) After collapse

a) Before collapse

Figure 5.20: Collapsing an edge.
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The algorithm involves finding the two pairs of "rim" triangles for the edge. They are called
rim triangles because they are on the rim of an imaginary hole in the triangulation (caused by
the removal of the two triangles to the left and right of the edge). These rim triangles are the
edge-adjacent triangles to the triangles on the left and right of e and are called Irl, Ir2, rrl and
rr2. The rim triangles to the left of the edge are found by the following call:
Splay( e->right, e->left, &lrl, &lel, &lr2, &le2, &ce);

The Splay function also returns the rim edges on this side of e, lei and Ie2. An equivalent call
finds the rim edges and triangles on the right of e. The return parameter ce is the common
edge between e->right and e->left which is already known in this instance (e).
One of the points of e is removed and references to it moved to the other point. This results in
two flattened triangles: e->left and e->right. The function then makes the appropriate
pointers of lei and Ie2 point across e->left to Ir2 and Irl. Similarly the pointers are updated
for rel and re2. The rim edges lei and Ie2 are now coincident and one of them must be
removed so the function replaces any pointers to lei with pointers to Ie2. An equivalent
operation occurs with rel and re2. The pointers in any objects to the two flattened triangles e>left and e->right are removed. Finally the structures themselves can be removed:
DeleteTriangle(e->left);
DeleteTriangle(e->right);
DeleteEdge(e) ;
DeleteEdge(lei);
DeleteEdge(rel);

There is a variant function which takes a point as a parameter (in addition to the edge to be
collapsed). This point indicates to the function onto which point to collapse the edge.

void CollapseTriangle(Triangle *t);
Given a pointer to a triangle (t) CollapseTriangle removes the triangle by "collapsing" one of
its edges and then collapsing the remaining, combined, edge. This function updates the
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triangulation - including removing redundant triangles, edges and points - but does not check
for Delaunay conditions. See figure 5.21.
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void CollapseTriangle(Triangle *t
{
Triangle *s2, *s3;

s2 k Out(t, t->e2);
s3 k Out(t, t->e3);
/* this gets rid of t and si */
CollapseEdge2(t->el) ;
/* now get rid of remaining edge */
CollapseEdge(CommonEdge(s2 , s3)) ;
return;

|

/

s3

s2

a) Before collapse

b) After first
edge collapse

c) After final
edge collapse

Figure 5.21: Collapsing a triangle by collapsing two edges.
There is a variant function which takes a point as a parameter (in addition to the triangle to be
collapsed). This point indicates to the function onto which point to collapse the triangle.
void SetDirectionFlags(Triangle *t);
SetDirectionFlags sets a triangle's Clockwise and Anticlockwise flags (t->dirl, t->dir2 & t>dir3). These are set for each edge with respect to the inside of the triangle.
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void SwapEdge( Triangle *t, Triangle *t2, Edge *new_edge,
Edge *old_edge);
For a given triangle, t, SwapEdge changes any references to old_edge, with pointers to
new_edge. The triangle, t2, must be on the other side of new_edge from t. This function
updates the edge attributes - taking the highest value of the two edge attributes as the attribute
for the new edge. Direction flags are updated for t.
void SwapPoint(List tlist, Point new_p, Point old_p);
For a given list of triangles, tlist, SwapPoint changes any references to old_p for references
to new_p.
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6 Geometrical and Generalizing Operators
on the SDS
This chapter discusses "high-level" operators on the SDS. The majority of these
operators perform either a complete generalization operation (as described in chapter 2) or
a significant part of one (as a step in a compound operation). The operators described in
this chapter have all been implemented in prototype form.

6.1 The Resolution of Spatial Conflict
"A human cartographer must first be able to identify conflicts in map
design, and have at his disposal methods of resolving those conflicts.
An essential prerequisite for a cartographic expert system must be
equivalent methods for identifying and resolving spatial conflicts. "

W. Mackaness and P. Fisher
(1987)
Spatial conflict was defined and described in chapter 4. Section 4.6.2 shows how spatial
conflict can be detected within the SDS. The predicate function "Islnverted" is described
in section 5.1. This section gives an example which illustrates how conflict resolution
might be conducted, based solely on the information contained in the set of triangles
between the conflicting objects and information about the objects themselves.

Figure 6.1 (a&b): A spatial conflict caused by enlarging building Bl.

In figure 6.1, which is a hypothetical example, building Bl is enlarged (figure 6.1 (a))
causing conflicts with the road, R, and building, B2, (figure 6.1(b)). A close-up of the
SDS between the objects is shown in figure 6.1(c). These are the triangles that will be
affected by the transformation and they can be fetched directly from the SDS using a local
search (the union of the intersections of the "halos" of each pair of objects involved returned by a function called FindSimplicesBetween). Testing this set of triangles for
inversions will give three distinct sets of inverted triangles as shown in figs. 6.1(d) and
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6.1(e) i.e. those joining Bl and B2, those joining Bl and R and those joining Bl, B2
andR.
The comparison of metrics of these sets of triangles (e.g. their area or maximum altitude)
can indicate the extent of the conflict with neighbouring objects and the topological
change caused. The altitudes of some of the triangles in the conflict sets between B l&R
and B1&B2 are shown in figure 6.1(f)- Some of the altitudes have been omitted and
others slightly displaced in this figure for the purposes of clarity. These altitudes can be
used as the basis for vectors of resolution that can be applied to the object or objects in
conflict to resolve the overlap.

c)

\

Figure 6.1(c&d): c) A close-up of the triangles between the three objects, d) After the
enlargement operator.

Conflict Sets

lvsR
BlvsB2vsR
BlvsB2
f)
e)
Figure 6. l(e&f): e) The conflict sets, f) The construction of the altitudes for some oj tne
inverted triangles.
Once a resolution vector has been chosen it can be applied to the appropriate object. The
exact resolution strategy adopted must depend on higher level decisions about feature
priority (e.g. move buildings before roads), operator preference (e.g. try displacing
before omitting), and the actual context of the conflict (e.g. Is the other side of the road
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very densely populated with features? Are any of the objects involved connected to other
objects?).
In general, possible resolvers for a spatial conflict are: 1) displacement of one or all of the
objects involved, 2) omission of one or some of the objects, 3) merging the objects, and
4) changing the shape of one or some of the objects by smoothing or 'squashing'. The
next section continues with this example showing how it can be resolve using
displacement.

6.2 Displacement
Displacement is a necessary but problematic operation in map generalization. It can be
caused by many generalization actions - symbolization, simplification, smoothing, etc. It
is undesirable because it undermines the locational accuracy of the features on the map
and causes propagation. Other generalization operators need controllable displacement as
a tool to achieve the desired result - merging for example (see section 6.6). Techniques
for displacement have been discussed in section 3.3.3. It is imagined that variations of
these techniques will be implemented in MAGE in the future. The fundamental properties
of the SDS for establishing neighbourhood relationships and detecting conflict will be of
benefit for any displacement operations or higher-level functions making use of
displacement. An example of this might be the implementation of the Douglas-Peucker
(1973) algorithm for line simplification. In this technique, as with most others, points are
chosen for removal depending on their position relative to other points in the line. If,
instead of deleting these points immediately they were displaced so that they became
collinear with their neighbours (which has the same graphical effect as deletion) then any
conflict will be revealed by inversions in the triangles around the line. This conflict would
have been caused by the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, but is much more controllable if
performed in this way - the displacement can be reversed just enough to eliminate the
inversions and include a little space between the features. The SDS can guide the
application of such techniques.
One major difficulty is controlling the propagation of displacement in crowded map areas
- this occurs when an object is displaced for some reason and then causes a conflict with
a nearby object, which then has to be displaced, which then causes another conflict and
so on. Limiting displacement propagation, or damping, can be achieved by utilizing any
free space between successive features in the displacement chain as much as possible.
However in very crowded areas this may not be sufficient and more severe action must
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be taken, perhaps the removal of a feature to make way for the displacement. The SDS
can be used to guide and control displacement - examining the halo around the object can
reveal the extent of free, or usable, space in any direction, permitting or precluding
attempts at displacement in those directions. It may be beneficial to look further ahead
when considering displacement by estimating the probability of causing propagation in
nearby features. We illustrate how the SDS can be used for displacement by considering
a possible resolution of the conflict example given in the previous section.
1

Chosen vector applied to B1
R

h)

g)

Figure 6.1 (g&h): g) Possible vectors of resolution h) The result of applying one of the
vectors to Bl.

Snap merge vector
applied to B2
Bl/2
Bl
j)
i)
Figure 6.1: (i&j): i) A snap merge aligns B2 with Bl, j) The result of the completed
operation and resolution.
In figure 6.1 (g&h), the strategy decided by an imaginary higher level function (see
chapter 7) is to displace B1 away from R and then deal with the conflict between B1 and
B2. The largest vector of displacement is chosen from the conflict set between B1 and R,
a minimum distance tolerance is added to this vector and B1 is displaced (figure 6.1 (h)).
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Dealing with B1 and B2, the high level decision-maker chooses to merge B1 and B2
(perhaps because they are of the same feature type and the area beyond B2 is crowded).
A snap merge operator (see the section on merge operators in section 6.6) is used to align
B2 with the nearest edge of Bl in figure 6.1(i). Once this operation is completed a further
check is made for conflicts. If none are found then the next generalization event can be
carried out.
Pseudo-code describing this technique is given below. The function takes a list of
inverted triangles between two objects (a conflict set) called cset, the name of the object,
o, which should be displaced to resolve the conflict, and a minimum distance to leave
between the objects (tol).
void ResolvelnversionsByDisplacement (List cset,
Object o,
double tol}
{
Triangle *t, *max_at;
Edge *ae, *max_ae;
Point *ap, *max_ap;
double len, max_len = MAX_DOUBLE; /* largest real number */
/* work out the altitudes for each inverted triangle */
Loop( t through cset);
{
/* this function works out the length of the altitudes
and returns ae and ap which are the base edge and point
of the chosen altitude */
len k CalculateAltitude(t, &ae, &ap) ;
if (len * 0.0)
{
AddToList(len, &alt_list);
/* keep track of the largest altitude */
if (len > max_len)
{
max_len k len; /* largest altitude length */
max_ae k ae; /* base edge of largest altitude */
max_ap k ap; /* point of end of altitude */
max_at k t; /* triangle with largest altitude */
}
}
} LoopEnd;
/* work out the vector for the largest altitude */
v k OutVector(max_ae,
Direction(max_ae->pl, max_ae->p2, max_ap),
max_len+tol);
/* Displace o by v. We check the direction of the vector by
looking out of max_at across max_ae. If this call to Out
returns a triangle belonging to o then v points away from o,
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otherwise v points toward o. Although the triangle is inverted
these pointers still have the values they had before the
inversion. */
if ( (Out (max_at , max_ae) ) ->obj = o)
TranslateObject (o, -v.x, -v.y) ;
else
TranslateObject (o, v.x, v.y);
return;

6.3 Simplification Of Outlines
The simplification of the outlines of individual objects has been implemented in three
ways, removal of collinear points from an object's outline, removal of convex and
concave triangles from an object and the squaring-off of building-like objects. These are
described in the following sections.
6.3.1 RemoveCollinearPointsFromObject
This function removes any point from an objects outline that is within a given tolerance
angle of being collinear with its two neighbouring points. This function will not remove
points that are topologically significant (i.e. have more than 2 r-edges emanating from
them). This is a relatively trivial function and is not discussed further.
6.3.2 RemoveConvexTriangles & RemoveConcaveTriangles
These related functions remove specific triangles from the outline of an object - triangles
which have only one v-edge. On the inside of an object they are termed convex triangles
and on the outside they are called concave triangles. See figure 6.2.
It is important that trivial triangles of these two types are removed, if possible, for a
number of reasons. When approximating the skeleton a convex triangle is interpreted as a
junction and causes the skeleton to veer off in the direction of the convexity. When
performing an AdoptMerge a concave triangle inhibits the algorithm from spanning the
interjacent space properly (see section 6.6.3 for an example of how concave triangles
affect AdoptMerge).
These two functions work in an identical manner so it is only necessary to describe one
of them. RemoveConcaveTriangles works on the halo triangles of an object whereas
RemoveConvexTriangles works on the object's internal triangle set.
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Concave
Triangle

Convex
Triangle
Figure 6.2: Concave and convex triangles.
void RemoveConcaveTriangles(Object
{
List slist, halolist;
Triangle *t;
Edge *e[3];
double 11, 12;

o,

double

tol)

halolist k FindHaloOfTriangles(slist) ;
/* loop through the halolist and look for concave triangles
- these have 1 v-edge */
Loop( t through halolist);
{
(NumREdges(t, e) =2)
if (
AND (TriangleArea(t) < tol))
{
11 k EdgeLength(e[0]);
12 k EdgeLength(e[l]);
if (11 < 12)
/* get rid of the shortest real edge,
but collapse to one of the v-edge's
points - rather than the common point
between the two r-edges */
CollapseEdgeB(e[0], OppositePoint(t, e[l]));
else
CollapseEdgeB(e[1],OppositePoint(t, e[0]));
}
} LoopEnd;
return;

Some examples of these two operators are shown below (figures 6.3 and 6.4).
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Figure 6.3: (left) An object boundary with concave and convex triangles, (right) The
same boundary but with the concave triangle removed.

Figure 6.4: Again, the boundary from the previous figure but with the two convex
triangles removed.

Note that these functions only remove the triangles that match the one v-edge criteria and
exist at the time the function is called. Further calls to these functions are needed to
remove any such triangles created by a previous call (as might happen with a deep
concavity or a prominent convexity). These are called concave or convex areas (see figure
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6.5). There is a qualitative criterion at work when a person identifies these areas, because
it is related to the relative sizes of the parts of the shape involvedF. For example, in figure
6.5 the tail of the shape (to the Southwest) has not been identified as a "convex area"
though strictly speaking, of course, it is. Although RemoveConcaveTriangles and
RemoveConvexTriangles could possibly be used for the removal of such areas it is likely
that the results would be unsatisfactory. Firstly the area tolerance for the removal of
individual triangles would be difficult to establish causing the routines to shave off parts
of the object in places other than the areas concerned. It would be relatively expensive to
perform since the immediate area around the collapsed edge would need to be checked for
Delaunay criteria and the likelihood is that one of those edges would be deleted on the
next pass through the function. The area of the complete concave or convex part is what
one would ideally use to decide whether the part should be removed. The area criterion
could be combined with information from the skeleton approximation which can be used
to establish junction triangles and hence help to characterize the directions of the "limbs"
of an object. This topic is developed a little further in chapter 7 (section 7.24) where it is
discussed in the context of recognizing features equivalent to the mouths of rivers or
coastal bays.
Concave
Area

Convex
Area

Figure 6.5: Concave and convex areas.

t Among other possibilities such as orientation with the major visual axis of the shape.
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6.3.3 Corner Flipping
The work done on the simplification of building outlines by Staufenbiel for GEBGEN
has been described by Lichtner (1979). This involves a series of operations on the
building outline such as omitting small segments or recesses, squaring off nonorthogonal corners, emphasizing projections and filling in recesses.
Corner flipping is a technique that is intended to perform the initial part of the object
simplification process. It is not a total solution to object simplification and more work is
required, possibly including the implementation of Staufenbiel's routines. This routine
utilizes properties of the triangles around an object's outline - it looks for right angled (or
nearly right-angled) triangles in the halo of an object. The inner point of this triangle is
then "flipped" - reflected through the opposite edge of the triangle (the hypotenuse). This
results in the object becoming more rectangular. It is a characteristic of the Delaunay
triangulation that a right-angled triangle will not exist in the halo of an object if there is a
fourth point within the circumcircle of that hypothetical triangle (figure 6.6 (a&b)). This
means that the triangle can be flipped without causing graphical conflict.
Nearest point

Circumcircle of triangle
formed by three successive
points in object's outline
^

Exterior
Interior

Nearest point

Circumcircle
Exterior

^

-O

b) No right-angled triangle

a) Right-angled triangle, t, exists

Figure 6.6(a&b): Conditions for the existence of a right-angled triangles in the halo of an
object.

Unfortunately this is a case where the constraining process can undermine the properties
of the Delaunay triangulation since there might be an edge, the endpoints of which are
outside the previously mentioned circumcircle but which passes through the circle (see
figure 6.6(c)). This condition introduces the possibility of conflict and so must be
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checked for. The routine, is repeatedly applied to each building in turn. Each time it is
applied it squares off one corner of the object. Examples are given (figures 6.7 - 6.10).

Circumcircle

Constrained edge

Exterior
Interior

-0

c) A constrained edge introduces the
potential for graphical conflict when
t is flipped.
Figure 6.6(c): The effect of a constrained edge.

Figure 6.7: (left) Original object, (right) after repeated calls to the simplification routine.
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Figure 6.8: Original shown on left and simplified object shown or right.

Figure 6.9: (a)The step-like outline of this object means that the simplification routine will
have to work on subsequently simplified corners .
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Figure 6.9(b&c): (b(left)) After initial simplification, (c(right)) after additional
simplification.

Figure 6.10: (left) Four houses, the lower two of which have outbuildings, (right) after
simplification - the lower two buildings have not had their corners simplified since this
might cause spatial conflict with the outbuildings. For these buildings an approach which
considered the consequences of the simplification would have to be adopted.

The function to perform corner flipping is shown below. Basically the function loops
through the triangles in the halo of the object and checks for two conditions: that the
triangle is right-angled within a certain tolerance and that the triangle has two real-edges.
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void SimplifyOrthogonalObject (Object o)
{
List slist k x () , halolist k ^ ()
Triangle *t;
/* get the internal triangles */
slist k TrianglesOf ( o, x SimplexList ) ;
/* get the halo */
halolist k FindHaloOf TrianglesN( slist );
/* Go through the halolist and look for right angled triangles */
Loop(t through halolist)
{
/* find right triangles */
if (CountRealEdges(t) = 2)
{
[check that it's the angle between the two
real edges which is 90 degrees]
[reflect the common point of the two real edges
through the virtual edge i.e. work out the new
position and displace it to that position]
[ collapse the triangle down to the common point]
break;
} LoopEnd;
[Re - Delaunayize the affected edges]
return;

One of the problems with displacing the inner point of the corner in this way is that it
always causes an inversion. Another technique may be feasible where one of the other
points of one of the real edges (i.e. not the inner point) is displaced to the required
position - this would avoid the inevitable inversion mentioned above and allow the
conflict detection described in section 6.1 to be utilized.
Another improvement to the function would be to check the area of the triangle and/or
length of the real-edges of the triangle so that only triangles smaller than a certain
tolerance are flipped. It might also be desirable to adjust the size of the object after it is
simplified to compensate for any change caused by flipping.

6.4 Object Scaling
Objects are scaled during generalization for a variety of reasons. Objects are enlarged if
they are too important to omit but too small to display at the target scale. Objects may
need to be scaled down in size during a typification process or after simplification (e.g. to
maintain a constant area).
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MAGE supports object scaling for two cases: orthogonal objects! can be treated as a
special, simple case using the operator EnlargeOrthogonalObject; non-orthogonal objects
require a similar but slightly more complex operator called EnlargeNonOrthogonalObject.
A common feature of these two algorithms is that they expand the object in situ by
moving the object's edges from their original position to one which is parallel but further
away from, or closer to the centre of the object. It does this by moving the edge outward
from the object and it should be noted that the algorithm performs locally and does not
take into account the possibility of self-interference caused by concavities in the object
outlines. Nor does it consider whether or not the object is connected with another object.

Figure 6.11: Scaling an orthogonal object.
Scaling (see figure 6.11) can be achieved by applying vectors of displacement, R,
calculated for each point in the object outline in turn. The scaling is specified as a buffer
width, 8, which when positive produces an expansion in the object outline and when
negative produces a contraction in the object outline. The vector of displacement is
calculated for each point in the object outline as the vector sum of the normals, 8\ and
8 2, (which are directed outwards and are each of length 8) of the two edges flanking the
point p (ppl and pp2)- F°r orthogonal objects i.e. where successive edges in the outline

t An orthogonal object is one in which all the object's edges are at 0° or 90° to their immediate
neighbours.
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are at right angles, this achieves scaling very efficiently using one vector addition per
point in the outline.
void EnlargeOrthogonalObject (Object o, double d)
{
List triangle_list;
Triangle *t;
Vector2 v;
/* get the triangles of the object */
triangle_list = TrianglesOf ( o, "SimplexList );
/* loop through the triangles */
Loop ( t through triangle_list) ;
{
if (t->el->att = TRealEdge)
{
v = OutVector(t->el, t->dirl,
>x k t->el->pl->x +
>y k t->el->pl->y +
t->el->p2->x k t->el->p2->x +
t->el->p2->y k t->el->p2->y +

d) ;
v.x;
v.y;
v.x;
v.y;

[do similar for t->e2 and t->e3]
} LoopEnd;
return;

Objects which do not have all their angles at 90 degrees cannot be expanded in this way.
The algorithm to enlarge these objects is more complex, since the resultant of the normals
to the two edges must be adjusted and this imposes several additional computational
difficulties. For each edge pair, represented by the three points, pi (the foremost point in
the traversal of the outline), cp (common point) and p2 (the trailing point) the
displacement, for cp is calculated as shown below. The leading edge is pointed to by e,
the triangle of e which is internal to the object is tri:
a = AngleBetweenEdges(pi, cp, p2);
/* this must be the outside angle */
if (Direction(pi, cp, p2) *
Direction(OtherPoint(p2, cp, [point inside the object from
trailing edge])
a = ((2*PI)-a)/2.0;
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/* work out the components of the final vector */
dl = (d) * cos (a) ;
d2 = (d) * sin (a) ;
v = OutVector(e, DirectionOfEdge(tri, e), d2);
v2 = BackVector(e, cp, dl); /* this is similar to OutVector but
points back from cp along the
direction of e and is dl units
long (see appendix B) */
/* enlarge or reduce ? */
if (d > 0.0)
{
final_vector.x - v.x + v2.x;
f inal_vector.y = v.y + v2.y;
}
else
{
final_vector.x = -(v.x + v2.x);
final_vector.y = -(v.y + v2.y);
}
/* adjust the size of the vector */
V2Scale(final_vector, d/sin(alpha));
[the final_vector for each point are stored and applied after
they have all been calculated]

Conflicts can occur with other objects or with other edges of the same object (e.g. in a
concavity in the outline) and must be dealt with by further processing. These conflicts are
readily detectable since they cause inversions in the SDS. Examples of the application of
EnlargeNonOrthogonalObject are given in figures 6.12 and 6.13. Figure 6.13 (right)
shows the problems caused by over shrinking an object - similar difficulties occur when
there are concavities or recesses in the object's outline. These problems can be addressed
by pre-simplifying the object so that the concavities or recesses are removed or checking
the outline during or after scaling so that remedial action can be taken.
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Figure 6.12: (left)A building which has orthogonal and non-orthogonal corners, (right)
The building expanded twice (the triangulation is for the original object and has been
updated but is not shown).

Figure 6.13: (left) The building shrunk twice, (right) The building shrunk a third time the angled extension has crossed itself. The triangulation contains several inverted
triangles.

These functions could be improved taking into account any connections with other
objects so that the enlargement does not deform those objects.
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6.5 Skeletonization
Skeletonization can be used for finding the 1-d analogue for an areal object (for 2d to Id
collapse) and is also useful during merge and displacement operators. The SDS allows
for an approximation of the medial axis transformation to be calculated very efficiently.
The approximation is based on the lemma that the mid-point of the diagonal of a trapezoid
formed by two triangles is exactly halfway between the opposite edges of the trapezoid
(see figure 6.14(a)). This approach follows work by Chithambaram and Beard (1991)
and Delucia and Black (1987). In aesthetic terms the approximation seems to work best
on objects with a relatively high density of points in their outlines (generally speaking,
natural or "curvy" objects). The skeleton approximation may benefit from the application
of line simplification or smoothing operations.
The skeleton can be biased toward one side of the shape simply by selecting points at a
proportion of the edge's length other than 50%. This could be useful for plastic merging
and non-rigid displacement where the skeleton approximation can be used to move
objects together by a proportion based upon some attribute such as importance or size.
Skeleton approximation

Junction triangle

b)

a)

Figure 6.14: (a) An example of the skeleton approximation for a linear object, (b) A
"junction-triangle" with a 'Y' form skeletal approximation (see text).

Junctions in linear networks and salients in the outline of objects can be detected by
looking for triangles with 3 virtual edges (see figure 6.14(b)), in this context these
triangles are called "junction triangles". The way these triangles are traversed gives us
two variant skeleton approximations - a "Y" form and a "T" form: these are discussed
below. Problems can be caused by convexities in the outline which cause a 3 virtual edge
triangle to be formed at a place where there is no real junction. In most cases these can be
removed using the RemoveConvexTriangles operator (described in section 6.3.2). This
is shown in the series of screen shots below (figures 6.15 and 6.16).
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Figure 6.15: (left) A "natural form" object with holes or islands, (right) A very jagged
skeleton approximation.

Figure 6.16: Removal of some of the convex triangles results in a smoother skeleton
approximation.

Currently there are only functions to draw the skeleton approximation. The pseudocode
below describes a function which draws the "Y" form skeleton for an object. For
triangles with two v-edges the skeleton approximation is a line segment which passes
through the mid-point of each v-edge the triangle. For triangles with three v-edges it
consists of three segments which pass through the midpoint of each v-edge and meet at
the incentre of the triangle.
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void DisplayYSkeleton (Object
{
List slist;
Triangle *t;
Edge *e[3] ,double inradius ;
Point2 incentre;
int n;

obj )

/* Get list of simplices from object
slist k TrianglesOf( obj ) ;
/* loop through the list
Loop ( t through slist)

/

/* count the no of virtual edges /
n k NumVEdges(t, e)
if (n = 2)
[draw the segment through the midpoints of the two v-edges]
if (n = 3)
/* Calculate the incircle for t */
CalcInCircle(t, &inradius, kincentre);
[draw three segments from the midpoints of each
v-edge to the incentre]
} LoopEnd;
return;

A variation of the skeleton approximation routine involves constructing the links across
triangles with three virtual edges. These triangles represent a kind of junction in the shape
- a place where there is a convexity in the outline. Often these are trivial local salients and
can be removed using RemoveConvexTriangles as shown in the previous series of
diagrams. At other times they represent the places where the object forks into two
separate parts. In the diagrams above the skeleton at each of these triangles is split into
three segments - each passes through the middle of one edge and the circumcentre of the
triangle. This usually forms a 'Y' shaped skeleton for the triangle and can give very
"spiky" results. One possible solution to this is to consider the orientation of the skeleton
segments on the three sides of the junction-triangle and to form a 'T' shape instead of a
'Y' (see figure 6.17). The directions of the three skeleton segments arriving at the
junction triangle are examined and the two which are most collinear are connected
together with a straight line (the top of the "T"). The other segment is then connected to
the midpoint of the of this straight line with another straight line (forming the stalk of the
"T"). The pseudocode below describes this technique.
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Figure 6.17: (left) A "Y" form skeleton, (right) A "T" form.

The implemented prototype for T-form skeletons can only handle objects where there are
no two junction triangles next to one another - but is suitable for testing the applicability
of this approach.
void DisplayTSkeleton (Object obj)
{
List slist;
Edge *e[3], Edge *el[3], Edge *e2[3],
int n, nl , n2 , n3 ;
Point2 pi, p2 , p3 , ql , q2 , q3 ;
double a!2 , a!3, a23;

*e3[3];

/* Get list of simplices from object */
slist k TrianglesOf ( obj );
/* loop through the list
Loop ( t through slist)

/

/
/* count the no of virtual edges
n k NumVEdges ( t , e)
if (n = 2)
[draw the segment through the midpoints of the two v-edges]
if (n = 3)
{
/* work out how many virtual edges there are in each of the
triangles edge-adjacent to t. The NumVEdges function
also returns array holding pointers to the v-edges*/
nl = NumVEdges (Out (t, t->el), el);
n2 = NumVEdges (Out (t, t->e2), e2 ) ;
n3 = NumVEdges (Out (t, t->e3), e3 ) ;
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/* the function only works if there are no more than two
junction triangles next to one another */
if ( (nl = 2) AND (n2 = 2) AND (n3 = 2))

calculate
belonging
to t. The
where pi,

the endpoints of the skeleton segments
to the three triangles which are edge-adjacent
segments have endpoints plql, p2q2 and p3q3
p2 and p3 are the points nearest t ]

/* work out the areas of the trapezoids formed by joining
the endpoints of the segments together two at a time.
The pair of segments which have the smallest area are
the ones which are most aligned with one another */
a!2 = Area(&pl, &ql , &p2 ) + Area ( &pl, &ql , &q2 ) ;
a!3 = Area(&pl, &ql , &p3 ) + Area ( &pl, &ql , &q3 ) ;
a23 = Area(&p2, &q2 , &p3 ) + Area ( &p2 , &q2 , &q3 ) ;
/* join up the points of the two most collinear segments
and join the other point to the midpoint of the new
segment */
if ( (a!2 < a!3) AND (a!2 < a23))
{
[Join pi & p2]
[Join p3 & midpoint of pi & p2 ]
}
else
if ( (a!3 < a!2) AND (a!3 < a23))
{
[Join pi & p3 ]
[Join p2 & midpoint of pl& p3]
}
else
if ( (a23 < a!2) AND (a23 < a!3))
{
[Join p2 & p3]
[Join pi & midpoint of p2 & p3 ]

} LoopEnd;
return;

6.6 Merging Objects
Two types of merge operators have been identified for use with artificial objects (i.e.
objects with a majority of straight edges and orthogonal corners, such as buildings) direct merge and snap merge. For natural type objects, those with curving outlines, a
number of ideas are presented around the concept of plastic merge and one
implementation is described - adopt merge.
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6.6.1 Direct Merge
The direct merge operator maintains the alignment of the objects by moving the objects
together directly, i.e. by bringing together the facing edges. The relationship between the
facing edges is represented by the triangles that have an edge belonging to one object and
a point belonging to the other. The altitudes of these triangles can be used to deduce the
adjustment needed to make the facing edges parallel and the displacement needed to bring
them together. For example in figure 6.18 (a & b), the small building is being merged
into the larger building. In this case the vector of displacement is taken from the altitude
of one of the triangles separating the two buildings. Once the edges are aligned internal
edges can be removed (fig. 6.18 c & d).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6.18: Direct building merge.

If the objects' facing edges are not parallel then a rotation is needed to bring the faces into
alignment. If the objects are treated as rigid bodies during this transformation then the
objects are aligned without any change in the shape of their individual outlines. This kind
of merge operator maintains the orthogonal character of the merged object. This may not
always be appropriate though, e.g. in cases where a building is significantly non-aligned
with the other building and this arrangement is distinctive enough to warrant retention. If
the edges being merged are not parallel then one (or possibly, both) objects can be rotated
so that they become aligned. A similar technique is used in the snap merge operator.
Examples of the direct merge operator are given in figures 6.19 and 6.20.
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Figure 6.19: (left) Objects to be directly merged, (right) After direct merge.

Figure 6.20: Facing edges aligned.
void DirectMerge(Object ol, Object o2)
List si k s2 k x () ;
List halo_tri_list, halo_edges, between_list;
Point *min_ap k NULL;
Edge *min_ae k NULL;
Triangle *min_at k NULL;
Vector2 v;
/* extract the triangles */
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si k TrianglesOf( ol, "SimplexList );
/* extract the triangles */
s2 k TrianglesOf( o2, x SimplexList );
/* find the triangles between the two objects */
between_list k FindsimplicesBetween(ol, o2);
[ find the smallest altitude in between list: information
stored in min_len, min_ae, min_ap, min_at
/* work out the altitude vector for the smallest altitude */
v k OutVector(min_ae,
Direction(min_ae->pl, min_ae->p2, min_ap),
min_len);
/* apply the vector to the object */
if ((Out(min_at, min_ae))->obj ^ ol)
TranslateObject(sllist, -v.x, -v.y);
else
TranslateObject(sllist, v.x, v.y);
[Redelaunayize the affected area]
[work out the required rotation to align faces]
[Rotate one of the objects to align faces]
return;

6.6.2 Snap Merge
The snap-merge operator (see figure 6.21) attempts to align the objects' nearest collinear
edges. This can be achieved by aligning the merge vector with the shortest outer
connecting simplex edge.

a)

c)

b)

Figure 6.21: Snap merge.
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Figure 6.22: (left) Two objects to be snap-merged, (right) The smaller object is displaced
along the shortest "outer" connecting edge.

Figure 6.23: Facing edges aligned.
void SnapMerge(Object ol, Object o2)
{
Object ol, o2;
List ol_edges, ol_points, si k x (), s2 k N () ;
List external_edges k ^ ()^,
connecting_edges k " () ,
internal_points k v () ,
between_list;;
Edge *min_e k NULL;
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Vector2 v;

/*
si
/*
s2

extract the triangles */
k TrianglesOf( ol, N SimplexList );
extract the triangles */
k TrianglesOf( o2, x SimplexList );

/* find the triangles between the two objects */
between_list k FindSimplicesBetween(ol, o2);
/* get the connecting edges */
connecting_edgeskFindEdgesSimplexList(between_list,TVirtualEdge)
/* get the external ones (edges that are on the perimeter
of the set) */
external_edges k FindExternalEdges(between_list,
connecting_edges);
/* get lists of the edges and points in ol */
ol_edges k FindObjectOutline (ol) ;
ol_points k GetUniquePointsFromEdges (ol_edges) ;
[ find the shortest external edge store it in min_e ]
/* Make the edge into
if (FindListElmt (
{
v.x k min_e->pl->x
v.y k min_e->pl->y
}
else
{
v.x k min_e->p2->x
v.y k min_e->p2->y

a vector - directed away from ol */
ol_points, min_e->pl, FALSE)
- min_e->p2->x;
- min_e->p2->y;

- min_e->pl->x;
- min_e->pl->y;

/* apply the vector to the object */
TranslateObject (sllist, v.x, v.y);
[Redelaunayize the affected area]
[work out the required rotation to align faces]
return;
[Rotate one of the objects to align faces]

6.6.3 Plastic Merge - AdoptMerge
The graphical combination of map objects through merging is an essential generalization
operator. There are various flavours of merge operation that can be implemented - each
kind uses the information held in the simplices between the objects to be merged in a
different way. The proportion of displacement for each object involved can also be varied
so that, perhaps, small objects gravitate toward larger objects; less "important" toward
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more "important" (in merges involving the reclassification of different classes of
features); objects could meet mid-way or not be displaced at all. When merging natural
objects a freer, more plastic, approach can be taken since there is usually no need to
maintain the exact shape of the objects or to align the objects. Plastic merging allows
objects to be moulded together forming a smooth boundary, as in figure 6.24. An
operator which has recently been implemented by Mark Ware (Ware et al. 1995) making
use of the SDS is AdoptMerge. AdoptMerge works by taking the simplices between two
objects and "adopting" them along with the simplices from the interiors of the two objects
into a new merged object. Redundant points, edges and triangles are removed and the
space inside the new object is retriangulated.

Figure 6.24: a) Total adopt merge b) tolerance based adopt merge.

Including a distance tolerance across the triangle would allow the merge operator to
maintain gaps between the objects if they were of a significant size (e.g. figure 6.24(b))
i.e. a tolerance based merge as opposed to a "total" merge (6.24(a)). An initial
displacement could be used to bring the centres of the objects closer together and to
minimize the increase in area caused by merging.
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a) Two objects to be merged
around an intervening object

b) The features triangulated

d) Removal of interior points
and triangles and retriangulated.

c) Triangles interjacent to
merging objects adopted

f) After smoothing the interior

e) The features merged

Figure 6.25: Adopt merge of two objects around an intervening object.

Merging objects in this way should preserve the space around features that lie between
the merging objects (e.g. figure 6.25). The smoothing of the interior of the merged object
(shown in figure 6.25(f)) is needed to remove the incongruous straight edges which have
been adopted. A similar process may be necessary on the exterior of the object. The
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smoothing in this figure is shown for the purpose of discussion and is not currently a part
of MAGE's functionality.
The following series of figures (6.26 - 6.27) show an example of the application of the
adopt merge operator on two natural form objects. Figure 6.26 shows the effect of small
concavities in the outline of one of the objects. The function interprets these concave
triangles as space which is partially enclosed by one of the objects and so is not
"between" the two objects. These triangles cause gaps in the list of triangles representing
the space between the two objects. Pre-processing the objects with the operator
RemoveConcaveTriangles resolves this problem (figure 6.27).

Figure 6.26: (left) Two "natural" objects, (right) Adopt Merge - concavities cause holes.

The adopt merge operator takes a tolerance value as an input parameter. This is compared
with the lengths of the edges joining the two objects and a triangle must have the length
of both its edges less than this tolerance in order to be adopted. In figure 6.26 (right)
shows an adopt merge without a tolerance value (or at least a very large tolerance) so that
all the triangles have been adopted (excepting the holes caused by the concave triangles).
Whereas in figure 6.27 (right) a tolerance value has been chosen so that only some of the
triangles between the two objects have been adopted.
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Figure 6.27: (left) The same two objects with concavities removed, (right) Partial Adopt
merge.

Pseudo-code for the adopt merge operator is given below:
void AdoptMerge( Object ol, Object o2, double tol)
{
Triangle *t;
List si, s2, between_list, connecting_edges,
connecting_triangles, real_edges, internal_pointsk" () ;

si k TrianglesOf( ol,
s2 k TrianglesOf( o2,

"SimplexList );
"SimplexList );

/* get the simplices between ol and o2 */
between_list k FindSimplicesBetween(ol, o2);
/* get the connecting edges */
connecting_edgeskFindEdgesSirnplexList (between_list, TVirtualEdge) ;
/* get connecting triangles but only those shorter in length than
tol */
connecting_triangles k
FindConnectingSimplices(between_list,connecting_edges, &tol) ;
/* add triangles of o2 and connecting__triangles to ol */
Loop(t through s and connecting_triangles)
{
AddValue (ol, v SimplexList, t) ,t->obj k ol;
} LoopEnd;
/* delete o2 */
DeleteObject(o2);
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I* find the new real edges and the internal points (which need to
be removed) */
real_edges k FindConnectingRealEdges(connecting_triangles,
&connecting_edges,
&internal_points);
/* delete internal points */
Loop(point, internal_points);
{
[Remove point from the SDS]
}LoopEnd;
return;

6.7 Discussion
The simplicial data structure offers distinct advantages for a map generalization system - it
naturally incorporates a paradigm of map space that lends itself to holistic generalization,
it provides an explicit topological representation and the relationships between adjacent
objects are readily identifiable. It can be used directly for many of the operations needed
for generalization and allows the automatic detection of spatial conflict. The current
implementation of the SDS is highly dynamic but the use of a persistent, object-oriented
topological database would provide greater security, flexibility and allow much larger
maps to be processed.
MAGE has demonstrated that a data structure based on simplicial complexes can be used
for several fundamental operators necessary for generalization and is particularly useful
for deriving spatial (for example, proximity, enclosure, connectedness, space between)
relationships between nearby objects.
In addition to allowing spatial conflicts and major changes in spatial configuration to be
detected and resolved through the identification and utilization of inversions the SDS has
a number of other benefits for the implementation of operations involved in the
automation of cartographic generalization:
Adaptive - only needs to provide storage where data exist
Rich in local relationships
Fully connected: displacement effects can be propagated through the map
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Forms the basis for implementation of existing and novel operations:
displacement used as simple tactic for conflict resolution
Object simplification: removal of concave and convex triangles in
object outlines
simplification of "corners" for buildings.
Object scaling
Skeleton approximation
Direct, snap and adopt merge.
The disadvantages of using the SDS are that it is quite a complex structure and this
involves storage and processing overheads exceeding those of an "ordinary" spatial data
representation. In addition it is necessary to retriangulate parts the SDS after each
operation with potential to compromise the CDT criteria. This results in additional
processing. There has not been time in this project to address the question of efficiency.
However, Jayawardena and Worboys (1994) have performed a comparison of
triangulated against non-triangulated spatial access methods and they point out that the
evidence, based on the experiments they have carried out, suggests ''that, apart from the
simpler conceptual models, there is no great gain in performance efficiency for using the
triangulated approach. In fact, the storage and pre-processing overheads will, in most
cases, place the balance in favour of the non-triangulated approach. However, improved
triangulation algorithms and access structures might alter the balance in the future."
It is thought that the SDS with its weath of local relationships and high level of
connectivity between map objects and its integral conflict detection and resolution
capabilities is particularly suited to the automation of cartographic generalization. A task
which relies heavily on localized searching, establishment of local spatial relationships
and the ability to detect and overcome spatial conflict.
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1. Representing and Utilizing Knowledge
for Cartographic Generalization in
MAGE
"We must hypothesize from our experience to date that the problemsolving power exhibited in an intelligent agent's performance is primarily a
consequence of the specialist knowledge employed by the agent, and only
very secondarily related to the generality and power of the inference
method employed."
Edward A. Feigenbaum (1979)
A significant proportion of the early stages of this research project concentrated on
epistemological aspects of cartographic generalization i.e. what knowledge is required for the
automation of generalization and how this knowledge can be represented and used. It is only
through establishing these factors that processes which reason about and manipulate the
knowledge needed for cartographic generalization can be fully derived and applied. Although
the importance of this topic was recognized in the initial investigation, the majority of the
research effort has been taken up with the development of the SDS and basic generalization
operators on it. This chapter describes the largely theoretical and speculative work that has
been done in this area.

7.1 Knowledge For Generalization
Cartographic generalization is a complex, real-world problem which is difficult to solve by
formal methods such as mathematical modelling. In a human cartographer it requires a
considerable amount of knowledge about the world as well as specialized knowledge
acquired through training and experience. The establishment of a self-consistent and
sufficient base of knowledge - its representation, maintenance and connection with the map
data - presents one of the most demanding and critical intellectual problems in the automation
of cartographic generalization.
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A classical problem-space search solution^ would appear to be infeasible, not only is the task
difficult to formalize but would soon run into a combinatorial explosion. Knowledge is
required to restrict the problem space (or at least constrain the searches within that space). As
Newell and Simon (1976) put it "an active possibility for raising intelligence is to supply the
symbol system with a rich body of semantic information about the task domain it is dealing
with, for example, empirical research on the skill of chess masters shows that a major source
of the master's skill is stored information that enables him to recognize a large number of
specific features and patterns offeatures on a chess board, and information that uses this
recognition to propose actions appropriate to the features recognized."
Rhind (1988) observes that "existing computer geographic information systems (apart from
Domesday) are entirely or very substantially based upon digital storage of coordinate data and
their attributes - essentially low level conceptualisations of the objects under consideration."
On the other hand, he points out, "human beings evidently store multiple levels of
conceptualisations of objects, sometimes in a 'soft' or 'fuzzy' fashion." It is likely that these
internal conceptual levels are related to, or perhaps intuitively guide, the way humans
perform cartographic generalization and interpret the resulting map.
This is echoed by Robinson (1993) who states that "generalization in the geographical sense
is much broader [than topographical map generalization], since it encompasses the
representation and treatment of physical, social, economic and other spatially referenced
processes at different scales. The use of conceptual 'models' to describe such processes is
becoming widespread, and it is natural to investigate whether these ideas can be applied in the
field of cartographic generalisation.'"

7.1.1 Sources of Knowledge about Cartographic Generalization
The knowledge needed for the automation of cartographic generalization can be found in a
variety of places:

Succinctly described in (Luger and Stubblefield 1993).
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Documentation
"Even a casual analysis of this literature reveals two things. Firstly, the 'art' of manual
generalisation is a well established, albeit, complex, topic. Secondly, despite the apparent
depth and diversity of these 'guidelines' the nature of this information is, to say the least,
'fuzzy' and, possibly more worrying, incomplete." (Robinson 1993). Despite this fact there
is still a lot of knowledge to be gleaned from such documentation - at the very least they
represent the ideal for pragmatic, manual generalization. Apart from the quantitative
information (minimum size of building, for example) they often contain useful insights
through the more informal, practical, advice and instructions. At the OS it seems that most of
the real knowledge is passed from tutor to student through word of mouth or practical
demonstrations - but some is contained in practical guidelines.
The specifications contain only superficial knowledge since they are directed at a human
cartographer who has a wealth of "deep" knowledge that can be drawn upon. "Deeper
knowledge refers to more complex reasoning and the ability to make inferences based on
geographical context, priority, pattern, map purpose, etc. The real challenge in future
research will be the acquisition andformalization of this deeper layer of knowledge which is
not in the guidelines but in the mind of the practitioner" (Muller et al. 1993).

Cartographers
Knowledge elicitation is a notoriously difficult process in many fields (Jackson 1986). In
cartography it seems to be a particularly difficult obstacle. Cartographers find it difficult to
rationalize their decisions in formal rules. (Muller et al.1993) Why is this - could it be that
generalization is truly an "art" and unreducable into logical forms? Weibel (1993) explains
that cartographic knowledge is "essentially encoded graphically and, thus, hard to explain in
words." Some way of formalizing this graphically encoded knowledge is needed.
There are a number of ways of obtaining knowledge from cartographers without necessarily
asking them to consciously explain or formalize their know-how:
observe them performing generalization - possibly asking them to rationalize
decisions after they have been made or to describe the processes as they occur.
computerized cartographic workstations could be used to log generalization
activity. This log might be analyzed to extract knowledge.
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look at real maps or specimen examples of generalization (see below)

Maps
Maps provide real examples and the solutions that can be applied. It is a difficult problem to
derive robust rules from such an examination of maps because of the complexity of many of
the situations and the number (and opacity) of the factors involved. Monmonier's interpolated
generalization (Monmonier 1991) is an attempt to automate this process by using
pregeneralized, digital, maps to guide generalization activity at intermediate scales (or even to
extrapolate to scales beyond the scale of the guide map).
Research
Descriptions and theories of generalization derived from the invention and analysis of
algorithms are valuable sources of knowledge. Most of the operators used in automated
systems are derived from non-traditional techniques (this is obvious since traditional
techniques were developed for people and not for computers) this is a follow-on from the fact
that generalization (including cartographic generalization) utilizes many innate, possibly
subconscious, mental capabilities and is therefore difficult to rationalize and specify.

7.2 The Representation of Knowledge - Objects, Contexts and
Frames
The MAGE system encapsulates data and knowledge within objects. These objects represent
map features (map objects), cartographic situations (context frames) and how-to knowledge
(operators). Although they are given different names they are, at a fundamental level, all
stored and manipulated in exactly the same way.

7.2.1 Cartographic Objects
Cartographic objects in MAGE were introduced in chapter 4 - but only insofar as they were
concerned with the SDS. This section describes them in more detail. Each cartographic object
is stored as a Kappa object with a number of slots (containers for data or knowledge
(procedural or declarative code)). Objects are stored in hierarchies - starting at a "top-level
class" and working down, sub-class by subclass until, at the bottom of the hierarchy (or near
to it), are the instances. Values are inherited by objects from their ancestors. Figure 7.1
shows a part of the MAGE object tree in a Kappa window called an "Object Browser". On
the left of this figure you can see the various applications and sub-applications that make up
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MAGE, to the right is the window which shows the objects in the selected application (which
is called "Map"). This shows a part of the object tree that holds cartographic features. It starts
with the top-level class, CartographicObject® (the "@" signifies "object"), this is then split
up into a number of subclasses. The lowest subclasses in the hierarchy represent the
modelled feature types that exist in the Ordnance Survey's 1:1250 scale topographic data. At
the very bottom of the hierarchy are the instances - which represent individual map features.
At the bottom of figure 7.1 is a window which shows the slots of the selected objects
(Anonl 1701... in this case). Slots can be of a number of types, data slots can hold single or
multiple values, method slots can hold references to C (or C++) code or to ProTalk code
(which can incorporate rules), "if-needed" slots or "demons" will transparently calculate or
search for a value when asked for it - associated declarative or procedural code is executed as
required. In addition slots can have different inheritance characteristics.
App Edit Stew tnlmmnlf fo^aci Edit Vtew
: Map App
Opttoni

Figure 7.1: The Kappa Object Browser showing map objects.
Each object has the slots of each of its ancestors (unless the inheritance of the slot has been
stopped) and new slots can be introduced in each class. In other words only the most general
slots are defined at the highest level and slots are added as required. So, for example, a
WaterCourse® (and all its descendants) might have a slot that represents average flow rate
but a WoodlandArea® would not. Kappa supports multiple inheritance so that a Canal®
class might inherit an average water flow rate from its WaterCourse® ancestor and an
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average vehicles per hour rate from its CommunicationRoute@ ancestor. Any conflicts
between slots with the same name being inherited by an object can be resolved by
prioritization.
Some of the slots belonging to the CartographicObject® hierarchy are listed below.
Comments are enclosed by "/*" and "*/". This printout was produced automatically by
Kappa and has received only minor editing to remove certain irrelevant details.
The question marks (?) in the slots means that the value is undefined, these slots would be
filled in at a lower level in the hierarchy or during instantiation or processing. Slots and slot
values with exclamation marks (!) before or after their names are methods or method slots.
These are programs or rule-bases that perform some action or find out some fact.
Class CartographicObject@Map
/* the object type (Class), name (CartographicObject@)
and application (map) */
/* each object has a colour in which it is
Slot Colour -> "bisque"
drawn */
/* a default value - signifies how acceptable it is to
Slot Deformability -> 0.5
deform the object in a non-rigid way */
Slot Description -> "Functional classification and knowledge about cartographic
features"
/* holds the form type - a description of the general
Slot GestaltTypes -> ?
shape of the object */
Method Slot N "Infanticide!" -> !Prk_CartographicObjectDestroyAllInstances
/* a pointer to a function which will destroy all the
instances belonging to the class to which the message
is sent to activate this method */
/* the basic "mass" of the object */
Slot Mass -> 0.5
/* an identification number assigned to each object Slot Object_ID -> ?
since this is a class it is undefined */
Method Slot PlotSkeleton -> !Prk_CartographicObjectPlotSkeleton
/* this method will plot the skeleton approximation
for the object */
/* holds the list of triangles which make up the
Slot SimplexList -> ?
interior of the object */
Slot StructuralMassIncrement -> 0.1
/* if an object is constructed from a number of other
objects (a street or conglomeration of woodland areas
for example) this number is added to the Mass of the
compound object for each object added */
Slot StructuralPrioritylncrement -> 0.1
/*as above but increases the priority of the compound
object */
Class Buildings@Map

Parent -> CartographicObject@Map
/* the parent of the object */
Slot Colour -> "brown"
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Slot Description -> "Buildings and walled or roofed structures"
Slot GestaltTypes -> Compact, Orthonontial
Class NormalBuildings@Map

Parent -> BuildingsOMap
Slot Colour -> "firebrick"
Instance Anon_10855: (Map)

Parents -> NormalBuildings@Map, InchoateObjectsSMap
/* this instance has two parents, InhoateObjects® are
objects which have been read into the object base but
have not been added to the SDS */
/* a flag indicating that the object forms a closed
Slot Closed -> 89
polygon */
Slot Links -> (2794, 60, 0, 4, 89, 89, 23850300, 48700000, 23850000, 48700000),
(1812, 1, 0, 3, 89, 78, 23850300, 48700000, 23850240,
48700045), (1811, 1, 0, 2, 89, 78, 23850240, 48700045,
23850175, 48700095, 23850230, 48700165, 23850110,
48700255, 23850315, 48700520, 23850000, 48700760),
(2905, 60, 0, 1, 89, 78, 23850000, 48700760, 23850000,
48700000)
/* the outline of the object - these lists represent
polylines forming the outline and include attribute
information about the edge */
/* this was the first object read in for this map - so
Slot Object_ID -> 1
it has an id of 1 */
Slot Object_Primary_Code -> 1
Slot Object_Secondary_Code -> 0
/* codes representing the object type and subtype */
Slot Points -> (23850090, 48700140, 0, 88)
/* this is the seed point (a point inside the
boundary) for the object - including attribute
information */
Slot SirrplexList -> #[CValue: 74743680], #[CValue: 74744704], #[CValue: 74737664],
#[CValue: 74742528], #[CValue: 74727680], #[CValue:
74738688]
/* a list of pointers to triangles which make up the
inside of the object */

7.2.2 Contexts
If "a map is an image that serves as a medium of communication" (Freeman 1991) then the
process of map generalization can be viewed as an interpretation or understanding process
and likened to natural language interpretation. "Understanding natural language involves
much more than parsing sentences into their individual parts of speech and looking those
words up in a dictionary. Real understanding depends on extensive background knowledge
about the domain of discourse and the idioms used in that domain as well as an ability to
apply general contextual knowledge to resolve the omissions and ambiguities that are a
normal part of human speech" (Luger and Stubblefield 1993).
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When interpreting natural language humans probably perform something akin to the
following processes (adapted from Winograd 1972):
recognition:

matches an input with an internal concept

understanding:

places the received concept in the correct context (i.e. with respect
to previous and future information (assuming the ability to revise
one's understanding))

translation:

convert the internal concept(s) into a new form

When receiving a sentence (either listening or reading) we often expect the next word, phrase
or sentence. This is because our recognition of the concept is guided by the context set up in
the previous sentences or other knowledge that we possess (such as the people involved in
the conversation, the location(s) of the speakers, background knowledge of the topics or
subjects of the conversation and general background knowledge - that the sky is usually blue
or that men can't get pregnant). Sometimes our expectations are incorrect and, as other
sentences are received, we have to revise our internal model of what we are hearing. It is
usually not possible to fully understand a sentence without taking it in context. The same is
true of those entities on a map that are dealt with in cartographic generalization.
The task of generalization can be expressed as a series of expected contexts i.e. typical
situations on a map that require generalization. Each context can consist of the following
elements: spatial (concerning a topological or configurational relationship between objects),
semantic (the meaning of the objects) and attributive (the properties of objects). In MAGE
some of the spatial relationships are stored explicitly in the SDS, the attribute knowledge is
stored in frames and objects. The semantics of a map object is related to the spatial and
attribute knowledge and is to be found in the SDS and in the object base. In many ways it is
this semantic knowledge that contexts are set up to encapsulate.
Representing generalization as a set of contexts requires an analysis of the contexts that can
be isolated within the map, recognized by the system and finally generalized. Performing this
analysis imposes a degree of objectivity onto the specification of the generalization process
that is not usually found in specifications for human cartographers.
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7.2.3 Context Frames
A context is represented by a context frame. Recognizors form the link between the concept
of a particular cartographic situation and the knowledge about what can be done to deal with
that situation. MAGE has to be supplied with a recognition technique that can uniquely^
identify instances of each context. Once a context has been identified MAGE can set about
applying a set of generalization operators to achieve the desired transformation.
A context consists of a recognizer, a number of attribute slots, some structural slots and one
or more generalizing operators. A context which represents a street of semi-detached houses,
for example, might consist of the following slots:
SemiDetachedStreetFrame:

BaseMass:
BasePriority:
StructMass:
StructPriority:
Confidence:
Description:
SitStruct:
MergeHouses!:
Recogni zor!:
SymbGardens!:
MergeWithRoad!:

/* the start mass of the street */
0.0
/* the start priority */
0.0
/* the final mass */
?
/* the final priority */
?
/* confidence rating of the recognizer */
?
Holds knowledge about semi-detached streets
/* a structured list of objects which make up
?
the structure */
BuildingMergel!
/* a generalizing operator which can work on
the objects in SitStruct */
SemiDetachedStreetFrameRecogni zor!
/* the recognizing operator used to identify
the street */
SymbolizeGardens!
/* a generalizing operator which can work on
the objects in SitStruct */
MergeLinearObjects!
/* a generalizing operator which can work on
the objects in SitStruct */

The BaseMass, StructMass, BasePriority and StructPriority slots are used to represent
structural masses (related to inertia (i.e. reluctancy be displaced)) and priorities (based on
some measure of importance) when a context structure is constructed. Each object in the

Or at least identify the context to some level of confidence.
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structure contributes a Mass or Priority increment to the structure. These slots can be used to
model the principles that large objects are more important and less likely to move.
Context frames are organized in a hierarchy, for example, see figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: An example of a context hierarchy.
Recognizers are written by the map author in increasing specialization as the context
classification itself becomes more specialized. The system can be implemented initially with a
small number of context frames, recognizers and generalization operators and, because of the
independent nature of the context frames, can be developed by adding new contexts. The
Kappa inheritance mechanism means that duplication is minimized in the context frames and
only those elements that are actually different need to be redefined. Note that in this example
the name of a context indicates the situation that it represents not the operation that might be
applied to resolve it. The names are not unique in this example (for the sake of simplicity) so
we refer to them by their path through the hierarchy e.g. "Context-Independent-SmallProximal-Building".
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An example of a context frame might be "objects on the map that are too small to be
included." A general context frame could be written that searches the map for objects that are
smaller than a certain minimum area, "Context-Independent-Small", and removes them.
However, the map requirements might call for a more specific action to occur under certain
conditions, perhaps a small building would be merged with a nearby building rather than
being removed "Context-Independent-Small-Proximal-Building" or a building in a remote
area would be retained because it forms an important landmark. These situations would be
represented by context frames descended from the "Context-Independent-Small" frame.
One map situation might satisfy a number of these recognizers. Mediation between contexts
competing for objects may be resolved by using a confidence rating for the recognizer.
However, many recognizers will give a binary confidence rating i.e. either it will be 100%
sure or will not recognize anything. Or the confidence rating, while not binary, might be too
coarse to use to differentiate between competing recognizers. This might be addressed by
adopting a maximum specificity priority rule and then a priority rating to resolve competition
between equally specific frames. For example, if an object is held in two frames then the
more specific of the two frames wins the object and gets a chance to generalize it first. If, on
the other hand, the two contexts competing for the object are of the same specificity then
some priority given by the map author and stored in the frame could be used. Obviously
other strategies are possible, perhaps based on the size of the structures involved in each
context frame - giving priority to the context with largest number of objects would mean that
more generalization could be achieved as soon as possible. The initial experimental approach
is to simply deal with any context as soon as it is recognized.

7.2.4 Recognizers
A recognizer is a function or rule-base that can identify instances of a context in a map. For
example, the Ordnance Survey specify the generalization of streets according to their type:
terraced, semi-detached or detached (see figure 7.3). In order to differentiate between these
types of street the map author must define a different context frame for each type: the
generalization is different, the structural representation is different and the recognizer is
different.
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a) Detached Style Street

b) Semi-detached Style Street

c) Terraced Style Street
Figure 7.3: Examples of street styles.
Based on the assumption that there is no attribute data - such as house numbers which can be
used to guide the recognition process - the street recognizers would need to search for
graphical patterns within the SDS. Instances of streets that roughly match the pattern: garden,
house, house, garden, garden, house, house, garden, garden, etc. would indicate a semidetached style street. Whereas a detached street recognizer would look for streets that match
the pattern: garden, house, garden, garden, house, garden, etc.
A recognizer for semi-detached streets has been written in ProTalk (Kappa's declarative
language). The function works by finding a garden object which is thought to be at the end of
a street (a garden with only one garden neighbour) and proceeds to traverse the SDS looking
for the appropriate pattern of gardens and houses. It stops at roads and alleyways and will get
confused by other interruptions in the street pattern (for example a single detached house in
the middle of an otherwise semi-detached style street). A higher level recognizer may be
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needed to compose likely sub-parts of streets composed by this recognizor into complete
streets. The n-proximal function described in chapter 4 might be used help with this process.
Another example of a recognizor could be the mouth of a bay where, once the bay itself has
been established, one particular part of it - the "neck" - needs to be isolated for special
treatment. This is called "neck-stretching" by Wang and Muller (1993) who present a
technique for finding the neck using distances between points which are not connectedneighbours in an edge outline. This generalization operation is illustrated in figure 2.6 in
section 2.1.2 where the mouth of a bay is widened. In other cases it may be necessary to
identify the opening of a bay so that its area can be measured in order to establish whether or
not it should be retained.
O

Concave area

\ /
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\

\ /
\ /

Interface between
j / / I--V --4 concave area and
\ I / \ ' •. \ triangles not belonging
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Figure 7.4: The neck of a bay.

A "bay-neck" recognizor could work by establishing the concave area which consists of a
contiguous sub-set of the triangles in the halo of the land object (O) which have two or three
virtual edges connected to O. The interface v-edge (see figure 7.4) can be found because it is
the only edge in the set which points (on the left or the right) to a triangle which neither
belongs to O nor is a member of the set of concave triangles. The neck-region can then be
found by traversing back into the concave area until a junction triangle is found (a triangle
with three virtual edges). This neck region could then be stretched to open the mouth of the
bay.
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7.3 Agents
Agents are entities that are able to perform some specific task within a domain. They make
use of operators when carrying out tasks and are controlled procedural ly or through the use
of associated rule-bases. They are able to interact with their environment through the use of
sensors (recognizors and other information providing functions) and effectors (in the case of
MAGE these are operators and other functions that alter the SDS or object base). Another
feature of agents is that they must be able to cooperate with other agents. Woolridge and
Jennings (1995) have collected together a number of characteristics attributed to agents.
According to the sources they cite, an agent should possess, in a general sense, the following
properties:
"autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or
others, and have some kind of control over their actions and internal state;
• social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans)
via some kind of agent-communication language;
reactivity: agents perceive their environment and respond in a timely
fashion to changes that occur in it;
• pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their
environment, they are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the
initiative".

This they describe as a weak notion of agency that is widely accepted within mainstream
computer science and software engineering. The field of artificial intelligence (AI) uses the
term agent in a different way. Agents in AI are perceived as having more human-like
characteristics including emotions and beliefs.
Within MAGE, contexts are perceived as semi-intelligent agents that are activated or initiated
in some way (possibly a broad agenda of activation of certain classes of contexts), have a
goal and the means to (usually) achieve that goal. A fully-fledged agent should also have the
wherewithal to know enough about its environment to negotiate with other agents regarding
the sharing of resources and cooperation regarding conflicts. Resources in this domain are
mainly the space on the map and processing time. This level of sophistication is desirable for
contexts but has not yet been achieved. Operators and recognizors could also be seen as
agents - although the ones implemented to date fall far short of the characteristics of an agent
described above. They might also benefit from the ability to interact with one another.
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A more competitive approach might be feasible - agents could be created for each object and
might attempt to combine with neighbouring agents to accrete into larger structures competition taking place initially at a low level with ultimate mediation and control by higher
level agents (which could be contexts or other mechanism).

7.4 Integrating and Controlling Generalization in MAGE
Although we may not know the best way that our contexts should act and interact we may
proceed with learning about the ways in which they might behave. Once a framework has
been postulated and prototyped then we can explore how interaction occurs - comparison of
results with our control (real maps) and existent knowledge will allow us to learn why certain
things work. As Robinson (1993) says "the order in which generalisation operations are
applied also requires further investigation, particularly in large and medium scale urban
mapping: there is little point in worrying about how to displace a feature if it is to be
eliminated or merged with an adjacentfeature!"
The MAGE system can be thought of as a contextually organized production rule system
where rules have antecedents (recognizors) and consequents (generalizors) which both
contain procedural and/or declarative knowledge. The recognizors and generalizors operate
on a mapspace where topology is stored in simplicial complexes and attribute and semantic
information is stored in context frames and objects. Ordinary rule-conflict resolution may not
be adequate for the control of such a system because of the relatively large overheads, in
terms of both processing time and memory space, incurred in the matching process.
A relatively straightforward approach to the control problem would be the use of a
generalization agenda and an immediate activation of contexts as they are recognized (as
opposed to finding many contexts and having to decide which one to activate). The
generalization agenda describes the major steps in the generalization process. It consists of a
list of context frames that are activated in turn. Once active, a context searches through the
map (using its recognizor) for examples of itself . When it finds one it creates an instance
frame and fills in the details in the frame with actual values from the map. If the
generalization of a context fails (perhaps because it causes too much spatial conflict) or
appears likely to fail then the context would be deferred until a later time. Operations near that
context could reactivate the context and, if the situation still matched the recognizor,
generalization could be attempted again. A possible top-level agenda is detailed below:
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Overall Agenda
1 Pre-selection (data filtered out of original data in relational data base)
2 Attribute/Class-based Conversion and selection. A set of rules which operate on
the object-hierarchy. Objects are deleted or converted into another class based
on feature coding or some attribute associated with them.
3 Triangulation and building the SDS
4 Perform goal-based generalization and when necessary, do event-based
generalization.
Goal-based operations are those that are considered desirable or "standard" for the objects on
the map. So for example all buildings will be simplified to a certain specification. Eventbased operations are those which are generally undesirable for the map but are required
because of some special circumstance or the result of a goal-based operation. Both goal-and
event-based operations are context-dependent.

7.5 Summary
The necessity can be clearly seen for the utilization of a knowledge-based approach in the
problem of achieving effective cartographic generalization. Knowledge for generalization is
available from a number of sources and automated elicitation techniques seem to offer some
benefits for the evolutionary implementation of cartographic generalization (Weibel 1991).
Context frames provide a novel way of looking at the problem of representing semantic
knowledge for the purposes of map generalization. The object-oriented nature of these
structures gives all the benefits associated with that paradigm: data abstraction, encapsulation,
the ability to build complex objects on top of other objects, class/type hierarchies, inheritance
and extensibility (Kemp 1990). They could offer a useful and natural formalization for the
causes and processes of generalization.
Recognizers for semi-detached style streets and the necks of bays have been described. The
richness of the SDS in terms of localized spatial relationships facilitates the creation of these
recognizers.
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8. Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Summary
This thesis has described a project which investigated the automation of cartographic
generalization. Like many projects it started with a fairly broad remit which became
progressively more focused as the magnitude and inherent difficulties of the task became
apparent.

8.1.1 Aims and Achievements
The initial aims of the project were given in the project's transfer report (and reiterated in
chapter 1) as:
1 To develop a computational framework that supported automated
cartographic generalization in a holistic manner.
2 To develop new generalization operators (particularly for area features
where there seemed to have been little successful research).
3 To investigate the requirements of generalization operators.
4 To investigate representations of cartographic objects and the relationships
between them.
The project has addressed each of these aims within the experimental system called
MAGE (Map Authoring and Generalization Expert). These achievements are outlined
below.

1 Computational Framework
A computational framework has been established which consists of:
The Simplicial Data Model (and structure) and the support functions
implemented to manipulate it (chapters 4 and 5).
The cartographic object hierarchy (chapter 7)
The proposed concept of context frames with their specialized
knowledge (chapter 7).
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2 New Generalization Operators
Novel operators or variations of existing generalization operators have been implemented
and there appears to be great scope for future development. The design and
implementation of these operators have concentrated on utilizing properties of the SDS. It
should be noted that these operators are considered experimental and have not been
optimized for speed or made sufficiently robust for commercial application. Many of the
routines leave significant room for additional development and improvement. The
operators discussed in chapter 6 are:
Object simplification: removal of concave and convex triangles in
object outlines
Simplification of the outlines of buildings.
Object scaling
Skeleton approximation
Direct, snap and adopt merge.

3 Requirements of Generalization Operators
The simplical data model is a new paradigm for the application of cartographic
generalization - it has certain properties which make it a useful and productive structure
for the design, implementation and testing of generalization operators. These are:
The structure is adaptive - it represents data at maximum resolution
and with little redundancy.
It is rich in local relationships such as proximity and connectedness
The structure has an intrinsic mechanism for detecting spatial overlap
between map objects and for detecting gross changes in spatial
orientation between objects.
Objects in the map are fully connected, which is useful for local
searching and the propagation of displacement effects through the
map.
Many of the generalization techniques described in the literature may be suitable for
implementation within MAGE - constrained and guided by the spatial relationships held
in MAGE and the conflict detection and resolution capabilities it offers.
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4 To investigate representations of cartographic objects and the
relationships between them.
The object-based, hierarchic structure for the classification of map features (described in
chapter 7) is well suited to representing the attribute information associated with
cartogaphic data. The OS data was already object-based (although stored in a relational
form) and this provided a fillip to this approach. The interaction between the triangles,
which hold the object's space on the map, and the object itself is straightforward.
8.1.2 Solutions
The problems that were identified in the early stages of the problem (these were described
in chapter 1) have each been addressed to some degree. The following sub-sections
outline the extent of the work done for each topic:
1 The difficulty of reasoning about the spatial characteristics of the map
area.
The SDS supports localized spatial search and the determination of proximity relations.
Chapter 4 describes a number of relationships and how they can be computed using the
SDS. These relationships are:
the interior space of an object and its dual relationship the object which
directly "owns" the space
The immediate space around the exterior of an object is termed the
"halo" of another object and is found by the fact that the edges which
make up the outline of an object point both into the interior and
outwards to the triangles immediately outside the object.
The contiguity of objects (whether they share some of each other's
outline points or edges) can be found in a similar way to the halo. If
the halo of one object contains a triangle belonging to the halo of
another then the two objects share a point or an edge.
The halo is also used to establish the space which lies between two
objects. This "interjacent space" is essential for operations such as
merging.
The proximity of two objects- a measure of neighbourliness which is
independent of Euclidean distance - can be found using the SDS.
Relationships describing the degree of enclosure of an object with
regard to another have also been specified.
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A grid (as implemented in MAGE) or other overall spatial indexing structure can be
utilized to increase the speed of global spatial search.
2 The insularity of existing techniques.
The approach taken in MAGE is both holistic and contextual. Holism implies that the map
is treated as a whole, entire graphical entity - features are not treated in isolation but with
regard to the other features around them. Context implies that events are driven by an
understanding of the requirements of the map, the contents of the map and the need to
compensate for the shortcomings of operations both leading up to this event and
following it. The holistic and contextual framework of MAGE means that map objects
have to "interact" with one another in competition for map space, locational accuracy and
retention of shape. All of which are in jeopardy for a given object during generalization.
All map features pertinent to the target map are held in the one data structure - only where
two or more sets of features are totally independent of one another can they be dealt with
separately i.e. have different SDS, object bases and context hierarchies. Neighbourhood
spatial relationships are well supported in the SDS and non-localized spatial relationships
can be established from coordinate data (e.g. minimum-bounding rectangles) stored in the
object base or higher level spatial structure which might be built on top of the SDS. Once
these relationships have been established they can be recorded within the object base and
used for reasoning or analysis.
Contexts provide the mechanism which relates non-homogeneous features together so
that they can be processed. Contexts are a powerful representation for knowledge in a
domain which is, epistemologically speaking, so poorly defined. Essentially contexts are
complex rules with procedural and declarative knowledge expressible on both the
antecedent and consequent side of each context.
3 The lack of knowledge and consistent rules or specifications for map
generalization.
This has not been addressed by this project to any great extent. It is a significant issue in
its own right. What has been attempted is to create a framework within which such
knowledge can be stored, applied and, perhaps more importantly, tested.

8.2 Discussion
The SDS holds significant promise for the future. While the SDS still remains unproven
in some respects, in others it has been shown to be a flexible and expressive structure for
the representation of cartographic data. The SDS is a complex data structure but permits
sophisticated searches and operations to be expressed in a relatively simple way. No
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claims are made here for the SDS being the most efficient or most capable data
representation for the particular problem of automated cartographic generalization. Rather
it has been demonstrated that it holds some useful properties and could be used for the
basis of a generalizing system. It is hoped that further work can be done in this area.
The ambitions that were held by the author of this thesis for MAGE have fallen from
mimesis to utility - from reproducing the work of human cartographers to supplying
some tools in a common framework to help develop generalization operators or agents. It
is to be hoped that the framework - "language" if you will - that MAGE supplies as it
currently stands will be useful in developing more sophisticated ways of transmuting the
story of the map.
One of the most rewarding aspects of the work is that other researchers are continuing to
work on MAGE. The following section presents some ideas for such work.

8.2.1 Further work
8.2.1.1 Representation of the Map
The data representation could be changed to make it more persistent - perhaps using a file
store for the map and loading it or parts of it into memory for processing. Storage
efficiency could be improved, for example by using bits to encode some of the
information stored with a simplex within a single byte (i.e. attribute information,
direction of edges etc.). No attempt has been made to achieve efficiency with this
research (except for obvious decisions when designing and coding). The questions
posed during this research were in terms of feasibility rather than efficiency.
A formalization of the representation and of the operators upon it would be beneficial.
This would enable simpler and more expressive terms to be used when designing
operators. One possibility for such a formalism is a set based nomenclature: lists are used
very often in MAGE code and operations such as union, intersection and membership are
ubiquitous.
The scope of the project precluded looking at multi-scale structures for the fast display of
maps at a variety of scales. Possibilities exist for hierarchical triangulated data structures
such as the Multiresolution Topographic Surface database (MTSD) of Ware and Jones
(Jones et al. 1992, Ware et al. 1992) Other multiresolution structures like van Oostrom's
GAP-tree BLG-tree or Reactive-tree (all of which are reviewed in Oostrom 1993) or
Jones and Abraham's Multiscale line tree (1986, 1987). MAGE's output could, perhaps,
be used to populate such structures
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8.2.1.2 Knowledge and Control
There is a large amount of work to be done in this area. For pragmatic reasons the system
developed to date is much more interactive than originally foreseen. The control system is
rather simplistic. The implemention of some of the ideas proposed in section 7.3 would
be an obvious extension to the research. In addition, we could look at the use of neural
networks, fuzzy logic and non-monotonic reasoning for the implementation of
recognizors and other generalization tasks.
An important consideration for automated cartographic generalization systems, if they are
to become fully automated, is the evaluation and validation of individual operations and
groups of operations on the map (Joao et. al 1991). The nature of cartographic
generalization is the controlled introduction of errors - errors in the accuracy of the
outlines of objects, their spatial locations and even their existence. In such an activity
there can never be a single "correct" or "right" solution to the exclusion of all others. A
given map can be worked on by a number of cartographers to the same specifications and
for the same scale transition and have many adequate generalizations - each different from
one another.
What is the best approach to minimize the introduction of error into a map during
generalization? A simple approach is to minimize error introduced by each operator,
perhaps by applying "low impact" operators i.e. operators which introduce little or no
error. Sometimes it might be necessary to apply a number of different operators
individually to the problem and assess the amount of error introduced before finally
accepting one to commit to the problem.
The approach adopted in MAGE, through the context frame mechanism, is to do as little
generalization as possible - in other words to introduce as few errors as possible. It
would appear self-evident that this is a sound principle in any form of cartographic
generalization, whatever the scale transition or the subject of the source and target map.
The amount of error introduced by generalization can be measured in a number of ways
(Joao et. al 1991) and this is essential for evaluating the adverse effects of an operator but
the level of acceptable or necessary error put into a map by generalization is driven by the
specific needs of the individual map and the particular juxtapositions of its elements. Any
statistical study of manually generalized maps would only result in a heuristic indicating a
reasonable (average) level of error. Such information can be extremely useful - but it
could not be used to drive generalization since that would result in a map being, to some
degree, either over or under-generalized to reach a statistical norm.
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If MAGE were comparing the results of a number of operations, each on the same
context and each solving the initial context which instigated the generalization, in some
an
kind of search activity then the amount of error introduced by each operation would be
important decision criteria for the selection of one of the operations above the others.
However, other criteria may be equally, or even more, important. For example, how
aesthetically pleasing is the result? Snap merge would be expected to introduce more
locational error than direct merge - but should produce a more aestheically pleasing result
for most cases. Another criteria may be this: does one of the operations significantly
no
reduce the amount of work needed in this context? Perhaps one might cause
displacement propagation, another might have the effect of combining two contexts into
do
one (again snap merge could be an example of this - by possibly removing the need to
some simplification of the object outline after the merge).
A fully populated context tree could be used to validate the results of generalization
operators. Since a context is basically an encapsulation of a violation of constraint (or
other need for generalization) then the optimum map could be said to be that map with the
no
minimum amount of generalization (and, therefore, introduced error) in which
contexts can be recognized. Such a map has met with all the requirements that the context
frames represent. Any operator that instigated many other contexts is likely to be a bad
choice.
The violation of a constraint may consist of occur in many possible ways. Two of the
most obvious are graphical overlap and major changes in spatial configuration. The
n
usefulness of the SDS in these cases has been described in section 4. 6. Another violatio
may be a breach of minimum distances between two objects. Work (yet to be published)
on proximity relations shows the potential for the exploitation of the properties of the
SDS in this field.
A pragmatic proposal for the next version of MAGE is IMAGE (Interactive Map
it
Authoring and Generalization Expert System). It is becoming accepted in the field that
a
is unfeasible, in the short and medium term, to expect a computer system to perform
task of this complexity without a human's assistance somewhere in the operational cycle.
As Robinson puts it:
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The nature of the generalisation process, which is difficult for humans
to describe and implement - let alone computers, suggests that a
completely automated approach will probably never he developed,
except in limited application areas.

(Robinson 1993)
IMAGE could incorporate learning techniques to create context classes - positive or
negative feedback from users being used to increase or decrease the context's likelihood
of activation. Feedback could also be used within the context to adjust the selection
criteria for individual operators.
In a more direct way IMAGE could operate through an interactive "look and tell"
technique for the definition of context classes (similar to Weibel's proposed amplified
intelligence" (Wiebel 1991). The user would be presented with a map at the base scale
and could proceed to generalize the map through the initiation of a series of trial and error
actions. So, initially for example, the user might activate a particular recognizor from a
list and see the resultant context structures highlighted on the map. This recognizor could
be combined with attribute selection criteria or with other recognizers to build up an
expression or complex recognizor from predefined parts that matches the user's
requirements. Once the recognizor has been established operators could be selected from
a list and applied in turn until the desired generalization is achieved. Conditional control
structures (rules, perhaps) could be used to increase the flexibility of this technique.
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Appendix A: The Construction of the SDS
The SDS is constructed directly from a triangulation but is the end result of a series of
processes. Starting with cartographic data in the form of Ordnance Survey relational
database "save" files the data is selected, converted into ISAM files and read into Kappa
as discrete objects. These are stored in Kappa as Kappa objects and consist of an outline
(a series of links forming a closed polygon), a seed point, and classification and attribute
data. It is possible to make a selection of objects at this stage based on classification,
attribute or the coordinates of the outlines. The selected objects are processed and files
produced suitable for input to Mark Ware's constrained Delaunay Triangulation package
(CDT). This form consists of a point file and and edge (constraint) file. The output of
CDT is made up of two files - a new point file and a triangle file. These are the files that
are used to construct the SDS. This section describes the way that the SDS is
constructed.
void CreateSDSQ
This function generates the SDS from the CDT point and triangle files. These are the
major functions called by CreateSDS (in order):
CreateSDS
CreatePointList
CreateEdgeList
CreateTriangle
ReadTriangleArrays

/*
/*
/*
/*

for each triangle do
Convert

set up linked list for points */
set up linked list for edges */
set up linked list for triangles */
process point and triangle arrays
from files */
/* Creates the SDS entities given
the corresponding CDT entities */

for each triangle do
CreateEdgeAdjPointers /* Sets up adjacency pointers in SDS */

Convert and CreateEdgeAdjPointers are the only functions worth looking at more
closely. The code is shown below.

Triangle Convert([see below])
The declaration of Convert looks like this:
Triangle *Convert(
Triangle
Edge
int
int

*t,
*e,
pi,
p2,

Al
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int
int
int
int
Point
List
List
double
double
double
double

p3,
attl,
att2,
att3,
*pap[],
grid[GRIDSIZE][GRIDSIZE],
edge_grid[GRIDSIZE][GRIDSIZE],
xorg,
yorg,
g_scaler_x,
g_scaler_y);

The first two parameters, t and e, are pointers to the linked lists that are being built for
triangles and edges respectively. A pointer to the point list is not required because the
point list has already been constructed - it is created directly from the input point file by
CreateSDS. A lookup table is passed though, pap, which allows an index (used by CDT)
to be converted to an address (used by MAGE). The third, fourth and fifth parameters:
pi, p2 and p3, are the indexes into the pap array. The next three parameters: attl, att2
and att3, are the attributes associated with each edge of the triangle, essentially they tell
MAGE whether each edge is a real edge i.e. constrained or a virtual edge i.e. nonconstrained. The last five parameters are two spatial grids for triangles and edges which
are used to speed up access into the linked lists and support values for these grids i.e. the
origin and scaling factors. The code for Convert is given below:
Triangle *Convert([see above for parameter list])
{
Triangle *tmp,*a_triangle;
Edge *edgel,*edge2, *edge3, *old_edge;
/* create the working structures - NEWTYPE allocates memory for
the structure and returns a pointer to it */
k NEWTYPE(Edge);
edgel
k NEWTYPE(Edge) ;
edge2
k NEWTYPE(Edge);
edge3
a_triangle
/* convert
if (attl <
if (att2 <
if (att3 <

k NEWTYPE(Triangle) ;
the CDT atts to MAGE atts */
0) attl k TRealEdge else attl k TVirtualEdge;
0) att2 k TRealEdge else att2 k TVirtualEdge;
0) att3 k TRealEdge else att3 k TVirtualEdge;

/* initialise the edge */
edgel->pl k pap[pi]; /* look up the address of each point */
edgel->p2 k pap[p2];
edgel->left k NULL; /* NULL for now - we can't fill these in */
edgel->right k NULL; /* till all the triangles are in place */
/* att stores the edge type - real,
edgel->att k attl;
virtual or border */
/* check to see if the edge already exists if edgel already
exists in list then edgel will point to it otherwise we must
create it */
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if (NotAnEdge(e, &edgel))
edgel k CreateEdge(e, edgel); /*creates a new edge in the list
with the properties of edgel */
/* now put the pointer to the new (or found) edge into the
triangle */
a_triangle->el k edgel;
:

[do exactly the same thing for edge2 and edge3]

/* assign the tri to free space - which is the default object */
a_triangle->obj k FreeSpace@Map;
/* work out the directions of the edges with respect
to the inside of the triangle (we use the point opposite
the edge in question for an "inside" point */
a_triangle->dirl k
Direction( a_triangle->el->pl,
a_triangle->el->p2,
OppositePoint(a_triangle, a_triangle->el));
:

[do similar for dir2 and dir3]

/* now create the actual triangle in the linked list */
tmp k CreateTriangle(t, a_triangle);
return(tmp);

void CreateEdgeAdjPointers(Triangle *t)
Once the edge and triangle lists are created then the edge's left and right pointers can be
instantiated. This task is done by the function CreateEdgeAdjPointers which takes only
one parameter the SDS triangle linked list. This pointer is often used to refer to the entire
SDS because the triangle list contains links to the other lists. The function works by
establishing the inward (towards the inside of a triangle) pointers for each triangle. It
does this for every triangle - so each edge eventually gets both left and right pointers
assigned. Except, that is, for border edges which point to NULL on the side facing the
border of the map. The edges have been created with NULL pointers as default so these
will be handled correctly.
void CreateEdgeAdjPointers(Triangle *t)
{
Triangle *cur_node; /* current triangle */
/* make the pointer point to the head of the linked list */
cur_node k t;
/* for every triangle we establish the appropriate inward
pointers */
do {
cur_node k cur_node->next; /* move to the next triangle */

/* for edge 1 - if the direction is clockwise then the
right pointer points inwards otherwise the left pointer points
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inwards */
if (cur_node->dirl = Clockwise)
cur_node->el->right k cur_node;
else cur_node->el->left k cur_node;
/* check for border edges and make the other pointer NULL */
if (cur_node->el->att = TBorderEdge)
if (cur_node->dirl = Clockwise)
cur_node->el->left k NULL;
else cur_node->el->right k NULL;
[ do the same for the other edges in the triangle ]
}
while (cur_node->next ^ NULL);
return;

Once the SDS is constructed then the connections between the triangles and the objects in
the Kappa object base must be established. This is performed by the function
AdoptTriangles which takes an object as a parameter and finds the simplices for all the
objects that are descendents. The function is basically a flood fill and depends on the
existence of a seed point within the boundary of each object (such a point is supplied with
the OS data).
void AdoptTriangles(Object parent)
{
Triangle *t, *tri;
List points, obj_list, simplex_list;
unsigned long x, y, 1;
Object self;
/* Fetch pointer to SDS from Control object */
t k GetCValue(GetValue(ControlObject@Mage, x TriangleList ));
/* get the descendent instances of the parameter object */
obj_list k ApplyForValue( "Alllnstances, parent);
Loop(self through obj_list)
{
/* fetch the points from the object */
points k GetValue(self, "Points );
x k ListNth(points, 1); /* get coords out of list */
y k ListNth(points, 0);
tri k FindTriangleXY(t, (float)x, (float)y);
if (tri * NULL) /* found the triangle */
{
/* get all the triangles inside border of the object */
/* initialize simplex_list */
simplex_list k M);
AddListPtrElmt(tri, &simplex_list);
/* keep on expanding simplex list until it grows no more */
do {
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1 k ListLength(simplex_list);
simplex_list k ExpandTriangleList(simplex_list,
}
while (ListLength(simplex_list) ^ 1) ;
/* initialize to object's slot */
SetValue(self, "SimplexList, Null);
Loop(tri through simplex_list)
{
/* add each triangle to the object's slot */
AddValue(self, "SimplexList, tri);
/* make each triangle point to the object */
tri->obj k self;
} LoopEnd;
}
} LoopEnd;
return;
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Appendix B: Mage Functionality
This section is included to indicate MAGE's current level of functionality. Function titles
and a brief description are given for functions that maintain and analyse the SDS. Major
operators i.e. functions that perform generalization are listed here and are described more
fully in chapter 4. Many other functions, such as those to perform coordinate geometry,
graphics, file maintenance, testing or user interaction, for example, are not listed since
they are beyond the scope of this document. Some functions are listed and annotated to
give a flavour of the code. The SDS model, structure and data types are described in
chapter 4, sections 4.2 and 4.3. Extensive use has been made of Mark Ware's
Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) code. All functions are written by the author
except where otherwise stated. SDS design and functionality has been developed by the
author mostly before 1993, variant functionality added by Mark Ware (indicated by t)
and extra functionality added by Mark Ware (indicated by t) after 1994.

B.I Support
These are functions that are of some interest or are used extensively by other SDS
functions and merit a mention. There are many other functions that are not listed here.

Convert
Converts a CDT triangle into a SDS triangle. See appendix A

CreateEdgeAdjPointers
Sets up the "internal" pointers for each triangle's three edges. See appendix A

List SubtractList(List 11, List 12)
Filters elements from 11 that are members of 12 result is returned as a new list. 11 &I2
are unchanged.

List FetchCommonEdgeslnLists(List 11, List 12)
Finds common edges in 11 and 12.11 is a List of triangles 12 is a list of triangles. Returns
a List of pointers to the edges.

PrkList PurgeSimplexList(List I, Object o)
Remove triangles from I that are not owned by object o. Returns cleaned list.

List FetchCommonRealEdgeslnLists(List 11, List 12)
Finds real common edges in 11 and 12. 11 is a List of triangles 12 is a list of triangles
Returns a List of pointers to the edges

void CleanUplmage(List tlist)
Redraws a list of triangles.
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B.2 Query
These functions return a true or false value or structures or pointers to structures. Again,
extensive searching is not used. In some cases the only output is graphical - these
functions are used to get a visual check on the SDS or the operation of a function.

void Adj(void)
This is a user test function. The user clicks on a triangle and the function plots the
halo in yellow, it then draws the smallest altitude in the halo.

Vector2 BackVector(Edge *e Point *p, double

s)

Calculates vector aligned to an edge. The returned vector points backwards along
the edge from point, p. The function scales the vector so that it is s units long.

Boolean Collinear(Point *pl, Point *p2, Point *p3)
Tests whether or not three points lie in a straight line.

Edge *CommonEdge(Triangle *t1, Triangle *t2)
Given two triangles, returns the edge that separates them. If no such edge exists
returns NULL.

Point *CommonPoint(Edge *e1, Edge *e2)
Returns the point that is common to e1 and e2. Returns NULL if no such point exists.

Triangle *CommonTriangle( Edge *e1, Edge *e2)
Given two edges returns any common triangle, i.e. a triangle which has the TWO
edges as its edges. Returns NULL if one is not found

List CreateUniqueEdgeList(List tlist)
Given a list of triangles returns a unique list of the edges in the list.

List CreateUniquePointList(List tlist)
Given a list of triangles returns a unique list of the points in the list.

int Direction(Point *a, Point *b, Point *c)
Given a point inside the triangle and two points of an edge returns whether the edge
is clockwise or anticlockwise with respect to the point.

int DirectionOfEdgefTriangle *t, Edge *e)
Given a triangle and an edge, returns the direction attribute stored with the triangle for
that edge. If the edge is not one of the triangle's edges then the function returns
BadDirection.

void DisplayTSkeleton(Object o, char "colour)
Plots the skeleton for an object. Takes as input the Object and a drawing colour. This
function forms the skeleton across 3-v-edge triangles by looking for the most
collinear segments amongst the adjacent triangles. Currently it only works for objects
with no contiguous 3-v-edge triangles (the algorithm can't cope with more than one 3v-edge triangle in a row). It is a test function to evaluate whether or not this technique
is more suitable for orthogonal type features.
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void DisplayYSkeleton(Object o, char *colour)
Plots the skeleton for an object. Takes as input the Object and a drawing colour. This
function forms the skeleton across 3-v-edge triangles by joining the triangle's
incentre with the triangle's three edge midpoints..

List GetEdgeAdjacentTriangles(Triangle *t, Boolean CrossRealEdges)
Finds edge-adjacent triangles to the triangle t. If the parameter CrossRealEdges is
true then the function will return triangles on the other side of real edges.

Boolean lslnverted(Triangle t)
Tests a triangle to see if its geometrical vertex order is different from its stored
topological order

Edge *OppositeEdge(Triangle *t, Point *p)t
Given a triangle t and one of its vertices, p, returns the edge of t opposite p. Written
by Mark Ware.

Point *OppositePoint(Triangle *t, Edge *e)
Given a triangle and an edge returns a pointer to the other point

void OtherEdgesfTriangle *t, Edge *e, Edge **e1, Edge **e2)
Given a triangle, t, and an edge, e, returns the other two edges of t, as e1 and e2.

Point *OtherPoint(Edge *e, Point *p)
Returns the point of an edge, e, that is not a given point, p. Returns NULL if p is not a
vertex of e

Triangle *Out(Triangle *t, Edge *e)
Given a triangle, t, and an edge, e, returns the triangle on the other side of e from t.

Vector2 OutVector(Edge *e, int d, double s)
Calculates vector normal to an edge, e. The vector points to the left of the edge if the
direction, d, is Clockwise and to the right of the edge if d is Anticlockwise. This means
that if the direction of e for a given triangle is passed to OutVector then the returned
vector will point away from the interior of the triangle. The function scales the vector
so that its length is s.

Boolean PointlnTriangle(Point *p, Point *p1, Point *p2, Point *p3)
Given an input point, p, and the three points of a triangle this function returns True if
the point is within the triangle and False if it is not. Points that are coincident with a
triangle vertex are considered to be within the triangle.

int Right( Triangle *t, double tol)
Returns True if the triangle is within tol of 90 degrees
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void Splay(

Triangle
Triangle
Triangle
Edge2,
Triangle
Edge
Edge

*source,
*target,
**t1,
**e1,
**t2,
**e2,
**common_edge)

Given a source triangle, source, and a target triangle, target, returns the two triangles,
t1 and t2, that are adjacent to target but that are not the source triangle. Splay also
returns the associated edges (e1 and e2) between target and t1 and t2.

void TestAdjacencies(void)
This is a user test function. The user clicks on an object and it draws, for the object
and its halo, lines from the centre of each triangle to each of its edges. The lines are
colour coded red for edge 1, green for edge2 and blue for edge 3. It is useful for
sight-checking that the adjacency properties around an object are sound.

void TestFindTriangles(void)
A user function written to test the function FindTrianglesOfPoint. It accepts a mouse
click from the user and chooses an arbitrary point from the triangle which was clicked
on. It then calls FindTrianglesOfPoint and plots the results in yellow.

void TestForlnversions(void)
After accepting an object from the user this function highlights any inversions in the
object or its halo.

void TriangleDetails(Triangle *t)
Prints out details about a triangle, t.

List TrianglesOf(List olist)
Given a unique list of objects returns a list of the triangles composing those objects.

void Unique( Triangle *t, Point *p1, Point *p2, Point *p3 )
Returns the three unique points (p1, p2 and p3) in a triangle, t.

void UniquePointers( Triangle *t, Point **p1, Point **p2, Point **p3 )
Returns pointers (*p1, *p2, *p3) to the three unique points in a triangle, t.
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B.3 Search

These functions (or methods) involve search.

List ExpandTrianglel_ist(List t, Boolean CrossRealEdges)
Given a list of triangles, t, finds triangles that are edge adjacent. The triangle list
returned is unique. If the CrossRealEdges parameter is True then the routine will
cross real edges when expanding otherwise it will not. Default is True.

List FindAffectedObjects(List ol, Edge *e)
Given a list of edges, e, and a List of objects, ol, finds objects not in ol that own the
edges in e.

Triangle *FindAnticlockwiseTriangle(Triangle *t, Point *p)
Finds the adjacent triangle that lies in an anticlockwise direction from a shared point.

Triangle FindATriangleOfPoint(Point *p, List trijist)
Searches an input List of triangles for a triangle which has a given point as a vertex.
Returns that triangle as soon as it is found, otherwise returns NULL.

Triangle FindATriangleOfPointWithGrid(Point *p)
Finds triangle in SDS global triangle list which has a given point as a vertex. Makes
use of the grid structure.

Triangle *FindClockwiseTriangle(Triangle *t, Point *p)
Finds the adjacent triangle that lies in a clockwise direction from a shared point.

List FindCommonEdges(List 11, List 12)
Finds common edges in 11 and 12.11 is a List of triangles 12 is a C linked list of Edges.
Returns a C linked list of edges.

List FindCommonTypes(List 11, List 12)
Finds common Kappa Types in 11 and 12. This function finds the intersection between
two lists.

List FindCommonRealEdges(List 11, List 12)
Finds real common edges in 11 and 12. 11 is a List of triangles 12 is a C linked list of
Edge2Structs. Returns a C linked list of edges.

List FindConnectingEdges(List 11, List 12, List exclude_edge_list)
Finds the edges joining o1 and o2 together The edges can be of any type, real,
virtual, or border. The returned edge list is unique.

List FindConnectingRealEdges(List connecting_simplices,
List *connecting_edges,
List *internal_points)
The input to this function consists of a List of triangles called betweenjist
(representing the space between two objects) and a List of edges that connect those
two objects. Returns edges in connecting edges which are real. Also sends back list
of points which lie within object. This is used when AdoptMerging two objects - the
hull of the new object (i.e. those virtual edges connecting the outermost parts of the
two objects) are reattributed to be real edges - this function returns those edges and
the points inside this new outline which need to be removed.
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List FindConnectingSimplices(List betweenjist,
List connecting_edges,
double *tol)
The input to this function consists of a List of triangles called between_list
(representing the space between two objects), a List of edges that connect those
two objects and a tolerance. Returns those triangles in betweenjist which have two
of their three edges in connecting_edges i.e. the 'betweenjist' and those edges
are < tolerance. Triangles which also connect to any intervening objects are not
returned.

void FindEdgeAdjacentObjects(Object object,
List *adjacent_object_list,
List exclude_object_list)
Finds edge-adjacent objects to the given object. The exclude_objectjist is a set of
objects that will not be returned even if they are adjacent to the object.

void FindEdgeAdjacentTriangles( List *t_list,
Triangle *t,
Boolean PLOT)
Finds edge-adjacent triangles, in tlist, to the triangle, t. If PLOT is True the function
plots them in blue and t in green.

List FindEdgesSimplexList(List si, int MODE)
Finds edges in given triangle list and returns them in elist. Both internal and exterior
edges are returned. The triangle list is assumed to be contiguous.
MODE
AnyEdge
TBorderEdge
TRealEdge
TVirtualEdge

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

All types of edges are returned
Only border edges are returned
Only real edges are returned
Only virtual edges are returned.

void FindEnclaveTriangles(void)
Gets the user to select an object off the map. Returns those triangles in the halo of
the object which have all three points as part of the objects outline i.e. concave or
triangles.

List FindHaloOfTriangles(List t)
Given a list of triangles, t, finds triangles that are adjacent but not members of t. It
returns point and edge adjacent triangles. The returned triangle list is unique.

List FindlnternalEdgesSimplexl_ist(List si, int MODE)
Finds edges in the input triangle list and returns them in elist. Only internal edges are
returned i.e. those on the outer boundary of the triangle list are ignored. The triangle
list is assumed to be contiguous.
MODE
AnyEdge
TBorderEdge
TRealEdge
TVirtualEdge

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

All internal edges are returned
Only border edges are returned
Only real edges are returned
Only virtual edges are returned.
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int FindlntersectPoint(List *e, Edge2 *d,Point2 *i)
Given a list of edges, e and a vector, d, finds the intersection point, i. Returns
DONTJNTERSECT or DOJNTERSECT.

List Findlnversions(List slist)
Finds inverted triangles in and around a list of triangles - typically the list represents an
object or area of possible conflict.

void FindObjectNearestPoint(void)t
This function gets the user to select a point on the map and returns the object
nearest that point. Written by Mark Ware.

List FindObjectOutline(Object o1)t
Returns list of sorted edges making up outline of input object. Copes with holes, but
the edges on outer boundary will not necessarily appear first in list. Written by Mark
Ware.

List FindObjectsFloodNeighbours(void)^:
Gets the user to click on an object then find all objects within vicinity of that object.
Written by Mark Ware. Finds objects inside a perimeter i.e. buildings inside fence, wall
or road boundaries, islands within lake or shore, etc.

List FindObjectsNeighbours(void)±
This function gets the user to select an object from the map and returns the
"neighbours" (0- or 1 -proximal) of that object. Written by Mark Ware.

List FindObjectsOfTriangles(List t)
Given a list of triangles, t, finds objects that own them. The returned object list is
unique.

List FindPATrianglesfTriangle *t)
Finds point-adjacent triangles to the triangle. Takes a pointer to a Triangle (Triangle *)
and returns a List with the results. Functionally equivalent to
FindPointAdjacentTriangles.

void FindPointAdjacentTriangles(Triangle *t_list,
Triangle *t,
Boolean PLOT)
Finds point-adjacent triangles to the triangle. Takes a pointer to a Triangle (Triangle *)
and generates a linked-list, pointed to by tjist. Functionally equivalent to
FindPATriangles.

List FindSimplicesBetween(Object o1, Object o2)
Returns a list of triangles between two objects. Returns the triangles which are in the
halo of one object and adjacent to the other i.e. the intersection of the two halos.

List FindTrianglesOfPoint(Triangle *t, Point *p)
Finds the triangles that have a point, p, as one of their vertices.

Triangle *FindTriangleXY(List *tlist,
double x,
double y,
PrkListgrid[][],
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double
double
double
double

xorg,
yorg,
g_scaler_x,
g_scaler_y)

Finds the triangle in which a point lies. If triangle is found the triangle pointer is
returned, otherwise it returns NULL. Makes use of the spatial grid to improve speed.

List GetConvexHull(List pointjist)^:
given a list of points returns an ordered list of those points which form the convex
hull. Written by Mark Ware.

void GetPointListFromSimplexl_ist(Stack *stack, List trianglelist)
Generates a unique list (in a stack form) of the points in the triangle list

List GetUniquePointsFromEdges(List edgejist)
Given a list of edges, returns a unique list of points which make up those edges

Boolean NotAnEdge( List *e, Edge **edge )
Searches a list for an equal edge - if one is found returns False and makes the edge
input parameter point to the existing edge. If one is not found returns True.

Boolean NotAnEdgeWithGrid( List *e, Edge **edge, [+grid parameters])
Searches list for an equal edge making use of a spatial grid - if an equal edge is found
returns False and makes the edge input parameter point to the existing edge. If one
is not found returns True.

Boolean NotATriangle( List *t, triangle **tri)
Searches list for an equal triangle if one is found returns False and makes the triangle
input parameter point to the existing triangle. If one is not found returns True.

Boolean NotATriangleWithGrid( List *t, triangle **tri, [+grid parameters])
Searches list for an equal triangle making use of a spatial grid - if an equal triangle is
found returns False and makes the triangle input parameter point to the existing
triangle. If one is not found returns True.

void Prox(int n)
Plots proximal bands around the given ovject - objects encountered are considered a
single entity - so all interior triangles are included in the lowest numbered band.

RecognizeSemiUnit(?struct list)
A ProTalk function that matches part of a semi-detached street.

SemiDetachedStreetFrame.Rec!
This is a recognisor - it evaluates the similarity between the structures in the map and
a semi-detached street frame which is held, in this case, as procedural knowledge.
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B.4 Update
These functions perform housekeeping operations on the SDS.
List AddPointsToSimplices(List pointjist, List simplexjist)
adds (inserts) each point in input pointjist into triangulation defined by trianglejist trianglejist is updated.

List CollapseEdge(Edge *e, [Point *p1])
Given a pointer to an edge (Edge *) removes the edge by "collapsing" it down to one
of its points. This function updates the triangulation - including removing redundant
triangles. A variant function CollapseEdge3 accepts a point (as shown in the
paramater list above) which indicates which point of the edge to collapse down to.

void CollapseTriangle(Triangle2List *t, [Point2List *p])
Given a pointer to an triangle (Triangle *) removes the triangle by "collapsing" one of
its edges and then collapsing the remaining, combined, edge. This function updates
the triangulation - including removing redundant triangles. A variant function
CollapseTriangleS accepts a point (as shown in the paramater list above) which
indicates which point of the triangle to collapse down to.

Edge *CreateEdge(Edge *e, Edge *edge)
Creates and inserts an edge (with the progenies of edge) into the edge structure
indicated (e). Returns a pointer to the created point.

Edge *CreateEdgel_ist(void)
Creates and returns a dynamic structure to hold a list of edges.

Edge *CreateEdgeWithGrid(Edge *e, Edge *edge, [+grid support
params])
As CreateEdge but utilizes a spatial grid.

Point *CreatePoint( Point *p, Point *point)
Creates and inserts a point ( with the properties of *point) into the point list indicated
(p). Returns a pointer to the created point.

Point *CreatePointList(void)
Creates and returns a dynamic structure to hold a list of points.

Triangle *CreateTriangle(Triangle * t, Triangle *triangle)
Creates and inserts a triangle (with the properties of triangle)
structure indicated (t). Returns a list to the created triangle.

into the Triangle

Triangle *CreateTrianglel_ist(void)
Creates a dynamic structure to hold a list of triangles.

Triangle *CreateTriangleWithGrid(Triangle * t, Triangle 'triangle, [+grid
support params])
As CreateTriangle but utilizes a spatial grid.
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List DelaunayizeEdges(List el)t
This function, by Mark Ware, takes a List of edges and checks them for Delaunay
criteria. It switches any that don't meet the criteria and returns the list.

void DelaunayizeObject(void)t
Uses DelaunayizeEdges to make internal triangles of an object as Delaunay as
possible. Accepts an object from the user through a mouse click. Used for testing
purposes. Written by Mark Ware.

List DelaunayTriangulateConvexPolygon(List point_list)t
Takes a convex polygon (as aon oredered point list) and produces Delaunay
triangulation. Written by Mark Ware.

void DeleteEdge(Edge *e)
Removes the edge.

void DeleteEdgeWithGrid(Edge *e, [+grid support parameters])
Removes the edge from the Edge indicated and updates the global grid.

void DeletePoint( Point *p)
Destroys the Point indicated.

void DeleteTriangle(Triangle *t)
Removes a Triangle.

void DeleteTriangleWithGrid(*t, , [+grid support parameters])
Removes the triangle from the Triangle indicated and updates the global grid.

List lnsertConstraintslntoTriangles(List object_edges,
List triangle_list)4:
Inserts a list of constraining edges (object_edges) into triangulation defined by
trianglejist. Written by Mark Ware.

void ReconstructGrid(void)
Recreates the spatial grid (holding triangles) covering the SDS

void RemoveAngularPointFromSDS(Point *p,
int change_to_real,
Object o_belong,
Edge **important_edge)^:
Uses Simple Reversion Algorithm described by Terje Midtbo (1994). Coded by Marke
Ware.

void RemoveCollinearPointsFromObject(void)
Removes the middle point of any 3 consecutive collinear points which lie on the
boundary of an object selected by the user.

void CompoundObjects_RemovelnternalBoundaries (
PrkObject self, PrkSymbol slot_name)
This method merges all objects in 'SitStruct slot into one mega-object converts
internal real-edges into virtual edges. Objects should be contiguous - does not
retriangulate.
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void RemovePointFromSDS(Point *p,
int change_to_real,
Object o_belong,
Edge **important_edge)t
This function removes an input point from the SDS and retriangulates. It uses the
Simple Reversion Algorithm described by Terje Midtbo (1994). An input flag allows
new edges to be created as r-edges. Coded by Mark Ware.

void RetriangulateObject(void)4:

Deletes all triangles belonging to an object (clicked on by the user) and
retriangulates. This is sometimes required when inversions arise due to
generalization. This function should normally be applied to "free-space" or enclosing
objects euch as gardens. Written by Mark Ware.

void SetDirectionFlags(Triangle *t)

Sets the direction flags for a given triangle's three edges.

void SwapEdge( Triangle *t,
Triangle *t2,
Edge *new_edge,
Edge *old_edge)

For a given triangle, t, swaps any references to old_edge, with pointers to
new_edge. t2 must be on the other side of new edge from t.

void SwapPoint(List tlist, Point new_p, Point old_p)

In a list of triangles, tlist, swaps references to old_p for references to new_p.

void SwitchEdge(Edge *e, Point *p3, Point

Flips an edge, e, to the two new points, p3, p4. Function by Mark Ware
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B.5 Metrics
The criteria for a function in this category is that it should return metrics but without
extensive search.

double AngleBetweenEdges( Point *p1, Point *p2, Point *p3)

Given three vertices of adjacent edges ( p1, p2, p3 - p2 is the common vertex) this
function returns the angle between the edges. Angle returned is a double - in
radians.

double AngleBetweenTwoEdges(Edge2List *a, Edge2List *b)
Given two pointers to adjacent edges a and b, this function returns the angle
between the edges. Angle returned is a double - in radians.

void CalcCircum( Point2 p1,
Point2 p2,
Point2 p3,
double *CRadius,
Point2 *CCentre,
Boolean PLOT,
int col)
Calculates the circumcentre, CCentre, and circumradius, CRadius, for a triangle
defined by three, points, p1, p2 and p3. Will optionally plot the circle in colour, col, if
PLOT is True.

void CalcCoG(

Point p1,
Point p2,
Point p3,
Point *CoG,
Boolean PLOT,
nt col)

Calculates, CoG, the centre of gravity or the intersection of the medians of a triangle
defined by three points, p1, p2 and p3. The point is plotted, in colour, col, if PLOT is
True.

void CalclnCircle( Triangle *t,

double *IRadius,
Point *ICentre)
Calculates the innercentre, ICentre, and innerradius, I Radius, for a triangle.

void Calclnner(

Point2 p1,
Point2 p2,
Point2 p3,
double *IRadius,
Point2 *ICentre,
Boolean PLOT,
int col)

Calculates the innercentre, ICentre, and innerradius, (Radius, for a triangle defined
by three, points, p1, p2 and p3. Will optionally plot the circle in colour, col, if PLOT is
True.
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float CalculateAltitude( Triangle *t,
Edge **ae,
Point **ap)
Calculates the altitude of a triangle, t. Uses first real edge encountered for the base - if
no real edges found it returns 0. The function passes back ae and ap - the edge and
point used in the calculation of the altitude.

float CalculateAltitude2(

Triangle *t,
Edge **ae,
Point **ap)t

A variation written by Mark Ware, differs from original in that it accepts base edge and
opposite point as input, as opposed to working these out from the inverted triangle.

void CountEdges(Edge *e)
Counts and displays the number of edges in list, e. Also prints attributes and
pointers.

void CountPoints(Point *p)
Counts and displays the number points in list, p. Also prints attributes and
coordinates.

void CountTriangles(Triangle *t)
Counts and displays the number of triangles in list, t. Also prints attributes and edge
and point information.

int CountVirtualEdges(Triangle *t)
Counts and returnsthe number of edges in a triangle that are not constrained edges

int NumREdges(Triangle *t, Edge *e[3])
Counts the number of r-edges in a given triangle. Fills in an array of pointers to the redges.

int NumVEdges(Triangle *t, Edge *e[3])
Counts the number of v-edges in a given triangle. Fills in an array of pointers to the vedges.

int PointHowManyObjects(Point *p, Triangle *t, List *objects_of_point)t
Given a point, p and the triangle it belongs to this function returns the number of
different objects that p belongs to. Written by Mark Ware.

void SDSStat(void)
Prints statistics on SDS.

double TriangleArea(Triangle t)
Calculates the area of a triangle. Takes a Triangle pointer and returns a double.
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B.6 Transformation
void TranslateObject(List tlist, double dx, double dy )
Translates a triangle list by dx, dy.

void TestRotateObject(double degs)
A user test function used to invoke RotateObject - the user clicks on an object and
supplies a value in degrees.

void TestCollapse(void)
A user test function - used to invoke CollapseEdge.

void Shift(int mode)
Allows the user to grab an object and move it around. When the object is placed any
inversions are found and the conflicts are resolved (using simple displacements).
A version of this which had a DECAY parameter (distance from point to 0
displacement) and DECAY function (describes envelope of decay) would be good.
Also an option to "split off" from any objects with which an edge is shared would be
useful.
The mode parameter is used for drawing - currently :
mode < 1 : make the drawing as clean as possible
mode >= 1 : show all the messy bits!

void Size(void)
Allows the user to grab an object and change its size when the right mouse button is
pressed any inversions are found and the conflicts are resolved.

void Simplifyl_inearObject(double tol)
Removes small convex tirnagles in the object pointed to by the user. The user inputs
an area tolerance for the triangles in the object. It loops through the triangles of the
object and looks for concave triangles - these have 1 v-edge.

void RemoveAngularitiesFromObject(void)t
This function allows the user to select an object from the map and then proceeds to
call RemoveAngularPointFromSDS for the edges in its outline. Takes care not to
disturb edges with topological significance. Written by Mark Ware.

void RemoveConcaveTriangles(double tol)
Removes small concave triangles in the object pointed to by the user.

void RemoveConvexTriangles(double tol)
Removes small concave triangles in the object pointed to by the user.

void RotateObject(List slist, List *rp, double rot)
Given an object, slist, (in the form of a List of triangles), the point about which to
rotate, rp, and an angle in radians, this function rotates all the points in the object,
sorts out the triangulation and redraws the map.
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void Merge(Object obj'1, Object obj2, Boolean GraphicalMerge)
Merges two objects together. The triangle list from object obj2 is appended to that of
objl. If GraphicalMerge is True then real edges common to both objects are
converted to virtual edges. Obj 2 is removed from the object base.

void EnlargeNonOrthogonalObject(PrkObject o, double d)
Given an object this function moves each point in the outline by a fixed distance
outwards from the triangle (normal to the edge). This function works for objects which
have adjacent edges at any angle.

void EnlargeOrthogonalObject(PrkObject o, double d)
Given an object this function moves each point in the outline by a fixed distance
outwards from the triangle (normal to the edge). This function only works for objects
which have adjacent edges at 0 or 90 degrees to each other.

void DirectMerge(void)
A user function. Performs direct merge on two objects, selected by the user using
the mouse. The first object clicked on merges onto the second.

void Flip(void)
A user test function used for testing the SwitchEdge routine. The user clicks on a
triangle and one of its edges gets flipped.

CartographicObject TestDisplace!(double dx, double dy)
This method displaces the object by the distance (dx, dy) given. It detects any conflict
and posts the fact to the notice board.

CartographicObject_TestDisplaceAndResolve!(double dx,double
dy)
This method displaces the object by the distance (dx, dy) given detects any conflict
and calculates a resolution vector. It then calls itself to resolve the conflict.

CartographicObject_TestEnlarge!(double d)
This method enlarges the object by the distance given. It checks for inversions and
posts the results to the blackboard. Needs to have the correction for non-orthogonal
objects applied - NB only worked properly for 0 or 90 degree angled edge-pairs.

void AdoptMerge(double tol)}:
This function lets the user select two objects and then carries out an adopt merge on
them i.e. the space in between the objects is combined, along with the two objects
themselves, into a single new object.

void AppendMerge()
This is a user test function. It requests that the user click on two objects and passes
their id onto the Merge function.

void SimplifyOrthogonalObject(PrkObject o)
This function "flips" external right (tthreshold) angles. This has the effect of squaring
up orthogonal features. Needs to be called repeatedly (until there are no more flips)
in combination with retriangulation and removal of collinearities in the new edges of
the outline.
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with Triangulated Surfaces, Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on
Spatial Data Handling, Charleston, USA, vol. 2, pp. 612-621.
Bundy, G. LI., Jones, C. B. and Furse, E., 1995a, Holistic generalization of
large scale cartographic data, in GIS and Generalization - Methodology and
Practice J.-C. Muller, J.-P. Lagrange, R. Weibel, Eds. Taylor & Francis, London, vol.
GISDATA l,pp. 106-109.
This paper was presented at a specialist meeting on generalization that was held in
Compiegne, France in December of 1993. The paper was distributed before the
meeting and was subsequently published early in 1995, in a slightly revised form,
in the book "GIS and Generalization - Methodology and Practice". Edited by
Jean-Claude Muller, Jean-Philippe Lagrange and Robert Weibel and published by
Taylor and Francis, London.
This book forms the first in a series - the GISDATA series - which presents the
results of a four-year scientific programme of the Standing Committee of Social
Sciences of the European Science Foundation.

Bundy, G. LI., Jones, C. B. and Furse, E., 1995b, A topological structure for the
generalization of large scale cartographic data, in Innovations in GIS 2 P.
Fisher, Eds. Taylor & Francis, London, vol. 2, pp. 19-31.
This paper was presented at the Second National Conference on GIS Research
UK (GISRUK) which was held at the University of Leicester in 1994. It was
selected for publication in "Innovations in GIS 2", edited by Peter Fisher and was
published (in a slighly revised form) by Taylor and Francis, London, in 1995.

Ware, J. M., Jones, C. B. and Bundy, G. LI., 1995, A Triangulated Spatial Model
for Cartographic Generalisation of Areal Objects, A. U. Frank, W. Kuhn,
Eds., Cartography and Geographic Information Systems, Springer, Berlin, Semmering,
Austria, vol. Lecture Notes in Computer Science Number 988, pp. 173-192.
This paper was presented at the 1995 Conference On Spatial Information Theory
(COSIT), held in Semmering, Austria, September 21-23, 1995. The proceedings
of this conference, containing this paper, have been published in the SpringerVerlag Lecture Notes in Computer Science series (number 988) as "Spatial
Information Theory: A Theoretical Basis for GIS", edited by Andrew U. Frank
and Werner Kuhn.
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